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Preface

These proceedings represent the twelfth symposium on Friction Stir Welding and
Processing (FSWP) held under the auspices of TMS. This historic proceeding volume
represents 32 years of study, research, and implementation since the initial FSW
patent was filed in 1991. The continued interest and participation in this symposium
and the associated proceedings are an indirect testimony to the growth of this field.

For 2023, a total of 62 abstracts were accepted which includes 8 oral sessions.
There are 23 papers included in this volume, whichwhen combinedwith the previous
ten proceedings publications represent more than 350 papers over a 24-year period.
These submissions cover all aspects of friction stir technologies including: FSW of
highmelting temperaturematerials, FSWof lightweightmaterials, FSWof dissimilar
materials, simulation of FSWP, controls and inspection of FSWP, and derivative
technologies like friction stir processing, friction stir spot welding, additive friction
stir, and friction stir extrusion. The rise of additive friction stir deposition has shown
significant growth over the past few years and, for the first time in this symposium’s
history, maintains an entire oral session focused on this prolific additive technology.

Friction stir welding was invented by TWI (formerly The Welding Institute),
Cambridge, UK, and patented in 1991, although the real growth in this field started
several years later. In the last 32 years, FSW has seen significant growth in both
technology implementation and scientific exploration. The original patent has led to
numerous additional patents issued globally, as various solid-state processing tech-
niques were derived from the original FSW concept. In addition to the tremendous
number of derivative technologies that have been developed based on the concept
of friction stirring, thousands of papers have been published characterizing and
documenting the commercial and scientific benefits of the same.
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The organizers would like to thank the Shaping and Forming Committee of the
Materials Processing and Manufacturing Division for sponsoring this symposium.
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Hybrid Manufacturing: Combining
Additive Friction Stir Deposition,
Metrology, and Machining

Joshua Kincaid, Ross Zameroski, Timothy No, John Bohling,
Brett Compton, and Tony Schmitz

Abstract Aerospace flight panels must provide high strength with low mass. For
aluminum panels, it is common practice to beginwith awrought plate and remove the
majority of thematerial to attain the desired structure, comprising a thinner plate with
the desired pattern of reinforcement ribs. As an alternative, this study implements
hybrid manufacturing, where aluminum is first deposited on a baseplate only at the
rib locations using additive friction stir deposition (AFSD). Structured light scanning
is then used to measure the printed geometry. This geometry is finally used as the
stockmodel for computer numerical control (CNC)machining. This paper details the
hybrid manufacturing process that consists of: AFSD to print the preform, structured
light scanning to generate the stock model and tool path, three-axis CNCmachining,
and post-process measurements for part geometry and microstructure.

Keywords Hybrid manufacturing · Additive friction stir deposition · Structured
light scanning ·Machining ·Microstructure
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Introduction

Metal additive manufacturing (AM) includes beam-based technologies, such as
powder bed fusion and directed energy deposition, as well as wire arc AM. For these
processes, the metal powder or wire is melted using a high-intensity heat source
and deposited in a layer-by-layer fashion. The gross part geometry is dictated by the
computer model fed to the printer, while the microstructure is established during the
subsequent solidification and cooling, ultimately dictated by the local temperature
gradient and cooling rate [1]. An alternative non-beam-based, solid-state additive
process is provided by additive friction stir deposition (AFSD) [2–5]. In this case,
no melting occurs, and the geometry and microstructure are defined by the kinetic
energy introduced by theAFSD process. In this sense, AFSDmicrostructure depends
on thermomechanical, rather than solidification, mechanisms. Research efforts have
included the study of microstructure and its relationship to mechanical properties
and operation parameters [6–15]. Deposition materials have included aluminum,
magnesium, copper, and steel alloys [16–20], for example. Repair and cladding [21–
24], effect of alloy temper [25], fatigue behavior [26], process modeling [27], and
force/temperature control [28] have also been examined in the literature.

The AFSD process is described in Fig. 1. The feedstock is a squaremetal rod (e.g.,
wroughtmaterial). It is forced through the rotating spindle using a screw-type actuator
located above the spindle against the baseplate. The actuator allows rotation of the
0.5 m long feedstock with the spindle while simultaneously providing the axial force
and material feed. The feedstock rotation against the baseplate generates frictional
heat, which softens the feedstock sufficiently to cause plastic flow and, ideally, a
metallurgical bond with the existing material. The printed material is constrained
axially by the gap between the rotating tool and baseplate (1–3 mm). In the lateral
direction, there is only friction between the plastically flowing material and the tool
(on the top) and baseplate (on the bottom). For this reason, flash can occur at the
outer portions of the layer. The tool is translated parallel to the base plate with a
selected feed rate to print the layer. For subsequent layers, material is deposited on
the previous layer so the microstructure for the previous layer is affected by the
plastic deposition from the new layer.

Hybrid Manufacturing Steps

To approximate an aerospace flight panel, a ribbed structure with a center hole and
boss was designed; see Fig. 2 (left panel), where the ribs are 12.7 mm wide and
10.2 mm tall. The preformwas fabricated using aMELDManufacturing L3machine
to deposit 6061-T6 aluminum square rod with a side length of 9.5 mm onto a 6061-
T6 aluminum baseplate. To enable deposition, the AFSD tool paths were generated.
These included four overlapping C-shaped paths and a central cylinder that were
printed in five layers. The total thickness of the five-layer deposition was 12.7 mm.
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Fig. 1 AFSD description

The preform is displayed in Fig. 2 (middle panel) and the operating parameters are
provided in Table 1.

The printed preformwasmeasured using aGOMATOSQstructured light scanner.
The scan model was imported into computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) software,
where it was used as the stock model for toolpath generation. The scan model was
aligned with the computer-aided design (CAD) model of the ribbed panel, and the
coordinate system was assigned using the corner of the baseplate; see Fig. 2 (right).

Fig. 2 (Left) CAD model of panel. (Middle) 6061 aluminum preform. (Right) scanned preform
model

Table 1 AFSD operating parameters

Layer Start spindle speed
(rpm)

Final spindle speed
(rpm)

Tool feed rate
(mm/min)

Material feed rate
(mm/min)

1 300 275 102 152

2 300 275 102 152

3 275 275 152 168

4 275 250 142 183

5 275 225 142 198
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To select optimal machining parameters, the frequency response functions (FRFs)
of each cutting toolweremeasured using impact testing.Here, amodal hammer (PCB
model 086C04) was used to excite the tool tip and the response was measured by
a low-mass accelerometer (PCB model 352C23). The FRFs were used to generate
stability maps, which enabled the selection of optimal, stable machining parameters
[29].

Once the machining parameters and toolpaths were selected, the preform was
clamped to the table of a Haas VF-4 three-axis CNC milling machine. The part
was then probed with the machine’s touch trigger probe to locate the part and align
the machine coordinate system with the CAM coordinate system using a coordinate
rotation [30]. Facing, contour milling, and boring operations were all implemented
to create the ribbed structure with a hole and boss in the center. The machining
operations are summarized in Table 2, and the CAM toolpaths are displayed in
Fig. 3.

Table 2 CNC milling operations and parameters

Operation Tool Spindle speed (rpm) Feed (mm/min)

1. Face the top surface 76.2 mm diameter, 8 insert
facemill

5000 2032

2. Rough inner pocket 19.05 mm diameter, 3 flute
endmill

7000 1600.2

3. Finish inner pocket 6.35 mm diameter, 3 flute
endmill

7700 320.0

4. Mill center hole 19.05 mm diameter, 3 flute
endmill

7000 1600.2

5. Rough outer profile 19.05 mm diameter, 3 flute
endmill

7000 1600.2

6. Finish outer profile 6.35 mm diameter, 3 flute
endmill

7700 320.0

Fig. 3 CNC milling
operations from Table 2
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Results and Discussion

Each step in the hybrid manufacturing process was completed with the expected
results. The AFSD toolpaths deposited material in the desired locations on the base-
plate. The structured light scan provided a stockmodel for theCAMsoftware thatwas
used to set a coordinate system and define the toolpaths required to remove the excess
material. Stable machining conditions were observed using the parameters obtained
from tap testing. In summary, the structured light scanning strategy to provide a
CAM stock model and local coordinate system was successfully implemented.

One advantage of the hybrid manufacturing approach is reduced material use and
removal (by machining). If the part had been machined from wrought plate stock,
the required starting volume would have been 3539 cm3. In comparison, the preform
volume (i.e., the baseplate and printed material) was 3163 cm3. This represents
a material savings of 376 cm3, or 10.6%, by the hybrid approach. Note that the
baseplate comprised 2360 cm3 of this total volume. Neglecting the baseplate, the
“top” wrought volume that contained the ribs and boss was 1180 cm3 and the printed
volume was 804 cm3. The 376 cm3 volume savings is now 31.9% of the “top”
wrought volume. If machining from the full wrought plate, the amount of material to
be removed would have been 1090 cm3 to obtain the final geometry. Machining the
printed preform, on the other hand, required 714 cm3 to be removed. The difference
is again 376 cm3 for a reduction in material removal volume of 34.5%. This is similar
to the advantages obtained by wire arc AM in aluminum [31].

To quantify the geometric fidelity of the machined part, measurements were
completed using the structured light scanner. The scan results were compared to
the CAD model by creating a best-fit alignment and observing the differences; see
Fig. 4. The alignment showed a maximum deviation of 0.25 mm from the CAD
model; see Fig. 5, where red indicates extra material and blue less material than
desired. One potential cause of these deviations is the release of internal stresses
during the machining process. In follow-on testing, measurements will be performed
before deposition, after deposition, and after machining to record any part distortion.

Finally, sections were cut from the machined part by water jet to characterize the
as-deposited microstructure obtained from the AFSD process. Two sections were
studied. These included the overlap region of two C-shaped paths (labeled tracks 1
and 2 in Fig. 6) and a standalone region from the middle of track 1. In Fig. 6, track

Fig. 4 Comparison of scan and CAD models to determine part errors
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Fig. 5 Difference map between CAD and scan models

1 (red arrows) was deposited first and track 2 (white arrows) was deposited second;
the circular arrows indicate the tool rotation direction for each track. The overlap
sample (white box) extended across the full width of the overlap region between the
two tracks and was oriented normal to the overlap interface. The standalone sample
(red box) extended across the width of the track 1 and was oriented normal to the tool
feed direction. Both samples were polished and then etched with Weck’s reagent for
optical microscopy.

The etched cross section of the overlap region is displayed in Fig. 7. In this
figure, the baseplate region at the bottom, track 1, and track 2 are identified. In
addition, the build direction (i.e., bottom to top layers) and the advancing side (AS)
and retreating side (RS) of the deposition are labeled. The advancing side occurs
where the peripheral velocity of the rotating tool adds to the tool feed rate, while
the retreating side occurs where the peripheral velocity is opposite the tool’s feed
direction. In Fig. 7, three zones (A, B, andC) are highlighted for highermagnification
images and the boundary between tracks 1 and 2 is shown as a dashed line as a guide
to the eye.

Optical micrographs for zones A, B, and C, as well as the wrought baseplate are
shown in Fig. 8 for the overlap region between tracks 1 and 2. The top and bottom
rows of images show the microstructure of each zone at low and high magnifica-
tion, respectively. It is observed that the baseplate microstructure exhibits elongated
features in the horizontal direction due to the rolling operation used to form the plate.
The interface between the deposition and baseplate is seen at location A, where the
baseplate microstructure has clearly been modified by the deposition process. At
location B, a wedge-shaped feature is seen due to the interaction of track 2 and
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Fig. 6 Standalone (track 1) and overlap (tracks 1 and 2) regions for microstructure evaluation

Fig. 7 Overlap region (tracks 1 and 2) microstructure

baseplate. Location C shows a uniform, fine grain microstructure in the deposited
material due to the severe plastic deformation for the AFSD process.

The etched cross section of the standalone (track 1) region is shown in Fig. 9. In
this figure, the baseplate region, deposit region, and advancing and retreating sides are
labeled; the tool feed direction proceeded out of the image plane during deposition.
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Fig. 8 Individual images for zones in overlap region (tracks 1 and 2)

Optical micrographs for zones A, B, and C, as well as the wrought baseplate are
shown in Fig. 10. The interface between the deposition and baseplate is shown for
location A, where the baseplate microstructure is distinctly different before and after
deposition. At location B, a wedge-shaped feature is again seen at the baseplate-
deposit interface. Location C shows a uniform, fine grain microstructure for the
deposited material. Further characterization of the microstructural changes in the
base plate, interface features observed in both regions (Figs. 8 and 10), and hardness
properties will be conducted to understand the effect on behavior of the final part.

Fig. 9 Standalone region (track 1) microstructure
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Fig. 10 Individual images for zones in standalone region (track 1)

Conclusions

This paper described the combination of AFSD, structured light scanning, and
CNC machining in a hybrid manufacturing scenario. The demonstration part was
an aluminum aerospace flight panel, although the material and application are not
limited to this domain. The AFSD material demonstrated machinability similar to
wrought aluminum. The structured light scanning procedure provided an accurate
stock model for the CAM software, while also ensuring the desired part geometry
was contained within the printed preform. Tool tip FRF measurements enabled the
selection of optimal machining parameters. Post-process measurements were used to
compare the final part with the intended CAD design and evaluate the microstructure
of the baseplate and deposited material. Ultimately, this work demonstrated a hybrid
manufacturing approach that leverages AFSD, metrology, and machining to provide
a new option for the production of aerospace flight panels, as well as other metallic
components traditionally obtained from wrought plate, castings, or forgings.
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Closed-Loop PID Temperature Control
of Additive Friction Stir Deposition

Jason Glenn, Luk Dean, Arnold Wright, and Yuri Hovanski

Abstract Additive friction stir deposition (AFSD), a derivative technology of fric-
tion stir welding (FSW), is now rapidly growing in industries that require bulk
additive manufacturing. For mass adoption to occur, deposition consistency and
quality along with thermal inputs and their impacts need to be better understood
and improved. In both AFSD and FSW, it has been demonstrated that properties of
depositions or welds vary along their length in response to in-process temperatures.
Research using temperature control to maintain weld temperatures in FSW has been
performed for some years now with significant results in both quality and reliability,
but this technology is just starting to be applied toward AFSD. This work describes
the implementation of a temperature control method that was proven successful in
FSW to AFSD. It demonstrates the accuracy achievable using that method for AA
7050 T7451 compares the controlled results against a fixed RPM deposition, reviews
results of temperature control over multi-pass AFSD, and outlines future work for
AFSD involving temperature control.
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Introduction

Additive friction stir deposition (AFSD) is a bulk additive manufacturing process
basedon friction stirwelding (FSW). Instead of the rotating tool headhaving a pin that
protrudes into the substrate like in FSW, there is a hole in the middle through which
filler material may be extruded. Filler material has taken the form of powder, square
rods, and even recycled chips [1], but it is most commonly performed using square
rods. The material extruding out of the tool is plastically deformed, filling an area
in between the tool shoulder and the substrate. As linear motion is introduced, strips
of material are deposited ranging from 5 to 40 mm wide depending on the shoulder
diameter and 1–5mm thick depending on the specified settings. The process can then
lift in the Z-axis and deposit layer upon layer until the desired near-net shape (build)
is produced. The rotating shoulder both ensures adequate mixing between layers and
shears grains resulting in fully dense parts with a fine equiaxed crystal structure [2].

Despite the advantages to AFSD, there are still many areas that need further
research.One study found thatmaterial properties in a precipitationhardenedmaterial
varied over each deposition layer in a 38 mm stack of 1 mm layers [3]. While
the top layers had an as-deposited yield strength (YS) of approximately 220 MPa,
the bottom layer was reduced to about 110 MPa. Similar issues can be seen in
FSW where properties in precipitation hardened materials can vary even along the
length of a single weld [4]. These issues were demonstrated as problems arising from
weld temperature in a study that varied weld backing plates to increase heat transfer
away from the weld [5]. Aluminum backing plates with high thermal conductivity
increasedweld properties bymaintaining a lowerweld temperaturewhile low thermal
conductivity backing plates such as ceramic and steel reduced post weld properties.

To approach this problem in FSW, an increasing number of groups are turning to
temperature-controlled welds. There are a number of temperature control methods
available including PID, cascading PID RPM loops [6, 7], cascading PID torque
loops [8], and more. Wright et al. reviewed different methods of temperature control
including the previously listed methodologies and found that cascading PID loops
commanding either RPM or torque was the most robust controllers enabling temper-
ature control within ±3 °C. Additionally, while not as robust, a simple PID loop
commanding RPMwas shown to bemore easily implemented on an average industry
machine, while maintaining ±5 °C [9]. Though the simple loop is not as robust as
the other methods, it was deemed sufficient for the needs of this experiment. Due
to its ease of implementation, the authors chose to use this method for this work.
Research performed in FSW using PID RPM control found that post-weld properties
could be quickly optimized and the standard deviation for properties along the weld
could be minimized [10]. Similar capabilities are also needed in AFSD along with an
understanding and control of thermal inputs for residual stressmanagement. Temper-
ature control is just beginning to be implemented in AFSD [11] so such results do
not yet exist. AFSD also poses further issues with the implementation of tempera-
ture control in that layers stack onto each other resulting in vastly different thermal
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boundary conditions from one layer to the next. It is unsure whether such amulti-pass
system can still be adequately controlled without changing control parameters.

The purpose of this current study was to evaluate the efficacy of a PID spindle
speed temperature control method, commonly used for FSW, in AFSD as a means of
increasing the consistencyof thermal input into additive depositions.Acomparisonof
controlled and non-controlled AFSD deposits is examined to determine its success of
implementation. Then, temperature control data from 4 stacks consisting of 7 layers
in height using varied PID values (the kp, ki, and kd constants in the equations) are
compared to see if adjustments in the control system are necessary to compensate for
changing boundary conditions. An outline for further development of temperature-
controlled AFSD is also given.

Methodology

Implementation Depositions

Two depositions were performed each 125 mm in length. The linear traverse speed
was 150 mm/min, and the material extrusion rate was 4770 mm3/min. The first depo-
sition was performed at a fixed spindle speed of 400 RPM which is comparable to
other published papers when correlating surface speed of the tool radii. The second
was performed using PID RPM control. Feed rate and linear velocity were held
constant for both deposits, and no anvil cooling was applied meaning anvil tempera-
tures increase, though only slightly due to the high thermal mass of the anvil, along
the length of the deposition.

Multi-Pass Control Depositions

In this experiment, 28 total depositions were performed, each 150 mm in length.
The depositions consisted of 4 stacks of 7 each performed on individual 150 mm
× 200 mm × 6.25 mm plates. A thermocouple (TC 1 Fig. 1) was inserted into the
bottom of the plate, centered, so the deposition would pass over halfway through the
deposition. Another thermocouple (TC 2 Fig. 1) was placed on the anvil approxi-
mately 100 mm from the edge of the substrate. The first deposition on each substrate
was started while the substrate and anvil were 25 ± 2 ◦C. Layers 2–7 for each of
the plates were performed consecutively, each starting two minutes after the end of
the previous. The two minutes gave sufficient time for recording and updating PID
values between each layer and for the feed rod swap that was necessary before layer
five of each stack. The first stack of seven consisted of seven tuning runs to record the
change in tuned PID value outputs corresponding to the different boundary condi-
tions. The second stack of seven was performed using temperature control with the
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Fig. 1 Image of the
experiment set up for a
7-layer stack. Note
thermocouple one placed
under the deposition path
and thermocouple two
placed 100 mm away from
deposition path on the anvil

PID values constant as the first layer tuning run output from the previous stack. The
third stack was performed using temperature control while updating the PID values
for each layer to reflect the outputs from each corresponding layer of stack one tuning
depositions. The fourth stack was performed using temperature control with a fixed
PID values that were the average of all seven layers outputs from the 1st stack. Feed
rate and linear velocity were held constant for all deposits.

Temperature Building

From experimentation while performing hundreds of depositions, three temperature
building phases of a deposition have been discovered. The first is from frictional
rubbing, under a high load, of the shoulder against the substrate. This is performed
while monitoring the tool temperature until it reaches a specific material dependent
temperature at which the material may be extruded. At this point, the deposition
program moves on to phase two and begins extruding as it lifts up to the specified
layer height. The third phase is when linear motion is enabled and begins the moment
the tool reaches the correct deposition height. Each of these phases are responsible
for significant portions of the temperature build in a deposition and as such have had
to be controlled.
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In phase one, an alloy specific RPM and load are specified and then a program
is implemented that monitors the tool temperature and continues the rubbing until it
reaches an extrudable temperature.

During phase two, extrusion rates are varied using a fixed high and fixed low
value depending on temperature so that excessive temperature gain or any tempera-
ture reduction are avoided. This phase generally aims for some high fraction of the
temperature set point (approximately 80% for AA7050). The value is determined
by experimentation as its best to approach the set point but to leave some room the
temperature increases that will come from phase three.

In phase three, a conditional controller either increasesRPMwhile the tool temper-
ature is below the temperature set point or decrease RPM when the tool temperature
is approaching or above the set point. This occurs during a 15 mm ramp, and the goal
is to keep the temperature to within ±10 °C of the temperature set point by the end.
This allows autotuning runs to calculate gains more representative of steady-state
AFSD rather than of the startup phase. It also reduces the ‘distance to control’ of
temperature-controlled runs and avoids large RPM steps that can negatively affect
the deposition. On the authors’ machine, these phases are all coded into the deposi-
tion program, and therefore, they perform automatically. This results in a successful
deposition every time with the push of a button.

Machine and Materials

AFSD deposits were performed on a TTI model RM-2 Linear FSW machine with
an RPT axis integrated by BOND Technologies. All deposits were performed using
AA7050-T7451 for both the feed material and the substrates. The feed rods are
9.27 mm × 9.27 mm bars cut from 9.525 mm plate via waterjet and milled to the
correct dimensions. The substrates are 152 mm× 200 mm× 6.35 mm in dimension.
The deposits are centered on the substrate plate, with the 125 mm long direction
aligned with the 200 mm substrate length.

Temperature Measurement

The temperature of the tooling was measured with a type-K thermocouple (OMEGA
#KMQSS-062G-6),with the tip positioned close to the tool surface as shown in Fig. 2.
The thermocouple was connected to a measurement and Bluetooth transmitter board
(LORD #TC-Link-200-OEM) in a custom enclosure attached to the tooling. This
transmitted to a receiver device (LORD #WSDA-Base-101-LXRS) that provided an
analog 0–3.3 V DC signal into an input card connected to the PLC. The temperature
was updated by the measurement board at a frequency of 32 Hz.
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Fig. 2 Location of the
thermocouple in the tool

Temperature Control Method

The author chose single-loop proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control with the
thermocouple temperature as the input and the spindle speed as theoutput. The control
scheme used also has an anti-windup feature that is active until the temperature first
reaches within 5 °C of the temperature set point. During the anti-windup phase, the
integral gain is set as 0, while the P & D values are the values calculated by the auto-
tuner. Once the temperature has reached within 5 °C of the set point, the integral gain
is set to the auto-tuned value and remains that value until the end of the deposition,
regardless of the error in temperature. If the PID gains are not appropriate for the
process, it may become unstable, saturating the spindle RPM.

The auto-tuner facility is based on an adaptive relay test as described by Taysom
and Sorensen [12]. This tuner was originally developed for use in FSW, which can
be modeled as a first-order plus dead-time system. The adaptive relay test uses a
series of step changes in spindle speed to perform automatic system identification
by evaluating the temperature response.

Use of the Auto-tuner

The authors first developed parameters for a non-temperature-controlled deposi-
tion process using position and constant RPM control. Once a manual program can
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provide close to the desired output (a stable deposition with temperature ±60 °C of
the desired set point), the tuning program can be implemented. The tuning program
derives P, I, and D values from observing the response time of the measured temper-
ature on the tool face to an applied spindle speed step change. The program is set
with a time delay estimate of one second and runs eight cycles (a cycle is considered
crossing the temperature set point in response to the spindle speed step changes). For
most effective control, the autotuning should be conducted on a section of deposition
that is representative of the weld that will be temperature controlled.

Results and Discussion

Implementation

The deposition, Fig. 3, performed with constant spindle speed experiences a temper-
ature climb of approximately 17 °C over 125 mm as shown in Fig. 4. The trajectory
of the temperature indicates that if the length of the deposition had been increased
the temperature would have continued to climb. This means that for precipitate-
strengthened materials like AA7050-T7451 varied properties would be expected
throughout the length of the deposition. Though a portion of this temperature climb
could be from a lack of anvil cooling, significant temperature increases are observed
when extrusion starts and when linear motion starts. The high RPMs necessary to
achieve temperatures at which extrusion may commence are excessive compared
to the steady-state AFSD rotational speed requirements. Active cooling of the
substrate/anvil would just as likely increase the RPM requirements for startup as
they would the RPM requirements for steady-state deposition. The result would still
likely leave a parameter gap, though differed.

The temperature-controlled deposition, Fig. 5, by comparison quickly reaches the
temperature set point of 375 °C and then fluctuates within 0.5 °C under and 1.5 °C
above as shown in Fig. 6. Temperaturewas heldwithin this range from approximately
20 mm into the weld (temperature control was turned on at 15 mm) until the end
of the deposition. The spindles rotational speed decreased from approximately 460
RPM at starting to around 220RPM at the end of the weld. The trajectory suggests
an optimal steady-state value near 220RPM for these boundary conditions.

Fig. 3 Picture of the fixed 400 RPM deposition
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Fig. 4 Temperature and RPM profile of constant RPM AFSD deposit

Fig. 5 Picture of temperature-controlled deposition

Fig. 6 Temperature and RPM profile of temperature-controlled AFSD deposit
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Fig. 7 Comparison plot of layer one of the three different controlled stacks. The vertical axis
represents how far along the weld from where temperature control was enabled until control was
reached. The horizontal axis represents degrees of control

Multi-pass Temperature Control

Displayed in Figs. 7 and 8 are two plots comparing the distance along the deposi-
tion after enabling temperature control against the range of control achieved. The
best results were seen in the stacks where the PID values changed with each corre-
sponding layer and where the PID values were fixed from the first layer tuning run.
Every deposition achieved a control of ±5 °C within 6 mm of travel after enabling
temperature control regardless of how the three different PID values were obtained,
(i.e., first layer, average of each layer, or layer by layer). When comparing layer one,
Fig. 7, to layer seven, Fig. 8, its apparent that control improves for higher layers. This
is likely due to the reduction of heat transfer out as the anvil and substrate warm up
resulting in a more stable system. While not shown herein, this trend is also apparent
when comparing the plots from layer one to layers two through six.

Evidence from this data leads to the conclusion that control PID values obtained
from the first layer are adequate for control at higher layers or on hotter substrates.
Despite the changing boundary conditions, sufficient control is obtained. Further-
more, there appears to be little benefit in changing PID values for each layer. Though
there may be minor benefits from changing the PID values with each layer, the
evidence is not substantial enough to make any claims nor are the results significant
enough to be worth the effort.
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Fig. 8 Comparison plot of layer seven of the three different controlled stacks. The vertical axis
represents how far along the weld from where temperature control was enabled until control was
reached. The horizontal axis represents degrees of control

Conclusion

Single-loop PID control of the spindle speed in AFSD is indeed a viable option
to control thermal input for precipitate-strengthened aluminums such as AA7050-
T7451. The consistency in the temperature indicates a likely corresponding consis-
tency of properties along the length of the deposition as demonstrated in FSW
[10].

The changing boundary conditions of AFSD from its multi-pass nature do not
require changing control parameters to maintain temperature control. Control within
±5 °C is obtained within 6mm of deposition length, and control of±2 °C is obtained
within 25 mm on the first layer and within 5 mm on subsequent layers. Control with
first layer PID values is sufficient and does not appear to improve with individually
tuned values. Distance to control is also reduced as the surroundings increase in
temperature.

Further Work

Knowing that temperature control can be used onAFSD,work demonstrating that the
consistency of deposition temperature, enabled by temperature control, reduces post-
deposition properties variation along the length of the deposit. In addition, deposits
could be made at varied temperatures and examined to find if a specific deposition
temperature provides optimized post-deposition strength.

Furthermore, a model should be developed for AFSD of large builds. Varied
thermal inputs and uneven cooling can lead to dramatic residual stress, a phenomenon
observed by companies testing samples they had printed via AFSD. Some parts were
reported to have serious warping and even have cracked during post-machining heat
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treatments. This is likely due to residual stress build up from the printing process.
These residual stresses can be seen in substrates that had multiple layers printed
on them, leaving a visible cambering of the plate. Temperature control will provide
valuable data and a consistent variable for this modeling process.

AFSD requires continued work as it is implemented into industry. An under-
standing of post-deposition properties and resulting residual stresses needs to be
obtained before prints of any geometry can be reliably made. Temperature control
provides vital data toward achieving those goals and should be implemented more
broadly to speed up current research efforts.
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A Feasibility Study on Friction Screw
Extrusion Additive Manufacturing
of AA6060

T. C. Bor, D. H. Strik, S. Sayyad Rezaeinejad, N. G. J. Helthuis, G. S. Vos,
M. Luckabauer, and R. Akkerman

Abstract Additive manufacturing in the solid state opens up possibilities for many
alloys that are not suitable for fusion-based approaches. Following the advances in
friction-based joining processes for high-strength aluminum and magnesium alloys,
the Friction Screw Extrusion Additive Manufacturing (FSEAM) process has been
developed for deposition of thin layers for cladding and additive manufacturing on a
variety of substrates. In this work, the first results on the manufacturing of wall-like
rectangular builds from AA6060T6 are reported. Multiple layers of about 15 mm
width and 1 mm thickness were deposited with print velocities of 100–250 mm/min
at constant tool rotation speed. Solid walls were formed without major macroscopic
defects. Promising mechanical properties were measured with a yield strength of
about 80 MPa and a tensile strength increasing from 112 to 144 MPa as function
of the print velocity. The material was characterized by a fine microstructure with
an average grain size below 10 µm for all builds. At the microscale, strings of
unbonded regions have been observed at lower print velocities possibly related to
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insufficient mixing of the deposited material with the previous layer duringmanufac-
turing leading to reduced ductility. The observed results are encouraging, indicating
that additive manufacturing of aluminum alloys through FSEAM is feasible after
further optimization of the process.

Keywords Additive manufacturing · AA6060T6 · Screw extrusion

Introduction

Additive manufacturing (AM) of metals has opened up a wealth of opportunities for
manufacturing of special and/or unique parts and features [1–3]. Complex objects
can be created layer by layer according to computer-generated designs. Function
integration, efficient spare part manufacturing, and reduction of the time to market
are well-known advantages.

Relevant AM approaches for metals are often based on melting and fusion of the
feedstock [1–3]. Powder bed fusion, wire arc additive manufacturing, and electron
beam melting all use the heat of the energy source to heat up the metal to above its
melting point. Subsequently, bonding to the previously deposited layers occurs upon
solidification.

The use of fusion-based AM approaches for aluminum alloys has mostly been
limited to a few casting alloys, such as AlSi10Mg [4]. Important high-strength,
precipitation-based alloys from the 2xxx (Al–Cu), 6xxx (Al–Si/Mg), or 7xxx (Al–Zn)
series can hardly be processed or only with significant extra efforts [5, 6]. The occur-
ring metallurgical problems originate from the inherent solid-to-liquid and liquid-to-
solid phase transformations and include porosity, preferential distribution of crystal
orientations (texture), solidification shrinkage, and solidification cracking.

Many of the metallurgical problems disappear if the AM process fully takes place
in the solid state avoiding the liquid phase. Some approaches have been developed
either based on high kinetic energy, sub-melting point sintering, or friction/plastic
deformation [7]. Especially, the last approach shows huge potential as the produced
parts after solid-state, friction-based AM typically contain a fine, wrought-like
microstructure with small grain sizes exhibiting little texture, low residual stress
levels, and virtually no porosity [8–10]. This opens up opportunities for manu-
facturing of severely (dynamically) loaded parts/products without costly forging
routes.

In this work, the emphasis is on a new solid-state AM process that has been
developed with the aim to deposit high-strength aluminum and magnesium alloys
with improved microstructural properties. The Friction Screw Extrusion Additive
Manufacturing (FSEAM) process is based on themerits of friction stir weldingwhere
heating of the material occurs through friction and plastic deformation. A threaded
rotating tool (screw) is used to transport, extrude, and bond the softened material
to the substrate. Screw dimensions can be tuned to the requested layer dimensions
where the deposition width may vary from a few to tens of millimeters. The outline
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of the FSEAM setup is shown schematically in Fig. 1a. The rotating threaded tool is
positioned just above the substrate. The material is supplied in a continuous fashion
from the side through a feed channel. The feedstock may comprise wire, rods, but
also powder and even chips having recycling in mind. The elevated heat and pressure
densify the feedstock material and provide the necessary conditions to extrude the
material through the nozzle opening. There, the rotating nature of the tool helps to
spread and metallurgically bond the material to the substrate. The layer thickness
depends on the distance between the tool and the substrate, (t) whereas the nominal
width (W ) is approximately equal to the tool tip diameter. The particular design of
the setup supports almost independent control of the volumetric supply rate (Vf ) and
the tool rotation rate Ω.

Preliminary work conducted on the Al-Si/Mg extrusion alloy AA6060T6 has
shown the importance of the mentioned process parameters. It also emphasized the
role of the so-called feed ratio f which constitutes the ratio of the volume supplied
per unit of time (Vf ) over the volume required per unit of time (Wt.vt). Best results in
terms of mechanical properties and the absence of volumetric defects were obtained
with a feed ratio exceeding one, providing more material than strictly required.

In the currentwork, the role of the print/table velocity vt was investigatedwhere the
velocity was varied between 100 and 250mm/min while concomitantly adjusting the
feed rate at a constant feed ratio. The quality of themanufactured builds was analyzed
through optical and scanning electron microscopy. The mechanical properties were
determined through hardness measurements and tensile tests.

Fig. 1 a Fabriction screw extrusion additive manufacturing working principle. Feedstock is
supplied to a rotating tool (� rpm). The feedstock material is softened through friction and plastic
deformation and is transported to the opening at the bottom of the printhead/housing where the
material is extruded and deposited on top of a substrate/build plate. The exit opening is placed at
distance t above the substrate defining the layer thickness. The layer width W is determined from
the volumetric supply rate Vf and the translational speed of the table vt . b The printhead is equipped
with a die (in black) limiting the lateral spread of the deposited layer
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Experimental

Friction Screw Extrusion Additive Manufacturing Setup

The manufacturing of the builds was carried out on a modified planer machine
equipped with a 13 kW electrical motor oriented vertically. A modular, in-house
developed additivemanufacturing systemwasmounted underneath. Themotor drives
a partly cylindrical and partly conical threaded and hardenedH13 steel tool withM20
thread according to ISO965. The tool is placed centrally in a stationary housing. The
normal force exerted on the AM printhead in the direction parallel to the axis of
the tool was measured with three load cells placed equally around the circumfer-
ence in the motor frame to monitor the progress of the AM process. Several K-
type thermocouples were inserted close to the 10 mm nozzle opening to record the
print temperature development over time. The nozzle opening was also equipped
with a small die comprising support walls on either side of the nozzle opening to
better control the shape and dimensions of the deposited layer during the deposition
process, see Fig. 1b. A cooling system was integrated into the housing around the
screw and the feeding system. A hydraulic system was used to supply feed mate-
rial in a controlled fashion. Measurement data were stored employing a National
Instruments data acquisition system.

Materials and Manufacturing Procedure

The influence of the print velocity was studied through the manufacturing of four
builds with a print velocity of 100, 150, 200, and 250 mm/min at 400 rpm, a layer
thickness of 1 mm and a nominal width of 10 mm. The feed ratio was approximately
1.3 leading to an actual layer width larger than the above-mentioned nominal value.
Round 8 mm rod AA6060T6 material cut into pieces of 45 mm or 22.5 mmwas used
as feed material. Available plates of AA2024 with dimensions of 300 mm× 70 mm
× 4 mm were used as substrate material.

Before the actual manufacturing of the build started, four, so-called, base layers
were deposited with the same cross-sectional dimensions but at lower velocity (35–
50 mm/min) to enhance bonding to the substrate. After the base layers in total, 50
layers were deposited at the selected speed with an approximate length of 140 mm.
The feed system was refilled with the required amount of feed material after each
deposited layer.
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Mechanical and Microstructural Analysis

After manufacturing of the build and a waiting time of least two weeks to allow
for post-processing microstructural changes, the builds were cut into pieces, where
one piece was used for analysis of build quality, microstructure and hardness, and
another piece was used to extract tensile test specimens. The approximate locations
of both pieces are shown in Fig. 2. The first piece was prepared following stan-
dard metallurgical procedures. From the second piece, tensile test specimens were
extracted employing electric discharge machining. The 45 mm long and 2 mm thick
test specimens exhibited a 20 mm gauge section (cross-sectional dimensions 5 mm
× 2 mm) and had a smooth transition from the clamping section (dimensions 10 mm
× 2 mm) with a 2.5 mm filet radius. For each build, three tensile test specimens
through the thickness were obtained numbered 1–3 with number 2 located in the
build midplane in the width direction. Tensile tests were performed with a Zwick
100 SMZ100/TL3A equipped with a GTM100 kN force cell and a 066608Multisens
extensometer at 1 mm/min crosshead displacement.

A Keyence VHX 7000 light microscope and a JEOL JSM 7200F Scanning Elec-
tron Microscope (SEM) were used for microstructural analysis. A Leco LM 100AT
hardness tester equipped with a micro-Vickers hardness indenter was used to assess
the hardness distribution employing 300 gf and a waiting time of 15 (s).

Fig. 2 a AA6060 build manufactured at AA2024 substrate at table velocity of 250 mm/min. b
Spatial distribution of measured nozzle temperature during manufacturing at 250 mm/min. c–e
Centre regions of builds manufactured at 100 mm/min, 150 mm/min and 200 mm/min, respectively.
Individual layers are clearly visible. Locations of tensile test specimen extractions (3 through the
thickness) and hardness/microscopy are indicated in (a) by dotted and dashed lines, respectively.
Locations hold for all builds
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Table 1 Average nozzle temperature <Tnozzle> and exerted normal force <Fn> during FSEAM of
AA6060T6 for a range of print velocities vt . Average values of yield strength <σ yield> and tensile
strength <σ tesnile> , and hardness <HV> as obtained from tensile tests and Vickers microhardness
measurements, respectively

vt (mm/min) 100 150 200 250

<Tnozzle> (°C) 384 ± 35 485 ± 21 493 ± 28 525 ± 10

<Fn> (kN) 5.3 ± 1.4 8.8 ± 1.6 7.3 ± 1.0 9.3 ± 1.6

<σ yield> (MPa) 80.8 ± 1.7 75.7 ± 2.2 79.6 ± 3.5 84.9 ± 3.9

<σ tensile> (MPa) 112.4 ± 8.8 114.0 ± 19.6 124.4 ± 14.9 144.5 ± 0.2

<HV> 39.5 ± 1.9 39.1 ± 1.5 39.7 ± 2.8 41.6 ± 1.8

Results and Discussion

Build Appearance and Conditions

The FSEAM experiments were carried out successfully, and four AA6060 builds
were manufactured on top of an AA2024 substrate. The build produced at
250 mm/min is shown in Fig. 2a. The deposited layers are clearly visible. The
layer widths at the build ends are somewhat larger due to the relatively low velocity
employed during vertical motion of the printhead for the volumetric supply rate
employed. The temperature measured close to the nozzle opening while printing is
displayed in Fig. 2b. Temperatures were fairly constant during the manufacturing
process except for the respective ends on either side of the build where the temper-
ature temporarily dropped due to the refeeding process, see also Sect. 2.2. Builds
manufactured at lower table velocities looked similar, see Fig. 2c–e for a display of
the middle sections of the builds. The build deposited at 100 mm/min showed some
signs of waviness. In general, both the average nozzle temperature and the normal
force show an increasing trend with print velocity, see Table 1.

The cross sections of the builds extracted at the location schematically indicated
in Fig. 2 show the individual layers making up the build after careful etching, see
Fig. 3. Macroscopic defects were absent for all builds. The widths of the builds
were all beyond the nozzle opening diameter due to a feed ratio exceeding the
value of one. The gray tone differences between individual layers, especially visible
for the 200 mm/min sample, cannot be readily explained. Possible crystallographic
variations from layer to layer will be examined in future work.

Mechanical Testing

The hardness values were determined in the midplane of each build on the cross
sections shown in Fig. 3. The measurement results are shown in this figure on the
right, and average values are collected in Table 1. The hardness remains more or less
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Fig. 3 Cross sections of manufactured builds at 100, 150, 200, and 250 mm/min. Individually
deposited layers are visible. Measured Vickers hardness values determined in the midplane along
the build direction, are shown on the right. The scale bar applies to all builds

constant through the height of the build and without significant differences among
the various builds; i.e., the hardness does not seem to be dependent on the printing
velocity employed, despite the differences in average nozzle temperature (see Table
1). The hardness is reduced with respect to the hardness of the feedmaterial of 80 HV
which is ascribed to the thermomechanical nature of the process leading to changes
in the size and distribution of the strengthening precipitates.

The results of the tensile tests are displayed in Fig. 4a–d. In all cases, plastic defor-
mation of the test specimen occurred. However, for some samples, failure occurred
prematurely. The test specimens of the 100mm/min build broke relatively early in the
plastic region leading to limited elongation at fracture. These samples all broke in the
filet region of the test specimens, i.e., outside of the gauge section. Similar behavior
was also observed with 150.1 and 150.2. Samples 150.3, 200.1, and 250.1 showed
failure close to one of the attachment points of the strain gauge explaining the devi-
ating stress–strain behavior. In case of the 250 mm/min sample, significant plastic
deformation to well beyond 0.3 (30%) occurred for samples 250.2 and 250.3. The
average results per build were collected in Table 1. The values of the yield strength
were approximately equal at values around 80 MPa, but the tensile strength seemed
to increase with higher printing velocities from 112MPa at 100 mm/min to 145MPa
at 250 mm/min. The elongation at fracture could only be determined accurately for
those samples fracturedwithin the spanned region of the strain gauge.Values increase
from approximately just below 20% for the 150 mm/min build to above 40% for the
250mm/minbuild. Themechanical properties derived from the 250mm/minbuild are
comparable to those achieved through Additive Friction Stir–Deposition (AFS–D)
of AA6061 by Rutherford et al. [11].

The fracture surfaces of the tensile test specimens were analyzed through light
microscopy and scanning electron microscopy. The results of two samples, one with
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Fig. 4 Tensile test results of test samples of buildsmanufactured at 100, 150, 200, and 250mm/min.
All samples were extracted in the build direction (see Fig. 2) and numbered 1–3, where sample 2
is positioned in the midplane. The 0.2% yield strength and the tensile strength for each sample are
given by the “x” and “o” symbols, respectively. A sudden decrease of the stress beyond the tensile
strength indicates a necking event outside of the strain gauge section (see Sect. 2.2). Average results
are displayed in Table 1

high elongation at fracture (250.3) and the other with a low value (100.1), are shown
in the SEM images in Fig. 5. The fracture surface of the 250.3 sample visible in
Fig. 5a reflects the ductile nature of the sample with elongation at fracture beyond
30% (see Fig. 3) displaying dimples over a large portion of the fracture surface as
clearly visible in themagnified rectangular region shown in Fig. 5b. The 100.1 sample
also shows signs of significant plastic deformation through the presence of dimple-
rich regions but also shear-like regions without clear signs of plastic deformation are
visible adjacently explaining the much lower values of the elongation at fracture of
this sample. The fracture surfaces of the other samples showed similar patterns with a
greater portion of dimple-rich regions as the elongation at fracture increased. Hence,
local deficiencies in bond quality, as recognized by lack of dimple-rich regions, may
explain premature tensile test failure.
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Fig. 5 a Fracture surface of sample 250.3 after tensile test. The dashed line indicates the facture
surface contour. Magnified detail of fracture surface shown in b displaying dimples in line with
>30% elongation at fracture. c Fracture surface of sample 100.1 after tensile test. Magnified detail
shown in d displays mixed mode fracture with both dimple-rich regions and shear-like fracture in
line with limited ductility observed in tensile test

Microscale Analysis

The cross sections displayed in Fig. 3 were analyzed in greater detail before etching
and hardness analysis were done. At higher magnifications, the presence of manufac-
turing defects became apparent for the 100 mm/min build as visible in Fig. 6a. They
constitute a string of small, crack-like, unbonded regions oriented approximately
horizontally. In some occasions, the series of defects was oriented more upwards or
downwards. It seems likely that, given the nature of the AM process, these unbonded
regions formed at the interface when the newly deposited layer was brought into
contact with the underlying substrate. The defects were present throughout the entire
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Fig. 6 Cross section of sample 100.1 at higher magnification: a a string of crack-like unbonded
regions present as indicated by arrows. b Observed microstructure with relatively small grains
typically smaller than 10 µm (in various tones of gray) and a number of precipitates (in white)

cross section of the analyzed sample. They were also observed in the cross sections
of other builds but to a lesser extent. In the builds manufactured at 250 mm/min, they
were hardly observed and rather small. A series of such small and aligned defects
make the build vulnerable to sudden crack growth upon tensile loading during a
tensile test accelerating premature failure. In this way, the ductility development
(elongation at fracture) of the various builds could be explained, where the lowest
ductility is observed for the samples containing the highest presence of these defects
(e.g., 100 mm/min). It also explained why the tensile test results were so dependent
on the print velocity, whereas the hardness values were not. A hardness tests relies
mostly on plastic deformation under compression, where the presence of crack-like
defects is hardly relevant.

At higher magnifications also, the microstructure became apparent. The grain size
was typically smaller than 10 µm for all builds and also did not vary much through
the height and width of the sample, see Fig. 5b for a micrograph of the 100 mm/min
build. A more in-depth analysis employing SEM–electron backscatter diffraction
(EBSD) is to be performed at a later stage which will also help in understanding the
location of the strings of defects observed in relation to the deposited layers (inside
a deposited layer vs at the interface of adjoining layers) as the typical crystalline
orientation for consecutively deposited layers often varies due to a difference in
deposition direction (forward vs. backward deposition).
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Bonding Model Description

Additivemanufacturing relies on the bonding of consecutive layers one after another.
Friction and plastic deformation play an important role in bonding of layers in the
solid state. The added material needs to be brought in sufficiently intimate contact
with the substrate. Moreover, the oxide layers present at the interfaces need to be
broken up to allow metal atoms to come into close enough contact for metallic
bonding to occur. For example, in FSW, it is the tool pin, while aligned with the
mating interfaces, that fulfills this role.

In the present setup, the bottom of the screw is placed at some distance from
the substrate without actual contact with the substrate (see Fig. 1). The substrate
oxide layer can only be broken up indirectly by shear and normal forces transferred
through the supplied material. It explains the use of a feed ratio larger than one. In
this way, considerable plastic deformation of the layer(s) underneath the printhead
must occur to accommodate the excess volume supplied. However, it seems that the
current manufacturing conditions, given by the feed ratio, tool rotation rate, layer
dimensions and printing velocity, may still not be optimal for all builds. From the
stacked appearance of the layers in Fig. 3, it may be concluded that no significant
mixing of deposited layers occurred, at least not at macro-scale, despite the plastic
deformation imposed. However, also at microscale mixing was probably insufficient
seeing the appearance of strings of unbonded, crack-like defects (Fig. 6a), and the
fracture surfaces where regions with and without dimples were located next to each
other (Fig. 5a). Current work is directed toward further understanding of the role of
the process conditions and tool design in the deposition and bonding process.

Conclusions and Outlook

In this work, the first results on the manufacturing of wall-like rectangular builds
from AA6060T6 were reported employing friction screw extrusion additive manu-
facturing. Multiple layers of about 15 mmwidth and 1 mm thickness were deposited
with a print velocity of 100 mm/min to 250 mm/min. Tool rotation speed was held
constant at 400 rpm, and the volumetric flow rate of the suppliedmaterialwas adjusted
to match the print velocity. Solid walls were formed without major macroscopic
defects. The material was characterized by a fine microstructure with an average
grain size below 10 µm for all builds irrespective of the print velocity.

The mechanical properties of the manufactured builds showed promising results.
The yield strength was about 80MPa for all builds, and the tensile strength increased
from just above 112 MPa at 100 mm/min to 145 MPa at 250 mm/min. The average
hardness was measured at approximately 40 HV independent of print velocity.

The fracture surfaces of the tensile test samples displayed amostly ductile appear-
ance for the samples manufactured at 250 mm/min. At lower print velocities, the
fracture surfaces showed a mixed appearance with ductile regions next to regions
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displaying less ductile, shear-like fracture behavior. Elongations at fracture were
correspondingly lower.

Microscale analysis of the cross sections of the builds revealed the presence of
small manufacturing defects comprising strings of unbonded, crack-like regions,
especially for the buildsmade at lower velocity explaining further the limited ductility
of the tensile tests. Insufficient mixing of deposited material with the substrate at
microscale could be a possible origin.

The observed results are encouraging indicating that additive manufacturing of
aluminumalloys throughFSEAMis feasible after further optimization of the process.
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Enhanced Tensile and Tear Toughness
Properties of Thin-Wall
Vacuum-Assisted High-Pressure Die-Cast
Aural-5 Alloy by Friction Stir Processing

Avik Samanta, Hrishikesh Das, Glenn J. Grant, and Saumyadeep Jana

Abstract Steadily rising demand for glider weight reduction has driven the devel-
opment of vacuum-assisted high-pressure die-cast (HPDC) Al alloys for automo-
tive structural components. Aural-5 is a strontium-modified HPDC alloy utilizing
manganese (Mn) to reduce die soldering, eliminating detrimental needle-shaped
Fe-bearing β-phase intermetallic and improving ductility. HPDC Aural-5 contains
shrinkage porosity, dendrites with Al-Si eutectic colonies, externally solidified crys-
tals (ESCs), shear/band structure, and large second-phase particulates. Porosity,
ESCs, and large second-phase particles work as crack initiation sites, negatively
impacting tensile properties. In this study, friction stir processing (FSP) is employed
for microstructural modification of a thin-walled HPDC Aural-5 by eliminating
porosity and breaking down dendrites, second-phase particles, eutectic colonies,
ESCs, and shear/band structures to create wrought microstructure with homoge-
nized particle distribution. Mechanical property characterization indicates ~30 and
~35% enhancement in yield strength and ductility and associated marked effects on
~69% improvement in tear toughness according to the ASTM B871 test.

Keywords Friction stir processing · Aural-5 · Strength · Tear toughness · High
pressure die-casting

Introduction

In recent decades, automotive original equipment manufacturers have been trying
to produce a low-cost solution for vehicle lightweighting to meet zero carbon emis-
sion goals. To achieve that target, high-pressure die-cast (HPDC) aluminum cast-
ings alloys are increasingly used/considered for structural applications, e.g., shock
towers, pillars, and floor rails for weight reduction. Multi-component, heavy struc-
tural steel load-bearing structural assemblies were replaced with single HPDC Al
casting with intricate structural profiles to achieve similar functionality with less
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unpredictability [1]. The use of HPDC Al casting provides the opportunity for a
reduction in part counts and weight. With the advancement of electric vehicles,
hybrid powertrains and vehicle electrification are becoming ampler in the automo-
tive industry. For lightweighting electric vehicles, HPDC Al castings can play a
crucial role in designing lightweight housing for batteries and various powertrain
and transmission components. Typical HPDC Al alloys use high Fe in alloy compo-
sition to avoid die soldering. However, high Fe content leads to the formation of
needle-shaped β-AlFeSi5 phases, which has harmful effects on the overall mechan-
ical properties, especially ductility. Moreover, HPDC Al alloys contain gas and
shrinkage porosity which act as a stress concentration and crack initiation sites under
mechanical loading. HPDCAl alloys also contain acicular Si and large second-phase
particulates, which negatively impact tensile strength and ductility [2, 3]. Therefore,
the combination of a number of microstructural features and the alloy chemistry
negatively impacts the mechanical properties [4] of HPDC Al alloys.

Improvements in die-casting technology (vacuum-assisted HPDC method and
high vacuum die-casting method) help in reducing casting defects such as porosity
[5]. Alloy chemistry is often altered to improve mechanical properties. Several low
Fe containing premium HPDCAl alloy compositions (Silafont, Castasil, Aural, etc.)
were developed with improved mechanical properties [6]. Adding 50–200 ppm of
strontium (Sr) can transform acicular Si into a fine, fibrous structure [7, 8]. The
ductility and manufacturability are significantly improved with the addition of Sr
modifier without compromising strength. It satisfies the growing interests of the
HPDC aluminum market. Although vacuum-assisted HPDC process with Sr- and
more Mn-based material chemistry helped some of the issues of HPDC Al alloys,
they still consist of shrinkage porosity in the middle section, dendritic microstructure
with Al-Si eutectic colonies, shear/band structure beneath the die-wall, and large
second-phase particulates.

This study applies friction stir processing (FSP) on thin-walled vacuum-assisted
HPDC Aural-5 alloy, a popular Sr-modified premium quality Al alloy primarily
used for automobile structural components. FSP is a widely used thermomechan-
ical processing tool to effectively eliminate casting defects and modify the cast
microstructure of aluminum alloys [9, 10]. FSP imposes severe plastic deformation
on the workpiece material through a rotating tool-driven complex material mixing
and microstructural change. As a result, the mechanical and metallurgical proper-
ties of workpiece material are altered through dynamic recrystallization and refine-
ment of constituent phases [11]. FSP can elevate the tensile properties of HPDC Al
alloys through porosity elimination and microstructure refinement [12]. FSP-driven
microstructure modification can lead to enhanced strength and ductility [13] and
associated marked effects on improved resistance to fatigue failure [14] and fracture
toughness [15]. This study investigates FSP-driven microstructural modification on
Aural-5 and change in tensile properties. Finally, tear toughness and strength are
compared between FSP and without FSP according to the ASTM B871 test.
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Experimental Methods

This study conducted FSP trials on HPDC Aural-5, a Sr-modified and low Fe (~0.09
wt.%) containing alloy. FSP experiments were carried out on flat plate geometry.
The thickness of Aural-5 plates was measured to be 2.4 ± 0.1 mm. The nominal
composition of Aural-5 is reported in Table 1.

For FSP experiments, a scrolled shoulder tool was used, as shown in Fig. 1a.
The tool has a conical threaded pin with three flat segments equally separating the
threads. Position control mode is used during FSP experiments. Penetration depth
was kept at 2.15 mm. Tool rotation is counterclockwise at 2° tilt angle for single-pass
FSP experiments. Therefore, the advancing side (AS) and retreating side (AS) are
illustrated in Fig. 1b.After several initial experiments, one FSP conditionwas chosen,
which gives defect-free microstructure consolidation. The tool rotational speed was
kept at 1200 RPM, and the traverse speed was 0.7 m/min.

Metallographic specimens were extracted from the as-cast and nugget zone
of FSPed samples for microstructure characterization. In addition, full-thickness
subsize ASTM E8 specimens were machined from the middle of the nugget region,
as shown in Fig. 1b, and from an unprocessed Aural-5 plate to characterize the
tensile properties. Gauge length and width of bulk tensile specimens were kept at
15.8 and 3.4 mm. During the tensile testing, a computer-controlled tester set the
initial crosshead velocity as 0.005 mm s−1 at room temperature.

Table 1 Elemental composition of Aural-5

Al Si Mg Mn Fe Ti Sr

Balance 6.88 0.25 0.56 0.09 0.06 125 ppm

Fig. 1 a Schematic representation of the FSP tool used in the study, b location of tensile specimen
with respect to FSP nugget
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Results and Discussion

Microstructure Evolution

The microstructure of as-cast HPDC Aural-5 is characterized before performing any
FSP experiments. A typical low-magnification full-thickness cross-sectional image
of HPDC Aural-5 is shown in Fig. 2a. Most of the porosity is concentrated near the
middle section, whereas the die-wall areas are mostly porosity-free. As illustrated
in Fig. 2b, which is a higher magnification view of the red rectangle of Fig. 2a,
shows three distinct layers of microstructure: (1) a surface layer or die-wall, (2) a
middle layer or mid-wall, and (3) a layer between the surface layer and middle layer
(the so-called shear/defect band). The surface layer is ~200–250 μm thick with a
very refined microstructure and little to no porosity. The middle layer contains high
porosity.Most porosity is shrinkage porosity, as illustrated in Fig. 2c. The die-casting
industry typically observes these two layers [16]. Less porous, refinedmicrostructure
at die-wall is generated through faster solidification during the HPDC process, and
a relatively slower solidification rate determines coarse porous microstructure of
mid-wall. A third layer of microstructure named as shear/defect band is observed
for Aural-5 in between die-wall and mid-wall. A shear band is typically formed in
some HPDC and vacuum-assisted HPDC Al and Mg alloy containing very fine and
dendritic primary grains with high percentage of eutectic colonies [17]. It is formed
by slip between the surface layer and the inner adjacent region due to significant
shear occurring either during die filling or during pressure intensification [18].

A typical higher magnification micrograph of HPDC Aural-5 is shown in Fig. 3a,
indicating that it contained large dendritic externally solidified crystals (ESCs) and
disintegrated ESCs in between the in-cavity solidified primary grains and eutectic
(marked by blue arrows). The ESCs are nucleated and grown externally within the
shot chamber before being injected into the HPDC cavity. ESCs can have an adverse
effect on tensile properties by expediting the crack initiation and propagation under
loading [19]. As shown in Fig. 3a, the ESCs and fragmented ESCs were much larger
than the in-cavity solidified grains [17]. Most ESCs and fragmented ESCs were
located in the mid-wall; however, there was a small fraction of ESCs in the die-wall
and shear band. Additionally, Fe–Mn-containing second-phase particles can be seen

Fig. 2 Microstructure of vacuum-assisted HPDC Aural-5 plate: a overview of the cross-section;
b shear/defect band formation below die-wall/skin; and c shrinkage porosity in the middle section
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Fig. 3 Presence of a amixture of large dendritic ESCs and fragmented ESCs; b large second-phase
particles; and c fine fibrous eutectic Si structure

between the dendrites (marked by red arrows in Fig. 3b). The addition of Sr led to
an extensive refinement of the morphology of eutectic Si. As illustrated in Fig. 3c,
Al–Si eutectic colonies contain fine fibrous networks of eutectic Si.

To study cross-sectional micrographs of FSPed plate, metallography specimens
were extracted at 125 mm away from the plunge location. Figure 4a illustrates
a microstructural overview at low-magnification of Aural-5 after FSP. The basin-
shaped nugget region has distinct AS and more diluted RS boundaries. Two loca-
tions within the nugget zone of the FSP2 were chosen for a detailed study of the
microstructure. In Fig. 4b, a high magnification image of the FSP-HPDC interface
shows the transition of the FSPedmicrostructure to the parent HPDCmicrostructure.
A gradual change is observed from the dendritic structure in the as-cast region to
the wrought microstructure in the processed zone. Within the nugget zone, as-cast
dendrites are disintegrated to form a wrought microstructure. A thermomechanical
affected zone (TMAZ) works as a transition zone from the severe plastic defor-
mation zone to the as-cast material. In Fig. 4c, a high magnification image of the
nugget zone shows that dendrites and Al-Si eutectic colonies were fragmented. This
location was at the same position as the surface-layer edge. Therefore, it can be
concluded that the FSP processing eliminated the high-density eutectic regions and
made a more uniform distribution of elements across the cross section. In addition,
the ESCs were also eliminated after FSP. Furthermore, the shrinkage porosities were
removed completely from the middle section after FSP, and second-phase particles
were refined.

Tensile Properties

Eight full thickness E8 specimens for HPDC condition and three for FSP condition
were tested. Figure 5 compares the engineering stress versus percent elongation plot
between two specimens from HPDC and FSPed conditions. Those two specimens
denoted the maximum and minimum ductility of each condition, and others fell in
between. It shows that FSP can increase yield strength and % elongation to failure
after processing.Theyield strength (YS) ofHPDCAural-5 alloy is ~101.3±5.5MPa,
whereas that is increased by ~30% to ~131.5 ± 3.8 MPa after FSP. The change in
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Fig. 4 Cross-sectional microstructural features of FSPed Aural-5 alloy plate: a nugget zone shape
and size; b interface between HPDC and FSP regions; c wrought microstructure with uniformly
distributed Si and second-phase particles

UTS is statistically insignificant. It is ~243.8± 6.6MPa after FSP compared to 257.4
± 11.7 MPa for the as-cast Aural-5 condition. Aural-5 was a highly ductile material;
however, FSP was still able to improve the ductility further. The elongation to failure
for HPDC Aural-5 was 13.5± 3.8%, whereas after FSP, it increased by 35% to 18.3
± 1.7%.

Fig. 5 Comparison of
engineering stress versus
percent elongation between
HPDC and FSP condition
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Tear Toughness

According to ASTM standard B871-01 [20], standard tear test specimens were
machined for HPDC and FSPed material. The schematic of specimen geometry is
illustrated in Fig. 6a. The rectangular-shaped tear test specimens have an 11mmdeep
60° V-notch with a 0.025mm notch radius. For FSP, the specimens were machined in
two different orientations. In transverse orientation, the notch tip was placed 2 mm
inside the boundary of the AS. The notch tip was placed along the centerline of
the tool traverse direction for longitudinal orientation. After placing the specimen
in MTS 810 materials testing system with a 10 kN load cell, 220 N preload was
applied. During the test, a loading rate of 0.02 mm/s was used at ambient temper-
ature and force–displacement data were recorded. In addition, thickness and net
section width between the notch root and back edge of the specimen was measured,
and the load–displacement data were normalized accordingly.

The tear test is very useful as an indicator of the toughness of thin aluminum
sheets. Representative force–displacement curves of HPDC and two orientations of
FSPed Aural-5 are illustrated in Fig. 6b. The slopes of the loading part of the curves
are very similar to each other. However, both FSP configurations required higher
force to initiate crack than HPDC. Additionally, FSP in longitudinal configuration
needed more force than FSP in transverse configuration. Total energy required for
crack initiation and propagation is calculated by numerical integration of the area
under the force–displacement curve. As illustrated in Fig. 6c, FSPed specimens
required higher energies for crack initiation and propagation than HPDC specimens.
Therefore, FSP treatment on Aural-5 induced higher tear toughness and resistance
to crack initiation and propagation than the HPDC condition in longitudinal and
transverse orientation.

Fig. 6 Tear toughness test: a sample geometry; and comparison of b the force–displacement curve
and c unit total energy
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Conclusion

The microstructure of vacuum-assisted HPDC Aural-5 alloy consists of process-
related high shrinkage porosity in the mid-wall area, α-Al dendrites, presence of
ESCs, surface-layer edge beneath the die-wall with a high volume fraction of Al–
Si eutectic colonies and large second-phase particles. Even though Sr modifica-
tion significantly refined eutectic silicon and vacuum assistance reduced porosity in
Aural-5, there is significant variation in the strength and ductility. After FSP, the as-
cast microstructure is substantially modified by eliminating porosity, breaking down
α-Al dendrites into a wrought microstructure. It also eliminates ESCs and breaks
down Al-Si eutectic colonies into uniform distribution of fragmented Si particles.
The shear/band structure is also broken down during FSP. The Fe–Mn-containing
second-phase particles are also refined to some extent and redistributed homoge-
neously across the processed zone. This microstructure modification significantly
improved tensile strength and ductility. Additionally, FSP-modified microstructure
demonstrates more resistance to tear and an increase in tear toughness.
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Effect of Friction Stir Processing
on the Microstructure and Mechanical
Properties of Thick Al-6061 Alloy

Amlan Kar, Eric J. Pickron, Todd Curtis, Bharat K. Jasthi, Wade Lein,
Zackery McClelland, and Grant Crawford

Abstract This paper highlights the influence of severe thermomechanical
processing conditions on fabricating a high-strength and tough, 12 mm thick
aluminum alloy (Al-6061-T6). An optimum thermomechanical condition using fric-
tion stir processing (FSP) resulted in a material with better tensile properties and a
fivefold increase in impact toughness. Detailed characterization revealed the evolu-
tion of a refinedmicrostructure with a uniform distribution of second-phase particles.
Grain size variation at different processing conditions is examined to identify the
mechanisms of microstructural evolution. The tensile sample with 100% processed
material fails at a location of refined microstructure and inhomogeneous deforma-
tion features. The improved tensile strength and toughness of the processed zone
are attributed to homogeneous deformation, recrystallized microstructure evolution,
grain refinement, and quality of processed zone to absorb energy, homogeneous
distribution of precipitates, and location of the fracture in the stir zone.

Keywords Severe thermomechanical processing · Friction stir processing · Tensile
properties · Impact toughness · Grain refinement · Continuous dynamic
recrystallization

Introduction

In recent years, the demand for lightweight ballistic materials with better mechanical
properties and performance has triggered the need for a new processing technology
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to modify base materials. Friction stir processing (FSP) is a promising solid-state
technique that can be used to improve the mechanical properties (e.g., tensile and
impact toughness) of a variety ofmetal alloys [1]. FSPwas adapted from the concepts
of friction stir welding where a non-consumable rotating tool plunges into the base
material and traverses along the processing direction to induce severe thermomechan-
ical deformation in the processing material. The severe plastic deformation process
leads to grain refinement by dynamic recrystallization mechanism which result in
improved mechanical properties of the processed material [2]. On the other hand, the
evolution and distribution of precipitates play an important role in the final mechan-
ical properties of the processed materials. Plastic deformation and the local thermal
profile induced by the thermomechanical process affect the precipitation kinetics
and precipitate fraction, which influence corresponding precipitation strengthening
[2]. During FSP, the grain size and precipitate characteristics vary with feedback
torque and heat input. Further, processing conditions vary depending on the extrinsic
processing parameters, such as tool rotation speed, processing speed, tool tilt angle,
and forging load. Consequently, variation in internal microstructure, local mechan-
ical properties, and ultimately performance can arise if a steady-state condition is
not achieved at optimized processing parameters. Nonuniform deformation owing
to non-steady-state processing during FSP can make the material susceptible to the
formation of defects, such as void, porosity, and groove defects [3]. The presence of
defects promotes crack initiation, thus limiting strength, ductility, and toughness of
the materials. It is important to engineer the deformation characteristics to minimize
or eliminate defect formation during FSP. Deformation characteristics in FSP can
be monitored by supervising feedback torque and application of steady-state forging
load. Torque output has a direct correlation with heat input and the peak temper-
ature of processing. Banik et al. [4] reported that higher torque and forging force
can result in higher heat inputs. Higher heat input often results in thermal softening
and improved material flow during processing, which can lead to establishment of a
steady-state processing condition. However, higher heat input can also lead to higher
peak temperature, longer cooling time, and abnormal grain growth irrespective of
steady and non-steady conditions [5].

Hence, it becomes essential to employ a steady-state forging load to get defect-free
material with superior grain refinement andmechanical properties. Superiormechan-
ical properties can be achieved in bulk material with ultrafine grains and homoge-
neous distribution of precipitates produced by severe plastic deformation that can
be achieved under steady-state and optimized processing conditions. Changing the
steady-state forging load while maintaining other processing parameters (e.g., tool
rotation speed) essentially varies the degree of thermomechanical condition for fric-
tion stir processing. There are a number of research articles correlating a particular
processing parameter with corresponding mechanical properties without monitoring
the steady-state condition of processing, which can often lead to increased property
variation and the evolution of micro-defects in the processed zone [3]. The produc-
tion of micro-defects in this instance is often due to non-steady-state deformation,
and their presence often confounds mechanical property measurements because the
inherent strength of the processed zone cannot be measured when micro-defects
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promote failure under external load. Hence, the true characteristics of processed
materials under non-steady-state conditions cannot be obtained for comparison with
that of other processing parameters.

Therefore, in the present investigation, the FSP of Al-6061 alloy at different
tool rotation speeds was performed under steady-state processing conditions to
vary severe thermomechanical deformation conditions.Microstructure evolution and
mechanical properties (i.e., tensile strength, ductility, and impact toughness) were
characterized to assess the suitability of FSP Al-6061 alloys for ballistic applica-
tions. Microstructure and mechanical properties are correlated with deformation
conditions at different tool rotation speeds to determine the mechanism associated
with the superior performance of the developed material at optimum steady-state
processing conditions.

Experimental Procedure

Aluminum (Al) 6061-T6 plates (Al-6061) with dimensions of 240 × 120 × 12 mm
were used as the startingmaterial. Prior to FSP the plates weremechanically polished
using scotch bite and cleaned with acetone. The mechanically cleaned plates were
subjected toFSP in three different processing conditions shown inTable 1. Externally,
tool rotation speeds and corresponding steady-state forging loads in load control
mode were varied to compare the results. The FSP process tool was made of H13
tool steel with a frustum-shaped pin and spiral thread features. The shoulder diam-
eter of the tool was 20 mm. The frustum-shaped pin had a height of 10 mm and
top and bottom diameter of 6 and 4 mm, respectively. A schematic diagram of the
processing is shown in Fig. 1. The image shows the locations of tensile, charpy, and
metallographic (optical) samples in the processed plate.

After FSP, the plates were sectioned using the waterjet cutting. Specimens for
microstructural examination were prepared using standard polishing techniques.
Final polishing of the specimens was conducted using a 1.0 µm diamond paste
followed by a 0.05 µm diameter colloidal silica suspension. The polished samples

Table 1 Processing
conditions of three FSP
experiments with different
tool rotation speed and
steady-state forging loads

Process Parameters Condition 1 Condition 2 Condition 3

Tool rotational
speed (rpm)

400 600 800

Processing speed
(mm/min)

256 256 256

Tool tilt angle (°) 1 1 1

Steady-state forging
load (kg)

2600 2200 1600

Torque feedback
(Nm)

103 70 54
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the friction stir processing and extracted samples locations in the
processed plate

were etched with Keller’s reagent comprising 2.5 ml HNO3, 1.5 ml HCl, 1 ml HF,
and 95 ml distilled water. Microstructural examination was performed using optical
and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The average grain size was calculated
using the line intercept method with five lines in a mutually perpendicular direction.
Detailed microstructural and chemical analyses were achieved by using using a dual
beam field emission SEM (Helios 5 CX, Thermo Scientific, Massachusetts, USA).

Tensile testing was performed to evaluate the mechanical properties of the base
material (i.e., Al-6061) along the rolling direction and the longitudinal direction
(processing direction, see Fig. 1) of the FSP material. Sub-size ASTM E8M tensile
specimens with a thickness of 5.5 mm, an overall length of 90 mm, and a gauge
length of 25 mm were sectioned using a waterjet cutting and milled to the required
dimensions using a conventional milling machine. Tensile tests according to ASTM
E8M standard were performed using a servohydraulic uniaxial testing system (Test
Resources, Inc., Model 313, Shakopee, MN, USA) at room temperature with a
crosshead speed of 1.27 mm/min.
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Results and Discussion

Microstructure Characterization

The macrostructure of the processed materials fabricated at different tool rotation
speed under different thermomechanical processing conditions is shown in Fig. 2. A
transition of microstructure from base material to processed zone on the retreating
side (RS) and advancing side (AS) can be observed. No significant difference in the
process zone can be noticed. However, an inhomogeneous deformation zone (indi-
cated by an arrow inFig. 2a) is present in all samples. The features in this zone become
coarser with increasing tool rotation to 600 rpm (Fig. 2b). At 800 rpm, the inhomo-
geneous deformation zone exhibits elongated light contrast regions which represent
basemetal flow features at the bottom-middle part of the pin-driven deformation zone
(Fig. 2c). These local inhomogeneous deformation regions and deposition features
(material flow) may have an effect on local stress concentration that results in the
failure of the tensile sample.

The microstructural characteristics (e.g., grain size and second-phase particle
size/distribution) varied depending on the location within the process zone. For
comparison, optical micrographs obtained from the center of the process zone are
provided in Fig. 3a–c while Fig. 3d shows the base metal (Al-6061) microstruc-
ture away from the FSP region. Clearly, significant grain refinement occurred in the
processed zone for all processing conditions when compared to the base metal. Table
2 summarizes the grain size and aspect ratio for each specimen. Moreover, increased
tool rotational speed and reduced steady-state forging load resulted in a reduction in
grain size in the processed region. Consequently, the specimen produced at 800 rpm
exhibited superior grain refinement (Fig. 3c and Table 2). The grains, however, were
not homogeneous inmorphology as the aspect ratio deviates from1.0 at all processing
conditions. The aspect ratio is defined as grain size measured along the shortest axis
divided by the longest axis of the microstructure. The microstructure of the spec-
imen produced at 600 rpm exhibited the lowest aspect ratio (i.e., 0.67) among all the
processed materials. This could be attributed to the combination of medium torque
output and medium tool rotation speed, which delay the dynamic recrystallization
for grain evolution. At a lower tool rotation speed of 400 rpm and higher forging

Fig. 2 Macrostructure of the processed materials fabricated at different tool rotation speeds of a
400 rpm, b 600 rpm, and c 800 rpm showing a difference in materials flow lines at steady-state
processing conditions
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Fig. 3 Optical microstructure showing grain morphology of the process zone at different tool
rotation speeds of a 400 rpm, b 600 rpm, and c 800 rpm at steady-state processing conditions. d
Base Al-6061 microstructure exhibits coarse and elongated grains

Table 2 Measured grain size
and aspect ratio for the
processed materials

Tool rotation speed (rpm) Grain size (µm) Aspect ratio

400 16.2 ± 2.6 0.80 ± 0.11

600 14.9 ± 3.3 0.70 ± 0.02

800 13.0 ± 1.6 0.82 ± 0.09

Base Al-6061 79.3 ± 19.8 0.57 ± 0.06

load, Al is subjected to severe deformation (highest torque in Table 1) that promotes
strain-induced continuous dynamic recrystallization [1, 6]. On the other hand, FSP
at 800 rpm leads to deformation of materials at lower forging load leading to less
severity in deformation and homogeneous post-process grain growth. Hence, more
homogeneous grain evolution with the highest aspect ratio (ratio = 0.82 in Table 2)
has taken place at 800 rpm, as measured in Table 2.

Microchemical Analysis of the Process Zone

Figure 4 shows an SEM image and corresponding EDS elemental maps obtained
from the center of the processed zone for the 800 rpm specimen. A number of dark
precipitates (Fig. 4a) exhibiting a relatively uniform distribution can be observed in
this region. From inspection of the EDS elemental maps (Fig. 4b–f), Mg, Si, and
Fe are enriched in regions correlating with the dark precipitates indicating the likely
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Fig. 4 SEM–EDS maps showing the precipitates and their distribution in the processed zone with
800 rpm

presence of conventional Al-6061 precipitates including Mg2Si (T-Phase, encircled
in Fig. 4c) [7], Mg5Si6, (encircled in Fig. 4c–d) [8], and AlFeSi (encircled in Fig. 4e).
It is important to note that these are likely precipitates based on current EDS analysis.
Additional analysis would be needed to confirm their identity.

Compared with the base Al-6061, they seem overaged due to higher homologous
processing temperature and exposure time (time for processing) (marked with square
boxes in Fig. 4d–e). Hence, a few coarse precipitates of size more than 5 µm can be
seen in theMgmap (Fig. 4c). Similar coarse precipitates were reported by Kalinenko
et al. [9]; the authors further stated that the reduction in mechanical properties of the
stir zonewas attributed to the reduction in precipitates due to the phase transformation
and reduction in dislocation density. It is important to report that the processing
temperature could reach up to 500 ◦C [5]. The uniform distribution of the precipitates
promotes homogeneous deformation inmechanical testing leading to improvement in
mechanical properties. All materials developed here are subjected to deformation by
the same route and at identical peak temperatures leading to recrystallization. Hence,
identical composition is expected to evolve at different tool rotation speeds. There
may be a little difference in the size of the precipitates at different thermomechanical
conditions due to differences in heat input and rate of deformation at a different tool
rotation speed.

Tensile Properties

Tensile properties of processed materials at three different processing conditions are
shown in Fig. 5. The properties provided in Fig. 5 are reflective of the mechanical
properties of the FSP region only as the tensile samples were extracted along the
processing direction and within the stir zone.
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Fig. 5 a Longitudinal tensile properties of the welds with different processing conditions and b
location of fracture for the tensile sample with 800 rpm and steady-state forging load of 1600 kg

Table 3 provides the measured ultimate tensile strength (TS) and percent of elon-
gation (ductility) for each specimen as well as the joint efficiency (ratio of processed
material TS to base metal TS). Considering the measured variability, a significant
variation in either TS or ductility was not observed with varied FSP conditions. The
smaller variation in properties indicates that tool rotation speed has little influence on
tensile properties. From the micrographs of the fractured tensile specimens shown in
Fig. 5b, it can be decided that the tensile specimen failed in center of the processed
zone. This pointed to the homogeneous deformation of metal due to the evolution of
recrystallized microstructure with weak crystallographic texture in the stir zone [10,
11]. Even though the process zone contains a variation inmicrostructure due to recrys-
tallization at top and inhomogeneous deformation at the bottom of the process zone,
slow rate of deformationminimizes the strain concentration leading tomore homoge-
neous deformation. The higher tensile properties could be attributed to recrystallized
microstructure, grain refinement, homogeneous distribution of precipitates, location
of fracture in the stir zone.

Table 3 Quantitative longitudinal tensile properties with standard deviation for FSP ofAl-6061-T6
at three different processing conditions

Sample ID Tensile strength (MPa) % Elongation Joint efficiency (%)

Base Al-6061 303 ± 1.2 17.3 ± 0.31 100

400 rpm Longitudinal 238 ± 3.7 31.4 ± 4.86 79

600 rpm Longitudinal 244 ± 3.9 33.3 ± 0.55 81

800 rpm Longitudinal 250 ± 1.8 35.3 ± 1.15 83
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SEM images of the fracture surfaces of the processed and base Al samples are
shown in Fig. 6. It is important to note that fracture location in all the processed
samples consisted of refined microstructure, a high fraction of grain boundaries
[12] due to continuous dynamic recrystallization of Al-6061 and evidence of weak
crystallographic texture [5]. FromFig. 6a–c, all the FSP samples exhibited tear ridges
(indicated by white box). However, the fractional quantity of tear ridges varies with
processing conditions. For example, a low fraction of tear ridges is shown in the
weld with 400 rpm (Fig. 6a) compared to that with 600 rpm (Fig. 6b) and 800 rpm
(Fig. 6c). On the other hand, the dimples’ size is finer in the weld with 800 rpm
(indicated by white arrow). Yousefpour et al. [13] reported that the evolution of tear
ridges corresponds to crystallographic texture, whereas the grain size of the dimples
depends on the initial grain size of the tensile specimen. The images predict that the
weld with 800 rpm has refined microstructure and higher crystallographic texture
compared to other FSPed specimens and base Al (Fig. 6d). In addition, the presence
of tear ridge can be correlated with the inhomogeneous deformation features seen in
Fig. 2. The presence of tear ridge increases with an increase in deformation features
and tool rotation speed.

Fig. 6 SEM fractographs of the a–c processed tensile samples and d base Al-6061 showing
different in dimple sizes and morphologies with variation in processing conditions. Dimple and
tear ridge are indicated by white arrow and white box
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Table 4 Charpy impact
toughness for FSP samples
and base Al-6061

Sample information Impact toughness (Joule/m)

FSP with 400 rpm 76 ± 2.8

FSP with 600 rpm 57 ± 1.9

FSP with 800 rpm 56 ± 1.1

Base Al-6061 15 ± 1.3

Improvement in Impact Toughness

Mechanical tests, performed at a speed of 1.27 mm/min, cannot replicate conditions
of high impact deformation behaviour of a material. Impact toughness for V-notch
samples were used to determine the resistance of material to penetration under high-
velocity impact. The impact toughness values for all processed materials are shown
in Table 4. The FSP sample with 400 rpm has greater impact energy than all other
materials. It exhibits a five-time improvement in impact toughness compared to that
of base Al-6061. In impact loading, the energy of the applied load is ultimately
absorbed and transferred to the adjacent material to resist the load. The processed
material having inhomogeneous deformation features observed at the bottom side
of the process zone (Fig. 2) acts as a stress concentrator due to insufficient time for
load transfer. The surrounding recrystallized microstructure absorbs higher energy
and accommodates a higher load. The stress discontinuity across this zone leads to
the formation and propagation of cracks leading to failure of the V-notch Charpy
sample. The increased severity of the inhomogeneous deformation region observed
at 800 rpm (Fig. 2c) is prone to easy fracture during impact testing and hence shows
lower impact toughness. On the other hand, the superior impact toughness at 400 rpm
reveals that the processed materials have significant energy absorbing capacity under
impact load.

Conclusion

Friction stir processing of aluminum 6061-T6 alloy at different thermomechan-
ical conditions with the variation of tool rotation speed and corresponding varia-
tion in steady-state forging loads has been carried out. Microstructure characteri-
zation, chemical analysis, and mechanical properties evolution (tensile and impact
toughness) were performed in detail. From the results and analysis, the following
conclusions can be drawn.

1. Steady-state severe thermomechanical deformation at different tool rotation
speeds results in defect-free welds, although there is a substantial variation in
feedback torque value. A variation of material flow at the bottom side (tool pin-
affected zone) of the processed zone appears due to relative variation in pin-driven
materials flow and inhomogeneous deformation at different tool rotation speeds.
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At lower rotation and higher rotation, the flow line seems to be homogeneous
special dots and discontinuous elongated deposition lines, respectively, due to
possible variation in recrystallization and evolution of crystallographic texture.

2. Chemical analysis from the center-processed zone reveals the evolution of Mg,
Si, and Fe base precipitates. The evolution of coarse precipitates (overaging) and
microstructurewith an aspect ratio of 1.0 illustrate higher homologous processing
temperature and extended exposure time; this leads to a reduction in tensile
strength and improvement in ductility and impact toughness at all processing
conditions.

3. The tensile sample with 100% processed material fails at the center of the
processed zone that contains refined microstructure. There is a little improve-
ment (less than 5% overall variation) in tensile properties with an increase in tool
rotation speed. This is attributed to recrystallizedmicrostructure developed in the
processed zone, whichminimizes the deformation strain leading to homogeneous
deformation at low speed of deformation (crosshead speed of 1.27 mm/min)
even though there is substantial variation in microstructure evolution from top to
bottom of the processed zone. The higher tensile properties could be attributed
to recrystallized microstructure, grain refinement, homogeneous distribution of
precipitates, and location of the fracture in the stir zone.

4. A substantial difference in impact toughness in the range of 25% can be noticed
with the change in tool rotation speed and feedback torque due to variation in
inhomogeneous deformation features at the bottom side (pin-driven flow zone)
of the processed zone. A five-time improvement in impact toughness at 400 rpm
in comparison with base Al-6061 alloy has been reported due to the reduction
in inhomogeneous feature in the processed zone and evolution of recrystallized
microstructure, which minimizes stress contraction and absorbs higher impact
energy.
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Graphite-Reinforced 6201 Aluminum
Alloy Fabricated by In-Situ Friction Stir
Processing: Process, Microstructure,
and Mechanical/Electrical Properties

Yijun Liu, Gaoqiang Chen, Fangzheng Shi, Mengran Zhou, Shuai Zhang,
Gong Zhang, and Qingyu Shi

Abstract Friction stir processing (FSP) has proved to be successful in the past two
decades for the preparation of novel metal matrix composites with preferable proper-
ties. In this work, graphite was added into 6201 aluminum alloy through multi-pass
in-situ FSP in order to fabricate graphite-reinforced 6201 aluminum alloy. We look
into the microstructure, the mechanical, and electrical properties of the composites.
It is found that, after multi-pass FSP, the graphite is significantly fragmented and
uniformly distributed in the aluminum matrix. The tensile strength and electrical
conductivity of the composites with 9-pass FSP are improved by 19.5 and 1.2% in
comparison with the matrix. The number of FSP passes is an important parameter
affecting the microstructure of the composites. Effect of the number of FSP passes
on the tensile strength and electrical conductivity of the composites is investigated.

Keywords Graphite · Composite · Tensile strength · Electrical conductivity

Introduction

Metal materials play an extremely important role in modern social life as a transmis-
sion medium for electric power. Mechanical and electrical properties are two of the
most important properties for metal materials [1–4]. The improvement of mechan-
ical and electrical properties of metal materials is of great significance to the cable
industry and the field of power transmission.

However, for a long time, there has been a contradiction between the mechanical
properties and electrical properties of metal materials [1, 2, 5]; that is, the improve-
ment of one performance is usually accompanied by the decrease of the other perfor-
mance [5, 6]. The contradiction between the mechanical properties and electrical
properties of metal materials has become a major limitation to resource conserva-
tion and technological progress. Therefore, it is of great importance to overcome
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the contradiction between the two properties to improve the strengthening mecha-
nism of mechanical and electrical properties of metal materials and to promote their
application in modern society.

In this paper, graphite-reinforced high-conductivity aluminum alloy composites
were prepared by friction stir processing. The mechanical and electrical properties of
the composites were tested, the microstructure of the composites was characterized,
and the mechanism of the influence of processing passes on the mechanical and
electrical properties of the composites was discussed.

Experimental Procedure

The matrix material used for the preparation of the composites was rolled 6201
aluminum alloy plates with length of 300 mm, width of 150 mm and thickness of
6 mm. The main element composition of the aluminum alloy is shown in Table 1.
The reinforcing phase of the composites is graphite nano-powder with a particle
size of 3–6 µm and a thickness of less than 500 nm. The secondary electron image
of the graphite powder under SEM is shown in Fig. 1a. The graphite is flaky and
has a relatively complete crystal structure. The schematic diagram of the process of
fabricating composites by FSP is shown in Fig. 1b. A groove of 240 mm in length,
1 mm in width, and 4 mm in depth was machined on the aluminum plate by CNC
milling machine, and the graphite powder was filled into the groove. Firstly, a 20 mm
diameter stirring head without a needle was used to cover the groove to prevent the
graphite powder from escaping during the subsequent processing, with a rotating
speed of 1500 rpm and a welding speed of 60 mm/min. Then, a cylindrical right
threaded stirring head with a needle length of 5 mm, a needle diameter of 5 mm
and a shoulder diameter of 20 mm was used to process 3-passes and 9-passes of
FSP along the groove, with a rotating speed of 1000 rpm and a welding speed of
60 mm/min. Composites with graphite content of 0.1 wt.% were prepared, as shown
in Fig. 1c. The 3-pass-FSPed composites, 9-pass-FSPed composites, and the base
metal (BM) were subjected to T6 heat treatment (510 °C, 1 h solution treatment
followed by water quenching, and then 175 °C, 8 h artificial aging treatment). All
the samples of composites were selected in the stir zone.

TheSEMsampleswere groundon400#, 800#, and1000#SiCpapers, respectively,
and then mechanically polished. Al2O3 was chosen as the polishing agent to avoid
external C elements. Since corrosionmay lead to the exfoliation of the reinforcement,
the samples polished to a mirror effect were directly observed under SEM. A Zwick
Z2.5 TH universal testing machine was used for tensile testing of the samples, and

Table 1 Chemical composition of the AA6201 alloy (wt.%)

Mg Si Fe Ti Mn Zn Cr Cu Al

0.62 0.53 0.17 0.03 0.02 0.002 0.002 0.0001 Bal
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Fig. 1 a SEM image of graphite nano-powder; b Schematic of FSP; cMorphology of the graphite
reinforced composites

a four-point method was used for electrical conductivity testing of the samples. The
length direction of the samples was parallel to the FSP direction to obtain samples
with uniform composition, and three replicate samples were prepared under each
same parameter to test their mechanical and electrical properties.

Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows the secondary electron images of the composites under SEM, inwhich
Fig. 2a, b shows the 3-pass-FSPed composite and Fig. 2c, d shows the 9-pass-FSPed
composites. In different samples, the graphite reinforcement is tightly embedded
in the aluminum matrix without obvious interfacial defects, and the graphite is
uniformly distributed without agglomeration. Different from the complete flake
morphology of pristine graphite, the morphology of the graphite reinforcement in the
composites is a stacked fish scale shape, as shown in Fig. 2b, d, which may be caused
by the severe plastic deformation during FSP. In Fig. 1a, it shows that the particle size
distribution of the pristine graphite is 3–6 µm. And, Fig. 2a shows that the particle
size of the graphite reinforcement in the 3-pass-FSPed composite decreased to 0.1–
1 µm. After 9-pass FSP, as shown in Fig. 2c, the size distribution of the graphite
reinforcement is also 0.1–1 µm, but the reinforcement is smaller in average size,
higher in density, and distributed with a smaller average distance, which indicates
that in the process of FSP preparation of composites the severe plastic deformation
mixes the graphite reinforcement with the aluminum matrix and breaks the graphite
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at the same time, and with the increase of processing passes, the degree of graphite
fragmentation will also increase.

The graphite-reinforced compositeswere observed underTEM, as shown inFig. 3.
Figure 3a shows the dark-field (DF) image, the graphite reinforcement is light in color
and the particle size is less than 500 nm, which is consistent with the size observed by
SEM. Figure 3b shows the HADDF image; the image contrast represents the atomic
number of the element. Since the atomic number of C element is lower than that of
Al element, the graphite reinforcement shows dark color in the matrix. Figure 3c
shows the EDS mapping of C element in the same area red indicates the C element-
enriched area, which is consistent with the position of the reinforcement in Fig. 3a, b,
proving that the reinforcement is indeed graphite. Figure 3d is a bright field image of
a graphite reinforcement in the composite, and the HRTEM image at the position of
the dotted box is shown in Fig. 3e. In Fig. 3d, the graphite reinforcement has a tight
and defect-free combination with the aluminum matrix, and the interface is clean
without the formation of compounds such as Al4C3. From Fig. 3e, the carbon atomic
layer structure inside the graphite reinforcement can be seen. The interlayer spacing
is 0.345 nm, which is close to the theoretical interlayer spacing of (0001) crystal
plane of 0.335 nm. The morphology of the graphite reinforcement in Fig. 3d shows
that the graphite reinforcement is not a complete single crystal structure, but consists
of many multilayers of carbon atoms stacked together, which is also consistent with
the scale-like structure observed in Fig. 2b, d. The effect of FSP on graphite is not

Fig. 2 SEM image of a the 3-pass-FSPed composites and b its graphite reinforcement; c the
9-pass-FSPed composites and d its graphite reinforcement
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only the reduction of size, but also the change of structure, which is likely to have a
corresponding impact on the physical properties of the material.

Tensile experiments were performed on the BM and the composites, and the
fracturemorphologywas observed under SEM, as shown in Fig. 4. Figure 4a, b shows
the tensile fracture morphology of the BM. The dimples in the fracture are elliptical,
and the diameter of the dimples is about 5–20 µm. There is no second phase in the
dimples, and the fracture morphology shows typical plastic fracture characteristics.
Figure 4c, d shows the tensile fracture morphology of the 3-pass-FSPed composite.
The size of the dimples is significantly smaller than that of the BM, about 1–2 µm,
and flaky second phases are often seen at the bottom of dimples. The size of the
flaky second phases tend to be larger in the larger dimples and smaller in the smaller
dimples. The shallow depth of dimples indicates that the plasticity of the composite
is lower than the BM. Figure 4e, f shows the tensile fracture morphology of the
9-pass-FSPed composite, the dimple size is further reduced to about 0.5–1 µm, and
the dimple size is more uniform than the 3-pass-FSPed composite, and the size of
the flaky second phases in the dimple is smaller.

Fig. 3 TEM images of graphite-reinforced composites in a DFmode and bHADDF mode; c EDS
mapping of C element; d bright field morphology of the graphite reinforcement in the composite,
and e locally magnified HRTEM image
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Fig. 4 SEM images of the fracture morphology of: a, b the BM; c, d the 3-pass-FSPed composite;
e, f the 9-pass-FSPed composite

The elemental composition of the flaky second phases in the dimples is analyzed,
as shown in Fig. 5. Dot 1 is selected on the flaky second phase, and dot 2 is selected
on the matrix. The results are shown in Table 2. The elemental content of C at dot
1 is 71%, which is much higher than that at dot 2, indicating that the flaky second
phases are graphite. The size of the graphite reinforcement in the dimples of the
9-pass-FSPed composite is smaller than that of the 3-pass-FSPed composite in the
results in Fig. 4, which is also consistent with the results in Fig. 2. During the tensile
fracture of the composites, reinforcement is often the nucleation site of dimples.
Due to the increase of processing passes, the size of the graphite reinforcing phase
decreases and the number increases, so the number of dimples also increases and the
size decreases.

The tensile strength, elongation and electrical conductivity of the BM, 3-pass-
FSPed composite and 9-pass-FSPed composite were tested, respectively, and the
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Fig. 5 SEM images of the graphite reinforced composite, white dots indicate locations where
elemental composition testing was performed

Table 2 Element content at the position of the white dots in Fig. 5

Dot 1 Dot 2

Element Al C O Mg Element Al C Si

At% 27.17 70.59 1.99 0.25 At% 55.47 44.12 0.42

results are shown in Fig. 6. The tensile strength of the BM is 263 MPa, the electrical
conductivity is 47.8% IACS, and the elongation is 33%. Compared with the BM, the
properties of the 3-pass-FSPed composite decreased slightly in all aspects, in which
the tensile strength decreased to 215 MPa, the electrical conductivity decreased to
47.2% IACS, and the elongation decreased to 19%. However, as the number of
processing passes increased to 9, the properties of the composite showed completely
different results. The tensile strength and electrical conductivity of the 9-pass-FSPed
composite were both improved compared with the BM. The tensile strength of the
9-pass-FSPed composite is 314MPa, which is 19.5% higher than that of the BM, and
the electrical conductivity is 48.3%IACS, which is 1.2% higher than that of the BM.
Although the elongation is reduced to 25%, which is lower than that of the BM, it
is also 30.4% higher than that of the 3-pass-FSPed composite. In the previous SEM
results, it has been shown that with the increase of processing passes, the size of the
graphite reinforcement phase becomes finer and the number becomes more, which
may be the main factor contributing to the enhancement of the material properties
with the increase in processing passes. Moreover, the error bars of the performance
results of the 3-pass-FSPed composite, especially the error bar of the elongation
results, is significantly longer than those of the BM and the 9-pass-FSPed composite,
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Fig. 6 Tensile properties and electrical conductivity of the composites and the BM

indicating that the performance results of the 3-pass-FSPed composite fluctuatemore
between different samples. This may be caused by the less uniform distribution of the
graphite reinforcement on themacroscopic scale due to fewer processing passes, thus
making the distribution density of the graphite reinforcement in different samples
not identical.

One notable point in the performance results is that the mechanical–electrical
properties of the graphite-reinforced composite samples after 9 passes of FSP are
simultaneously improved compared to the base metal. In general metal processing
technology, it is often difficult to improve the mechanical properties and electrical
properties of materials at the same time [7–11]. In most cases, the processing process
of strengthening the matrix by adding reinforcing phase can improve the tensile
strength and at the same time significantly reduce the conductivity and elongation of
materials. In recent studies, some scholars have used carbon nanomaterials such as
graphene and carbon nanotubes as reinforcement to fabricate metal matrix compos-
ites with simultaneously improved mechanical–electrical properties [12–15], which
is attributed to the excellent intrinsic mechanical–electrical properties of carbon
nanomaterials. Graphite has the same intralayer atomic structure as graphene, so
it also has excellent electrical and mechanical properties along the direction of the
atomic layer. With the increase of processing passes, the micron-scale graphite is
broken into submicron-scale and nano-scale, and its physical properties in all aspects
will inevitably approach those of graphene from the physical properties of graphite.
Therefore, the increase of the number of passes not only makes the distribution of
the graphite reinforcement more uniform, finer and more numerous, but also further
enhanced its intrinsic mechanical–electrical properties. The reduction in the size of
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the reinforcement, the increase in the number, and the improvement of its intrinsic
physical properties work together, resulting in an increase in the comprehensive
properties of the composites with the increase of processing passes.

Conclusion

In this study, graphite-reinforced aluminum matrix composites were fabricated by
in-situ friction stir processing with three-pass and nine-pass. The microstructure
and mechanical–electrical properties were investigated, respectively. SEM results
show that in the composites of different passes the graphite reinforcement is closely
embedded and uniformly distributed in the aluminum matrix, and with the increase
of the pass, the size of the graphite reinforcement decreases and the density increases;
TEM results show no defects in the interface between graphite reinforcement and
matrix and no interfacial compounds. The tensile strength, electrical conductivity,
and elongation of the 3-pass-FSPed composite are lower than those of the base metal,
but the tensile strength and electrical conductivity of the 9-pass-FSPed composite are
higher than those of the basemetal, with an increase of 19.5% and 1.2%, respectively,
and still had a high elongation of 25%. The improvement of composite properties
with processing passes is considered to be the result of the combined effect of the
reduction in the size and the increase in the density of the reinforcement.
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Analysis of Torque Data from Friction
Stir Welds in Aluminum Alloys

Kevin Colligan

Abstract In the present work, welding procedures for friction stir welding (FSW) of
aluminum alloys were collected from published and unpublished reports, permitting
analysis of a diverse collection of alloys, material thickness, tool design, andmachine
parameters. Spindle torque is a key variable in FSW since it is directly related to heat
generation. The compiled data set permitted analysis of spindle torque from a wide
variety of welding conditions. To compare heat generation from diverse welding
procedures, the torque data and welding tool geometries were used to calculate the
average contact shear stress during welding, which was analyzed against the average
tool surface velocity for each procedure. The results gave insight into the effects of
welding speed, rotational speed, and alloy on the average flow stress. The results
suggested evidence of reaching a minimum flow stress at high tool surface velocities
and a possible effect of initial workpiece temper on conditions during welding.

Keywords Joining · Aluminum · Heat generation

Introduction

FSW has been a topic of research for nearly three decades, and a sizable body
of work has been published. Most research has been focused on specific mate-
rials, alloys, workpiece thickness, etc., limiting each scope simply as a practical
consideration. One exception has been the work by researchers at the University of
South Carolina which analyzed welds from awide spectrum of welding conditions in
aluminum alloys 2524, 7050, and others [1–3], all of which included spindle torque
measurements. The present work sought to collect data from many published works
to examine broad trends, restricting focus only to conventional FSW in aluminum
alloys. These data, combined with unpublished procedures, gave insight into heat
generation in friction stir welding.
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Heat generation is an important parameter in any welding process, as it relates
to the effect of welding on the materials being joined, to the productivity of the
process, and to the energy cost in commercial welding operations, as examples.
It is also an indicator of the conditions present during welding. FSW is a fully
coupled thermomechanical process, meaning that the material response develops
a self-referential balance: heat dissipation preconditions the workpiece material,
setting the stage for heat generation in the weld, which then dissipates into the
surrounding material. This balance is responsible for the inherent stability of the
FSW process. This also means that the heat input is determined by the interaction
between the welding tool and the workpiece and is a response from the process, not
a prescribed input to the process. As such, heat generation is an important indicator
of what is happening during welding, with the proper analysis.

Researchers have developed various approaches to expressing heat generation
in FSW, often as input to models for predicting temperature distribution during
welding. The earliest approaches represented the heat as coming from the shoulder
only, assuming a circular heat source on the plate surface to calculate heat input from
an assumed friction coefficient or based on the workpiece shear flow stress, acting
on the shoulder area [4–8]. Analysis of the contact conditions between the tool and
matrix followed [9–13], leading to the conclusion that heat generation could be best
represented as being based on the shear flow stress acting on all tool surfaces. In
2002, an important analytical step was made by relating the spindle torque to the
shear flow stress of the matrix, assuming a uniform average flow stress distributed
over the tool surfaces [9, 10].

A detailed analysis was developed by Schmidt et al. [11] to rationalize the
tool/matrix contact shear stress value based on different categories of contact condi-
tions, including sticking, sliding, and mixed sticking/sliding. In the case of sliding,
the defined condition was one of the relative motion between the tool and the work-
piece with the workpiece not sufficiently stressed to cause deformation. The case
of sticking was defined such that there was seizure between the tool and the work-
piece, resulting in matrix deformation at the local velocity of the tool at the contact
interface, with decaying velocity moving away from the interface. Finally, the case
of mixed sticking/sliding was defined such that the matrix material is deforming at
the contact interface at a speed that was less than the local tool velocity and was
thus sliding relative to the tool but was deforming, nonetheless. In these latter two
cases, the contact stress was rationalized to be equal to the shear flow stress of the
matrix—the difference between the two cases being the velocity of the matrix at the
contact interface.

According to Schmidt, the contact conditions in FSW of aluminum generate
plastic deformation over most of the tool surfaces, except for a small region at the
periphery of the shoulder, where frictional heating generates very close to the same
heat as the sticking condition. These conclusions confirm the assumption made in
the input torque model approach that the spindle torque results from contact shear
flow stress that is uniformly distributed over the tool. This is the approach taken for
analysis of spindle torque and welding tool geometry data from the data set.
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Data Set

Datawere collected frompublished and unpublished sources [13].Allwelding proce-
dures represented conditions that produced void free welds, which may or may not
have been optimized to any criteria. All procedures were for aluminum alloys welded
using conventional, single-sided FSW. A total of 170 procedures, representing 20
different alloys in various tempers, were included, 134 of which included spindle
torque data. The complete data set is available for download,with references included
[14].

Analytic Approach

Spindle Torque Analysis

The shear yield stress is calculated by dividing the measured spindle torque by the
surface integral of the radius,

τyield = T
∫

s
rd A

= T

geo
(1)

where T is the spindle torque and S is the total surface of the tool, including the
shoulder, the probe sides and the probe end. The surface integral is referred to as “geo”
since it comprises the geometry of the welding tool. To derive geo, an assumption
was made of a concave or flat shoulder, a frustrum or cylindrical probe, and a flat
probe tip. The incremental areas for each region of the tool surface are

Shoulder incremental area = r

cosα
dr dθ

Probe side incremental area = r

cosβ
dz dθ

Probe tip incremental area = r dr dθ (2)

where
α = shoulder concavity angle
β = frustum probe half angle
S = shoulder radius
PR = probe root radius
PT = probe tip radius
r = dimension in radial direction
z = dimension along probe axis
t = workpiece thickness, or probe length
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θ = anglular position
The radius dimension to the probe side is related to the coordinate along the probe

axis, z, using the expression r = (PR − z tan β). Then, noting that d A = rdrdθ ,

geo =
∫

s

rd A

= 2π∫
0

S∫
PR

r2

cosα
drdθ

+ 1

cosβ

2π∫
0

t∫
0
(PR − z tan β)2dzdθ

+ 2π∫
0

PT∫
0
r2drdθ (3)

For cylindrical probes, PT is set equal to PR and β is set to zero, for flat shoulders,
α is set to zero. Performing the integrations yields,

geo = 2π

3

[
S3 − P3

r

cosα
+ t

(
(PR + PT )2 − PR PT

)

cosβ
+ P3

T

]

(4)

Combining Eqs. (1) and (4),

τyield = T

2π
3

[
S3−P3

r
cosα

+ t((PR+PT )2−PR PT )
cosβ

+ P3
T

] (5)

Finally, the normal flow stress is calculated from the shear flow stress using the
von Mises yield criterion,

σyield = τyield
√
3. (6)

Equations (5) and (6) were used to calculate the flowtress for each welding proce-
dure in the data set that included torque data, enabling study of flow stress variation
as a function of average surface velocity for many different conditions, as will be
presented in the following section.

Surface Velocity Analysis

Representation of the surface velocity has taken various forms in the literature,
including surface velocities developed from the radius of the probe or the shoulder.
Long et al. [15] examined spindle torque as a function of tool rotation speed, which
sufficed for evaluation of torque from a single welding tool design. Since the present
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Fig. 1 Surface velocity as a
function of area
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study regarded torque measurements from awide variety of welding tool geometries,
it was necessary to develop a basis for comparison that comprised the essential tool
features.

In the present study, an area-based average surface velocity was expressed as the
velocity of an increment of area, integrated over the area, and divided by the total
area. Imagine a function of surface velocity plotted against surface area, shown in
Fig. 1.

The average of this function is given by

Average surface velocity = ωr =
ω

∫

s
rd A

total surface area
(7)

The integral in the numerator is equal to geo, from Eq. (4), so,

ωr = ω
geo

total area
(8)

resulting in

ωr = ω

⎡

⎢
⎣

2
3

[
S3−P3

R
cosα

+ t((PR+PT )2−PR PT )
cosβ

+ P3
T

]

(S+PR)(S−PR)

cosα
+ t(PR+PT )

cosβ
+ P2

T

⎤

⎥
⎦ (9)
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Results and Discussion

The flow stress, according to Eqs. (5) and (6), was plotted as a function of average
surface velocity from Eq. (9), as shown in Fig. 2. The data suggest a bilinear rela-
tionship. This relationship was reported by Long et al. [15], based on welds made
with variable spindle speed in aluminum 2219, 5083, and 7050. In that case, welds
were made in three alloys with continuously increasing spindle speed. Flow stress
was calculated using the input torque method, as was done in the present study, then
plotted as a function of spindle speed. Spindle speed is equivalent to surface velocity
for a group of welds made with an identical welding tool geometry. Similarly, a
bilinear relationship between peak temperature and spindle speed was reported by
Sato et al. [16], in alloy 6063 aluminum. In both cases, a grain size plateau was
reported at about the same rotational speed as a distinct flattening of the torque
curve and the maximum temperature curve, respectively. Further increase in rotation
speed gave diminished increase in grain size and peak temperature, with dimin-
ished decrease in torque. In these studies, the plateau in grain size was concluded
to be an artifact of having reached a plateau of peak temperature since the grain
growth was consistent with static recrystallization from a peak temperature. The
results presented in Fig. 2 suggest that this phenomenon may be present in many
aluminum alloys during FSW. Note that two welding procedures in 7075 aluminum
were excluded from the least squares calculation for reasons given below.

Fig. 2 Flow stress as a function of average surface speed, all alloys. *Indicates two procedures
excluded from least squares fit
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Details from specific alloys provide further insight. Average flow stress data for
Al alloy 5456-H116, 5083-H131, and 5083-O plates are presented as a function of
average surface velocity in Fig. 3, using spindle torque data from unpublished results
by the author fromConcurrent TechnologiesCorporation (aluminum5456 and 5083),
published results by the author [17] and published results from the University of
South Carolina [2]. The aluminum 5456 welds were made as part of a study that
produced welds with pre-rotation defects [18]. Resolution of the defects involved
reducing the shoulder diameter, from about 35.6 to 30.5 mm. Five travel speeds and
two rotational speeds were used for each tool. As can be seen in the figure, travel
speed had the effect of increasing the flow stress, while increasing the spindle speed
had the effect of decreasing the flow stress. These effects have been noted elsewhere
[2, 13, 17]. A similar trend was discernable in the 7050 data, presented below. It is
also notable that the welds in 5083-O made at low surface velocity had lower flow
stress than the other 5XXX alloy welds, suggesting a lingering effect of the initial
material condition, which was less pronounced at higher surface velocity and travel
speed. Procedures in 7050 and 7075-O temper did not exhibit this temper effect. The
range of average surface velocity in the test data was insufficient to demonstrate a
certain agreement with heat-treatable alloys at high surface velocity.

Flow stress data fromweldsmade in 2524-T351 are presented in Fig. 4.Here, there
was close agreement with a bi-linear characterization. It is interesting that the slopes

Fig. 3 Flow stress for 5456-H116 and 5083-O, -H131
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Fig. 4 Flow stress for 2524-T351

of the bi-linear characterization and the intersection of the trends differ significantly
from the all-alloy average behavior, although no explanation for this result is given.

Flow stress data for Al alloy 7050 are presented in Fig. 5. The current data set for
Al alloy 7050 was extracted from work at the University of South Carolina, except
for a single welding procedure in 39.4 thickness material, indicated in the figure
[from unpublished results by the author at Concurrent Technologies Corporation].
In the current analysis, alloy 7050 welding procedures indicated a crossing point
in the linear trends at a surface velocity of 0.305 m/s, compared to Long’s result,
0.224 m/s, from three alloys.

Two outliers in the 7050 data are notable. One outlier was from a weld in 32 mm
thickness that exhibited low flow stress. Apparently, the high thickness alone was not
responsible for the low flow stress, since the weld in 39.4 mm material agreed with
welds in thinner material. It is notable that the weld in 32 mm material was made at
a lower travel speed, 0.9 mm/s, compared to 1.3 mm/s in the 39.4 mm material. The
lower flow stress would be consistent with lower travel speed, as discussed above, but
the size of the effect is greater than observed in thinner materials. A second outlier
came from a pair of welds made in 7075-T6 material at very high travel speed,
8.5 mm/s. The size of the effect of travel speed was much higher than that observed
in 5456 aluminum, likely because the travel speed was so much higher. These high
travel speed welds may represent conditions where material flow is contributed to by
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Fig. 5 Flow stress for 7050-O, -T7 and -T7451 with 7075-O, -T6 and -T7, for comparison

forcible extrusion around the probe. Further research into flow stress variation with
travel speed is needed.

It was tempting to surmise from the general trend of the data in Fig. 2 that there
may have been a continuous inverse relationship between flow stress and surface
velocity. However, examination of the details from Al alloys such as 2524 and 7050,
combined with published results from Long and Sato mentioned above, suggest that
some step-change occurs, producing a discontinuous relationship. This step change
may simply be due to approaching the melting point of the matrix. Further research
is needed to explore this in detail for different aluminum alloys.

Conclusions

Welding procedures from published and unpublished sources were collected and
analyzed to extract useful trends in the data. Analysis of torque from the data
set gave insight into the response of various aluminum alloys to the conditions of
welding. When plotted against average tool surface velocity, a bi-linear relationship
was observed. Average flow stress values of 20 MPa to 60 MPa were most common.
The results confirm observations from other researchers, with a more extensive data
set than existed previously, and suggest further research.
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The results suggest control strategies for closed-loop welding control systems.
For example, it may be reasonable for a controller to limit the rotational speed to a
level where an average surface velocity of 0.3 m/s is reached, since further increase
in rotational speed yields limited additional heat generation for the travel speeds
studied. Further, the welding controller may command a welding speed increase or
rotational speed decrease if the spindle torque drops to a point where the minimum
flow stress for a specific alloy is reached, generally around 20 MPa. Such a drop
in torque may result from a change in thermal boundary conditions, such as from
welding past some change in workpiece geometry, for example.
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Assessing Manufacturability of the Oxide
Dispersion Strengthened (ODS) 14YWT
Alloy Fuel Cladding Tube Using
SolidStir™ Technology

Shubhrodev Bhowmik, Pranshul Varshney, Osman El Atwani,
Stuart A. Maloy, Kumar Kandasamy, and Nilesh Kumar

Abstract The 14YWT (Fe–14Cr–3W–0.4Ti–0.3Y2O3 (wt.%)) alloy is a potential
candidatematerial for fabricating fuel cladding tubes andother structural components
to be used in next-generation advanced nuclear reactors. Due to inherent limitations
of current processing routes, this research explored a new variant of friction stir
processing, commercially referred to as SolidStir™ Extrusion (patent pending) tech-
nology from Enabled Engineering to consolidate and extrude 14YWT powder into a
fuel cladding tube. Several single-layer andmultiple-layer consolidation experiments
were carried out in an Inconel 625 die to determine the suitable processing parameters
for SolidStir™ extrusion of the 14YWT alloy cladding tube. With these processing
parameters, a 16–18 mm long tube of the 14YWT alloy with no visible defects was
successfully extruded using this novel technology. Microstructural characterization
results obtained using optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, energy
dispersive spectroscopy, electron backscatter diffraction, and transmission electron
microscopy will be presented.
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Introduction

The designs of next-generation advanced nuclear reactors (i.e., Gen IV) have to
incorporate high-performance structural materials that can sustain irradiation doses
of more than 200 dpa while being subjected to high temperature (good creep rupture
strength at 550–900 °C) for several years [1–4] for several structural components
including fuel cladding tubes. Consequently, among many high-performance mate-
rials, oxide dispersion strengthened (ODS) ferritic steels are being explored as poten-
tial structuralmaterials to produce fuel cladding tubes. In a ferriticmatrix, these steels
have a homogeneous dispersion of Y–Ti-O oxide nanoparticles, also referred to as
nanoclusters. The ferritic matrix resists radiation-induced swelling, while the oxide
nanoparticles add to mechanical strength by pinning dislocations and grain bound-
aries at high temperatures, aswell as reduce void swelling. Nanoparticle-matrix inter-
faces and grain boundaries operate as sinks for radiation-induced defects, reducing
irradiation damage [4–7].

Currently, multiple-step extrusion is employed to manufacture ODS cladding
tubes [4]. In this method, pre-alloyed ferritic matrix powders are mechanically
alloyed with yttria particles in an attritor ball mill for 40 h. After that, powders
are bottled, degassed under vacuum, sealed, and hot extruded at 1123 K (~850 °C).
Following a Pilger mill cold roll, the cladding tubes are next heated to 1353 K
(~1079 °C) for annealing. In accordance with the desired final dimension, this step
(cold rolling+ annealing) is performed 4 to 10 times. After the last cold rolling pass,
the tubes are heat-treated at 1373 K (~1099 °C) for 1 h or 1423 K (~1149 °C) for
60 s to reduce dislocation density. Final manufacturing steps include polishing and
sandblasting [4, 8]. While uniformly spreading the oxide nanoclusters in the ferritic
matrix, this traditional production process creates cladding tubes with precise dimen-
sions. Nonetheless, the manufacture of the tubes is time- and money-intensive due
to such several-step, low output rate techniques. Moreover, the tubes may produce
anisotropic grains and, as a result, may have anisotropicmechanical properties which
is another effect of using such standard manufacturing techniques [4, 9].

To address these issues, this study developed a novel method commercially
referred to as “SolidStir™ extrusion technology” for extruding a 14YWT tube using
the principles of friction stir welding or processing (FSW/P) technology. SolidStir™

is a patent pending and proprietary technology of Enabled Engineering. Consolidated
ball milled 14YWT powder was extruded via a die using a W–Re tool. The FSW/P
processing parameters were determined by carrying out 14YWT powder consolida-
tion in an Inconel 625 close-die experiments. The information on the microstruc-
ture of the consolidated powders was obtained using optical microscopy, scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD), and transmis-
sion electron microscopy (TEM) techniques. Using slight adjustment in optimized
processing parameters obtained in closed-die experiments during tube extrusion, a
defect-free tube of 14YWT alloy was successfully obtained.
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Materials and Method

The 14YWT alloy powder, obtained by ball milling a mixture of gas-atomized
Fe-14Cr-3 W-0.4Ti-0.2Y and FeO powder for 40 h, was supplied by Los Alamos
National Laboratory (LANL). The particle sizewas determined by taking the average
of at least 25 different particle sizes and then thresholding the images using ImageJ.
The Bond Technologies, FSW machine from the RM (research machine) series was
used. FSWparameter tuning required several experiments. Theywere in 3 steps. Step
1 involved drilling blind holes (9.99 mm diameter and 2.3 mm depth) in an Inconel
625 plate to make dies (Fig. 1). Then, the hole was filled with 14YWT powder and
consolidated by the heat and strain generated from the rotation of the W–Re tool
(Fig. 1). At this stage, the optimal settings for the tool rotation speed, forge velocity,
dwell durationwere determined to be 500 rpm (rotation perminute), 5mm/s, and 10 s,
respectively, after characterizing the microstructure. Following the adjusted param-
eters, more experiments were carried out on an Inconel 625 die in Step 2. These
trials involved raising the blind hole depth to a value of 5 mm to get more volume
of consolidation than Step 1, maintaining the tool in its previous state, and shielding
the processing with argon (Ar) gas. Powder consolidation was used to make samples
with both a single layer and multiple (3) layers. In order to determine the degree
of consolidation present in the samples, microstructural analysis was performed. In
Step 3, which involved tube extrusion, the tool form needed to be adjusted so that
the powders could be extruded through the die. When manufacturing tubes with the
SolidStir™ Technology (SolidStir-Ex1200Core), the optimal tool rotational rate of
500 rpm was employed. The setup for tube extrusion is shown in Fig. 1.

Low-magnification optical microscopy was used to capture macroscopic view of
the 14YWT tube by a Keyence Digital Microscope. A scanning electron microscope
(JEOL 700) was used to identify microstructural characteristics such as chemical

Fig. 1 Images showing an Inconel 625 die with blind holes (a) and a W–Re tool (b, b′) that was
utilized for parameter selection trials; tube extrusion experimental setups (c) are also displayed
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makeup, grain size, nature of grain boundaries, and texture. Depending on the grain
size and feature that needed to be captured, EBSD (electron backscatter diffrac-
tion) was performed at magnifications ranging from 2,000 to 12,000. The EBSD
results were post-processed by TSL OIM 8 and texture was analyzed by the MTEX
toolbox of MATLAB. The SEM micrographs were captured in backscatter electron
imaging (BEI) and secondary electron imaging (SEI) modes for consolidated powder
samples and extruded tubes. The extruded tube was cut with a slow-speed diamond
saw. The tube was sectioned, and the EBSD was performed on the longitudinal cross
section while macrostructural images of the transverse cross section were taken
by an SEM. The grinding and polishing of the samples were performed by using
SiC papers up to 800 grits followed by 9 μm to 1 μm diamond polishing solution.
0.05μm alumina and 0.02μm colloidal silica were used for the final polishing stage.
FEI Tecnai F20 was used to investigate precipitate shape and composition through
energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) in TEM. The TEM sample was prepared via
focused ion milling.

Results and Discussion

Figures 2a, a′ show a macroscopic view of the transverse cross section of the consol-
idated powder achieved in Step 2 obtained using SEM in SEI (Fig. 2a) and BEI
(Fig. 2a′) modes. A highly consolidated region was observed at the top of the consol-
idated sample probably due to high temperature and forging pressure existing in the
region just beneath the tool tip. No segregation was observed from BEI imaging
proving the homogeneous mixing and consolidation of the powder. Figures 2b, b′
include the macrostructure taken in both BEI and SEI modes in an SEM for a multi-
layered consolidated sample. There was a significant amount of bonding between
layers despite showing some voids at the interface. This was an indication that longer
tubes can be continuously extruded, where during extrusion process, multiple layers
of the tube are microscopically welded together.

The EBSD scans at different layers revealed a range of grain sizes (Fig. 3). Layers
1 (top), 2 (middle), and 3 (bottom) have respective grain sizes of 0.98 μm, 1.27 μm,
and 0.50 μm. The phase used to index in EBSD was ferrite or body-centered cubic
(BCC). Since the scan was conducted at a very high resolution or magnification,
the number of grains for layer 2 cannot be precisely determined in accordance with
ASTM standard E112-13. Nonetheless, a qualitative interpretation was possible.

In addition, the fraction of low-angle grain boundaries (LAGB) reduced from
layer 1 to layer 2 (0.80–0.43). The larger grain size in layer 2 may be a result of
grain growth due to heat input during the consolidation of the powders in layer 1.
The reduction in LAGB was also indicative of recovery and grain growth in layer 2.
According to the literature, this is a regular occurrence for additive manufacturing
techniques in general specially for additive friction stir deposition (AFSD) which is
also based on FSW/P principles [10]. It is believed that the grains might have grown
in layer 3 as well because of layer 2 deposition over layer 3. However, the effect of
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Fig. 2 SEM macrographs of the consolidated powder samples; (a, a′) single-layer consolidation
and (b, b′) multilayer consolidation

deposition of layer 1 on the grain growth in layer 3 is expected to be low. Due to the
effect of layer 2 on layer 3 and of layer 1 on layer 2, layer 2 and layer 3 are expected
to have similar fraction of LAGB. However, it is not clear why there is difference in
the fraction of LAGB between layer 2 and layer 3. It is quite possible that the EBSD
scan size does not truly represent the actual microstructure of layer 2. A larger area
EBSD scan of layer 2 will be carried out in future to clarify this discrepancy.

For proof-of-concept demonstration purpose, only 16–18 mm long tube was
extruded from the 14YWT alloy. At macroscopic level, neither the inner nor the
outer surface of the extruded tube displayed any obvious surface defects (Fig. 4a).
The transverse cross section of the extruded tube was uniformly circular (Fig. 4b).
The tube thickness was measured to be 500μm. The tube of this length was extruded
in roughly three minutes. According to the literature, the appearance of the tube was
comparable to tubes created by other processing routes for fuel cladding applications
[11, 12]. However, because this innovative extrusion method is conducted in a single
step and at high rate, it is considerably faster than the conventional manufacturing
process [8, 13].

The longitudinal section of the tube revealed elongated grains along the 45° of the
ED (extrusion direction) using EBSD (Fig. 5a). Note that the phase utilized to index
was ferrite or body-centered cubic (BCC). This may have occurred due to shearing
during the extrusion process. The average grain size was determined to be 2.53 ±
1.26 μm, and the LAGB fraction was 0.30. The texture was analyzed by plotting
orientation distribution function (ODF) map (Fig. 5b) and pole figures (Fig. 5c). It
was found that the texture was not very strong, but there was a presence of weak
γ-fiber, and the fiber itself had (111)

[
231

]
, (111)

[
132

]
components. Although the
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Fig. 3 IPF map with the presence of low-angle and high-angle boundaries obtained from EBSD
at different layers of powder consolidated sample. a, a′ layer 1, b, b′ layer 2, c, c′ layer 3. Forging
direction (FD) is along the vertical axis of the map. The colors in the IPFmaps (a, b, and c) represent
the orientation of theFDsample axiswith respect to the crystal lattice frame according to the coloring
in the standard IPF triangles included as inset in a. Micrographs included in a′, b′, and c′ show
low-angle and high-angle grain boundaries

existence of α-fiber was also not continuous, many components were found including
(114)

[
110

]
, (113)

[
110], (223)[110], (111)[110

]
. The existence of α and γ-fiber

has been documented in the literature for several 14YWT tube processing procedures
[14]. For more in-depth texture analysis, EBSD on a larger area will be performed
to get a statistically significant number of grains.

The existence of precipitates or nanoclusters can be observed using BF-TEM
(Fig. 6). The nano-sized precipitateswere detected both at the grain boundaries (green
arrow) and within the grains (red arrow). The EDS equipped in TEM was done to
check the composition of the precipitates. The compositional map revealed that the
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Fig. 4 Interior surface of the extruded tube (a) and the transverse cross section (b) showing uniform
thickness of the wall of the extruded tube. The discontinuity present in the lower left corner of the
tube cross section is due to machining mark left during sectioning process of the tube

precipitates were primarily composed of Y–Ti-O. In the future, high-resolution TEM
(HRTEM) and atom probe tomography (APT) will be used to conduct a comprehen-
sive investigation of the precipitates in order to collect more data on the interface
properties and composition distribution.

Conclusion

In this study, a new processing method called SolidStir™ extrusion was used to
manufacture fuel cladding tube of the 14YWT alloy. This technique was based on
the principles of friction stir welding or processing. To find the best parameters for
extrusion, a number of surrogate experiments were done. Micro- and macrostruc-
tural analysis showed that both single- and multi-layered samples had a high level of
consolidation and that the layers of the multi-layered sample were well integrated.
The EBSD showed that the grain sizes changed from the top to the bottom layers
because more heat was added to the layers that were already consolidated. By using
the optimized parameters, the 14YWT tube was made with a uniform circular cross
section and no visible significant surface flaws. It was noticed that grains were elon-
gated, and there were discontinuous γ and α fibers present. But the texture was not
very strong. The TEM analysis showed that there were Y–Ti-O precipitates at both
the grain boundaries and inside the grains. These are important for high-temperature
creep and irradiation resistance in fuel cladding tubes. EBSD, TEM, and APT will
be used to find out more about the texture and precipitates.
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Fig. 5 IPF map of 14YWT
tube displayed together with
low-angle (black lines) and
high-angle (red lines) grain
boundaries on longitudinal
cross section a. According to
the coloring in the typical
IPF triangles, the colors in
the IPF maps showed the
orientation of the ED sample
axis with respect to the
crystal lattice frame.
Additionally, presented is the
orientation distribution
function (ODF) map at ϕ 2 =
45° b and pole figures (PF)
c both of which indicate
presence of weak texture.
The sample frame for EBSD,
ODF, and PF was the same
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Fig. 6 Bright field (BF) TEM (a) image of the nanoclusters or precipices of the extruded 14YWT
tube. The HADAF—STEM image (b) along with the EDS composition map (b′) are also shown to
provide the composition of the precipitates
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Effect of Welding Parameters
on Microstructure and Mechanical
Properties of Friction Stir Lap Welds
of an Ultrahigh Strength Steel

Yutaka S. Sato, Shunsuke Mimura, Shun Tokita, Yusuke Yasuda,
Akihiro Sato, and Satoshi Hirano

Abstract In this study, effect of welding parameters on microstructure and mechan-
ical properties of an ultrahigh strength steel (UHSS) friction stir lap welded with Co-
based alloy tool was examined. Friction stir lap welding of the UHSS was success-
fully done at various welding parameters. A decrease in rotational speed decreased
fraction of martensite and hardness in the stir zone. Tensile shear load of the weld
increased with decreasing the rotational speed. In the welds produced at the high
rotational speed, crack was initiated from the tip of the lapped interface and then
propagated into the stir zone having high fraction of martensite, possibly resulting
from the stress concentration. On the other hand, the welds produced at the low rota-
tional speed failed in the softest region of the heat-affected zone. This study showed
that the reduced brittleness of the stir zone arising from the low rotational speed was
an effective strategy for the superior mechanical properties of the lap welds of the
UHSS.
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Introduction

Various kinds of ultrahigh strength steels (UHSS) have already been used in the
automotive industry for both the reduction of CO2 emission and the collision safety.
In general, thin UHSS sheets in the lap configuration are spot welded, but lap linear
welding of them is expectedly effective for the highly rigid automotive bodies. Many
papers on friction stir spot welding (FSSW) of UHSS [1–3] have been reported.
Additionally, many studies on friction stir lap welding (FSLW) of dissimilar metals
[4–7] have also been done. However, there are only a few studies on FSLW of steels.
Ghosh et al. [8] carried out FSLW of high strength martensitic steel sheets with addi-
tional cooling at the different travel speeds and then examined the microstructure
and mechanical properties of the weld. The weld failed along the heat-affected zone
(HAZ) with the maximum drop of microhardness during tensile lap-shear testing,
and thus, it was concluded that characteristics of the fracture location was key for the
joint efficiency. This study showed the useful knowledge on FSLW of high strength
steel sheets, but effect of rotational speed, strongly affecting the maximum tempera-
ture during friction stir welding [9], on microstructure and mechanical properties of
FSLWed UHSS has hardly been clarified. In this study, two sheets of an UHSS were
welded by FSLW with a Co-based alloy tool, and effect of welding parameters on
microstructure and mechanical properties of the weld attempted to be clarified.

Experimental Procedures

UHSS sheet used in this study was a commercial 1Cr-0.25Mo steel subjected to
quenching and tempering, having a tensile strength of about 1.5 GPa and an elon-
gation higher than 7%. The sheet dimension was 74 × 220 × 1.4 mm. Two sheets
were lapped (the lapped width was 22 mm), and then, FSLW was performed with
a Co-based alloy tool [10]. Two lap welds were made on a set of two sheets with
the different tool rotations, as schematically shown in Fig. 1. Tool consisted of the
shoulder with the diameter of 15mmand the conical probewith the length of 1.6mm.
In this study, the constant advance per revolution (APR), which was defined as APR
= travel speed/rotational speed [11], of 0.5 mm was used by varying the rotational
speed from 100 to 300 rpm and the travel speed from 50 to 150 mm/min.

Following FSLW, the lap welds were cut perpendicular to the welding direction
by electrical discharge machine. The cross section was grounded and then finally
polished with a diamond paste of 1 µm. Etching with a nital solution (5% nitric acid
+ 95% ethanol) was employed after polishing. The microstructure was examined by
optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
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Fig. 1 Schematic drawing
of FSLW

Mechanical properties of the weld were examined by Vickers hardness test and
tensile shear strength test. Vickers hardness profile was measured at a load of 9.8 N
along the midsection of the upper sheet on the cross section. Three samples of tensile
shear strength test, 10 mm in width, were cut perpendicular to the welding direction.
Tensile shear strength test was performed at a crosshead speed of 2.0 mm/min with
an Instron-type tensile testing machine.

Results and Discussion

FSLW of the UHSS sheets was successfully done at all welding parameters used in
this study. Cross-sectional overviews of the welds were shown in Fig. 2. The basin-
shaped stir zones with no defects were obtained at all the welding parameters. The
depth of the stir zone increased with increasing the rotational speed. The different
contrast of basin-shaped stir zone arises from solid-state phase transformation during
welding, i.e., the higher rotational speed causes the higher maximum temperature,
resulting in the larger and deeper region where phase transformation occurred [12].
Fragmentation of the lapped interface in the stir zone was partly insufficient at 100
rm, while the lapped interfaces were well fragmented in the stir zone at the rotational
speed higher than 150 rpm. The tip of the lapped interface was bended upward, i.e.,
the hook formed [13], at the advancing side, and the hook height slightly increased
with increasing the rotational speed. On the other hand, the hook was hardly detected
at the retreating side.

Vickers hardness profiles of the welds are presented in Fig. 3. The hardness of the
base material was about 450 HV. The hardness was reduced toward the weld center,
and the maximum reduction of the hardness was found in the HAZ proximal to the
stir zone. The hardness of the softest HAZ was about 300 HV, hardly affected by
the rotational speed. The stir zone showed the hardness between 380 and 500 HV,
and the hardness value increased with increasing the rotational speed. The similar
hardness profiles have been reported in previous papers on FSW of high strength
steels [14, 15].

SEM images of the base material and the stir zone centers are presented in Fig. 4.
The basematerial consists of the temperedmartensite. The stir zonewas composed of
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Fig. 2 Cross-sectional overviews of the lap welds

Fig. 3 Vickers hardness profiles of the lap welds

quenchedmartensite (darkphase)with ferrite (bright phase), and fractionof quenched
martensite, which was quantified by point counting for SEM image, increased with
increasing the rotational speed, as shown in Table 1. This is a reason for the higher
hardness in the stir zone produced at the higher rotational speed. Formation of the
quenched martensite in the stir zone arises from quenching of austenite stable at high
temperatures during welding. Since hardenability of 1Cr-0.25Mo steel is high, the
austenite would be entirely transformed into martensite during FSLW. The A1 and
A3 temperatures of 1Cr-0.25Mo steel were calculated to 730˚C and 788˚C by Therm-
Calc, respectively. From fraction of quenchedmartensite, themaximum temperatures
during FSLW could be estimated (Table 1) because fraction of quenched martensite
should change from 0 to 100% at the maximum temperatures from the A1 to A3

points. In the softest HAZ, large size of carbides in the tempered martensite was
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Fig. 4 SEM images of the base material and stir zone centers of the lap welds

Table 1 Area fraction of quenched martensite and estimated maximum temperature during FSLW

100 rpm 150 rpm 200 rpm 300 rpm

– 50 mm/s – 75 mm/s – 100 mm/s – 150 mm/s

Fraction of quenched martensite (%) 50 75 90 100

Estimated maximum temperature (°C) 740 760 780 > 788

observed. This means that the further tempering of the tempered martensite (of the
base material) occurred in this region by thermal effect of FSLW.

Average tensile shear loads of thewelds are summarized inFig. 5.Tensile shear test
showed that the lap welds produced at the lower rotational speed exhibited the higher
tensile shear load. The load was maximum in the weld produced at 150 rpm, beyond
which it decreased with increasing the rotational speed. The low tensile shear load at
100 rpm would arise from partly insufficient fragmentation of the lapped interface.
Effect of rotational direction on tensile shear load was negligible at the low rotational
speed.

To clarify the effect of rotational speed on tensile shear load, the crack initiation
and propagation were specified on the cross sections of the fractured welds. SEM
images of the crack initiation sites of the welds produced at 150 and 200 rpm, which
were expressed as “low rotational speed” and “high rotational speed,” respectively,
are given in Fig. 6. In the welds produced at the high rotational speed, crack was
initiated from the tip of the lapped interface (hook) and then propagated into the
stir zone having high fraction of martensite. Reduction of the cross-sectional area
during tensile testing was negligible, i.e., plastic deformation hardly occurred in
these welds. Since the tip of the lapped interface would be an origin of the large
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Fig. 5 Tensile shear load of the lap welds

stress concentration, it was implied that the brittle fracture occurred in the welds
produced at the high rotational speed. In the lap welds produced at the low rotational
speed, on the other hand, crack was initiated from the HAZ proximal to the stir zone
and then propagated along the softest HAZ, arising from the reduced brittleness of
the stir zone. This study showed that the low rotational speedwas effective to produce
the lap welds with the superior mechanical properties in the UHSS.

Fig. 6 SEM images of the initiation sites of the welds during tensile shear testing
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Summary

FSLW of UHSS was successfully done with the Co-based alloy tool. The lap welds
having high fraction of martensite exhibited the low tensile shear load, arising from
the brittle fracture. The decrease in rotational speed decreased the brittleness of the
stir zone, increasing the tensile shear load. The excessively low rotational speed
caused the partly insufficient fragmentation of the lapped interface, reducing the
tensile shear load. This study showed that the reduced brittleness of the stir zone
with the well fragmentated lapped interface, arising from the low rotational speed,
was an effective strategy for the superior mechanical properties of the lap welds of
the UHSS.
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Effect of Locally Beta-Transformed Area
on Fatigue Crack Propagation Resistance
in a FSWed Ti-6Al-4V

M. Okazaki and S. Hirano

Abstract There are growing interest and potential application of FSW in fabricating
titanium components in aerospace and space components. In the case of near alpha
Ti-6Al-4 V (Ti-6-4) alloy, a locally transformed area from hcp to beta structure is
sometimes formed relating to the hot spot in temperature during the FSW process.
The purposes of this research are to get basic knowledge on the above questions or
dilemma, via exploration on the role of microstructure. Here, special attention has
been paid to the effect of the locally beta-transformedmicrostructures (; LBTM). The
experimental study demonstrated that the local fatigue crack propagation (FCP) rates
in the stirred zone and near the interfacial zone were higher than those in the base
metal by a few times. The local fatigue crack threshold level was also significantly
affected. The local beta-transformed microstructure had undesirable effect on the
FCP, not only in the longitudinal but in the transverse cracks.

Keywords Joining · Characterization · Titanium

Introduction

Friction stir welding (FSW) technology is relatively new and offers a number of
advantages over conventional welding techniques namely higher process speeds,
elimination of filler materials, and minimal shrinkage and post weld distortion [1].
The growing interest and potential application of FSW in fabricating titaniumcompo-
nents in aerospace and space components entails further work be carried to under-
stand the damage tolerance properties of FSWed joints. Large amount of works has
been done to optimise and understand the damage behavior of friction stir welded
components [2–8]. The roles of microstructure gradation, hardness distribution, and
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residual stresses have been articulated by a number of researchers working on Tita-
nium alloys FSWs [7–10]. It has been shown that a very complicated and inho-
mogeneous microstructural developments has been unavoidable to have good joint
efficiency. In the case of near alpha Ti-6Al-4 V (Ti-6-4) alloy, a transformation from
hcp to beta structure gets significant, depending on theFSWcondition; a development
of the locally beta-transformed microstructures (LBTM) was also significant inside
of the FSWs in some cases. On the other hand, some references have confirmed
that fatigue properties of titanium alloy base materials are closely related to their
microstructures, and they are not always directly related to static mechanical prop-
erties. As an example, Ti-6-4 alloy with a coarse beta structure had higher fatigue
crack threshold and higher FCP resistance, than those of the alloy with fine duplex
structure, because of surface-induced fatigue crack closure phenomenon which can
reduce the FCP driving force [11–13]. Thus, upon optimizing the fatigue design of
FSWs of titanium alloys, the questions arise; what is(are) the roles of microstruc-
tures on FCP?, and what effect(s) should be taken into account regarding the mixed
and transformed microstructure frequently appearing in FSW? The role(s) of LBTM
has(have) been still unclear.

The purposes of this research are to get basic knowledge on the above questions
or dilemma, via exploration on the role of microstructure and the residual stresses in
the local FCP resistance of a Ti-6-4 FSWs, where special attention has been paid to
the effect of LBTM and to the crack propagation near the microstructural interfaces.

Experimental Methods

FSW

The starting material in this work was a 7 mm FSWed joint of a Ti-6Al-4 V(Ti-6-4)
alloy jointed through a single pass in a butt joint configuration (Fig. 1). The following
FSW condition were employed; 120 rpm in tool rotation, 15 mm/min. in welding
speed. Here, the welding tool made of a Co-based alloy which shoulder diameter
was 12 mm was used [10].

Fatigue Crack Propagation Tests

The mechanical properties; hardness distribution, yield strength, tensile strength,
elongation and strain to rupture, were measured by means of miniature specimens
with a thickness of 1.0 mm, Fig. 2a, those were extracted by electro-discharge
machining (EDM) transverse to theweld direction such that the gage length contained
the stirred zone. Taking account of the specifically developed inhomogeneous
microstructures in the FSWs, as shown later, these measurements were carried by at
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Fig. 1 Basic principle of
FSW

the multiple areas, typically at 0.3 and 1 mm site in depth from the top surface of the
FSWed plate.

The fatigue crack growth rates in the base metal and welded area were measured
by means of compact tension (CT) specimens of 0.8 mm in thickness with initial
notches in the base metal and the stirred zone, respectively as shown in Fig. 2b.
These CT specimens were precisely extracted at 0.4 mm depth from the top surface
of the FSWed block by EDM from both the welded area. A series of CT speci-
mens extracted here have such an orientation that the fatigue cracks propagate to
the welding, or longitudinal direction, because of thickness limitation of the Ti-6-4
base plate. The fatigue crack propagation (FCP) tests were carried out under ambient

Fig. 2 Method to extract small sample specimens used for a tensile and b fatigue crack propagation
tests
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conditions, a load ratio, R, of 0.6 and loading frequency of 20Hz, bymeans of a servo-
electro-hydraulic machine. The crack length was monitored and measured through
a travelling digital microscope continuously focused on the specimen surface.

Results and Discussion

Microstructure, Hardness Distribution and Tensile Strength

Figure 3 presents themicrostructure developed in the FSWs, and thosewere observed
on the plane normal to the longitudinal direction of the original 7 mm thickness weld.
It is found that refinement of the grains in the stirred zone (SZ) was significant, and
that there was a noticeable inhomogeneity in grain size and microstructure through
the thickness. The former feature could be related to the high lattice strain and
temperatures achieved in the material in contact with the tool shoulder, followed by
rapid cooling after the welding. With respect to the latter features, the grain sizes
were found to be largest within the SZ at a depth of 0.5 mm from the surface, larger
than those at the weld root. It is worthy to note in Fig. 2 that the transformation-
induced lamellar structure consisting of alpha/beta bimodal phases, or the formation
of the locally beta-transformed microstructures (LBTM) was also significant at the
advancing side (AS). This type of microstructure is a direct evidence showing that
the local temperature was increased enough during the stirring process so that the
transformation of Ti-6-4 alloy was taken place. These characteristic features must
be closely related to the low thermal conductivity of titanium alloys and the FSW
conditions.

Vickers hardness profiles at different depths across the weld showed that hardness
peak appeared in the SZ corresponding to the grain refinement there (Fig. 4). The
scatter in hardness was significant on the 3 mm line from the top where the LBTM
consisting of the prior non-transformed duplex structure and the beta-transformed
coarse structure was developed, corresponding to microstructural inhomogeneity in
Fig. 3.

Effect of Microstructural Inhomogeneity on Local Fatigue
Crack Propagation Resistance in FSW

By means of the miniature sample specimens extracted from the as-FSWed plate
without post weld heat treatment, the local fatigue crack propagation resistance was
measured and compared between each crack propagation site in Fig. 5, where the
FCP curves are correlated with stress intensity factor range, a traditional fracture
mechanics parameter. Regarding as how to extract each specimen, refer to the illus-
tration in Fig. 5 where the AS and RS express the advancing and the retreating side
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Fig. 3 Microstructure of FSWed Ti-6Al-4 V plate in which a LBTM is nucleated

Fig. 4 Hardness distribution of FSWed Ti-6Al-4 V plate
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during the FSW, respectively. Comparing with the FCP rates propagating in BM side,
all the FCP rates were significantly promoted. It is worthy to note that the rates at
the SZ were also accelerated, even when the microstructure refinement was achieved
there. The recrystallized equiaxed microstructure in the SZ has been observed to
contain significantly refined prior beta grains with alpha colony sizes of one quarter
to half the prior beta grain size. In the current work, the prior beta was refined from
13 μm in the BM to approximately 5 μm thus alpha colony sizes. The FCP behavior
was also the case in the interfacial zone (IZ) site where the grain size was smaller;
refer to the illustration of Fig. 5. One of exception was seen at the HAZ site those
was free from mechanical stirring but was subjected to thermal history. These trends
can be seen almost in common independently on the advancing and retreating sides,
and independently on the depth from the FSW surface. It is important to note again
that the difference in FCP resistance was noticeable near the fatigue crack threshold,
or under lower stress intensity factor range.

It must be meaningful to investigate the effect of the LBTMon the fatigue fracture
resistance, because it is not hard to distinguish the fracture surface between the non-
transformed and the transformed area. This is the case not only in the static fracture
surface but in the fatigue crack propagation test (Fig. 6). Looking at Fig. 5, it seems
that the fatigue crack propagation resistance at the “IZ onAS”was almost comparable
to that at the “IZ on RS”, and both of them were significantly lower than the base
metal. Hence, the stirring process itself would play a role in reducing the fatigue
crack propagation resistance under the present FSW condition.

The residual stress may also affect the FCP behavior. The residual stresses in
the base metal and the welded area were measured through the Sin2ψ method of
the X-ray diffraction technique: Fig. 7. As noted from this figure, the magnitude of
residual stress was as high as 5% of the yield strength of the material. Thus, it played
a secondary role in the reduction of the FCP resistance by FSW.

Summary

In this work, the role of the microstructure on the FCP of a FSWed Ti-6-4 was
investigated. The main conclusions derived are summarized as follows:

(1) A complicated microstructural inhomogeneity was three-dimensionally devel-
oped at the advancing and retreating sides in the Ti-6-4 FSWs, which consisted
of the primary alpha phase, and the coarse and fine transformation associated
with the locally beta-transformed microstructures (LBTM).

(2) The local FCP rates in the stirred zone and the interfacial zone were higher
than those in the base metal and heat affected zone by a few times. The local
fatigue crack threshold level was also significantly affected. Here, the role of
microstructure was more significant than that of residual stress.
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Fig. 7 Residual stress
distribution measured by
X-ray diffraction method
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(3) The LBTM inside of the FSWs had undesirable effect on the FCP, not only in
the longitudinal but in the transverse cracks. However, the stirring process itself
must be more responsible for the behavior rather than the beta-transformation.
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Joining of High Strength Low Ductility
AA7055 by Friction Self-piercing Rivet

Yong Chae Lim, Hui Huang, Yiyu Wang, Yuan Li, and Zhili Feng

Abstract High strength aluminum (Al) alloy is one of higher specific strengthmate-
rials for decarbonization in transportation industries. Because of low ductility at
room temperature, conventional mechanical fastening such as self-piercing riveting
produces cracks at the joint. In this work, we applied friction self-piercing riveting
to join Al alloy (AA) 7055. No cracks were observed in the joints because of the
improved local ductility of Al alloy by the generated frictional heat during joining
step. Numerical modeling of joining process was applied to guide rivet geometry
design and rivet material strength. Mechanical integrity of the AA7055 joints was
assessed by lap shear tensile and cross-tension testing. Metallurgical characteriza-
tions revealed solid-state bonding formed not only between the rivet and surround Al
materials, but also upper and lower Al sheets at the joint interface. Both solid-state
bonding and mechanical interlocking between the flared rivet and bottom AA7055
sheet were the major joint mechanisms.

Keywords Friction self-piercing riveting · High strength 7xxx Aluminum alloys ·
Mechanical joint properties · Solid-state joining
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Introduction

High strength aluminum alloy (AA) is considered as a one of higher specific strength
materials for lightweight vehicle applications. 7xxx AA (Al-Zn-Mg-Cu) has much
higher strength than the 5xxx and 6xxx Al alloys, leading to great potential for decar-
bonization in vehicle applications. One of technical obstacle to prevent widespread of
7xxx AA for transportations is lack of suitable joining process. For example, fusion
welding of 7xxx AA shows a solidification cracking because of different solidifica-
tion rates between copper-rich zone and copper-free zone [1]. Another example is a
cold cracking problemwhenmechanical fastening (e.g., self-piercing riveting (SPR))
is used at room temperature [2]. This is mainly due to low ductility at room temper-
ature. Therefore, additional auxiliary heating system and joining step are required,
increasing joining process time and cost.

To alleviate the above issues, solid-state-based joining processes, such as friction
stir welding (FSW) or refill friction stir spot weldingwere used for joining of 7xxxAl
alloy by avoiding melting of material with relatively low heat input compared with
conventional fusion welding [3, 4]. However, strength loss in the thermomechanical
affected zone and heat affected zone (HAZ) is a still problem.Recently, friction-based
self-piercing riveting process is developed for joining of low ductility lightweight
materials such asmagnesium alloy, 7xxxAA, and carbon fiber reinforced composites
without cracking issue [5–10].

In this work, we applied F-SPR process to join AA7055-T76 to AA7055-T76 by
varying process conditions such as spindle rotational speeds and axial plunge depths.
Mechanical joint strength of F-SPR joints was evaluated by lap shear tensile testing.
Cross-sectional analysis for F-SPR joint was conducted to study joint formation.
Vickers microhardness measurement was used to assess the local hardness evolution
due to frictional heat and shear stress during F-SPR process.

Materials and Experimental Methods

Materials

In this work, 2.5 mm thickness of high strength AA 7055-T76 sheets was used to
spot join by F-SPR process. Chemical compositions and mechanical properties of
the AA7055-T76 are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. For a consumable rivet, 1018
low carbon steel was employed to fabricate the hexagonally designed rivet head
(9.535 mm width) to be externally driven by the tool holder during joining process.
The rivet diameter (6.8 mm) and leg length (6 mm) were customized for the selected
Al alloy. For back supporting anvil, a flat die with 1.5 mm cavity depth was used
to induce material flow and produce mechanical interlocking between the rivet and
bottom Al sheet.
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Table 2 Material properties of AA7055-T76 [1]

Material properties Yield strength (MPa) Tensile strength (MPa) Elongation (%)

AA7055-T76 586 613.6 7

a

b

Fig. 1 Schematic of lap shear tensile coupon. a top view, b side view

AA7055 sheets were cut into lap shear coupons (40 mm wide and 120 mm long),
as depicted in Fig. 1. Al surfaces were cleaned by acetone to remove any greases and
dusts before joining.

Description of F-SPR Process

Adescription of the F-SPR process can be found in the authors’ prior publications [9,
10]. A brief explanation of the joining process is provided for readers. As illustrated
in Fig. 2, a spinning rivet with an axial downward force is plunged into stacked Al
sheets. During this step, local frictional heat is produced between the rivet and the
bottom Al sheet metal, resulting in improved local ductility of the AA7055-T76.
Finally, the rivet leg flares out in the bottom Al sheet based on the supporting die
geometry, leading to mechanical interlocking in the workpiece. F-SPR process was
initially developed by varying spindle rotation speeds and axial plunge depths at
fixed axial plunge speed of 2.86 mm s−1 that is a maximum speed of the current our

a b c d

Fig. 2 Schematic of F-SPR process
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joining machine. The F-SPR process conditions were optimized by achieving the
highest lap shear fracture load and no cracking on the backside of the AA7055-T76.

Description of Lap Shear Tensile Testing

Lap shear tensile testing was conducted to assess the joint strength of F-SPR spec-
imens by an MTS Systems tensile machine with a constant crosshead speed of
10 mmmin−1 at room temperature. Spacers were used to hold the lap shear coupons
to align them vertically between the grips during lap shear tensile testing.

Metallography Characterizations

The joint formation between the rivet and Al sheet was characterized by the
cross-sectioned F-SPR coupon. The sample was cross-sectioned, mounted, grinded,
and polished for metallographic characterization using standard metallographic
processes. Then, an optical microscope was used to measure characteristic length
of the joint and any metallurgical bonding during joining process. A microhardness
tester (Leco LM 100AT) was used for Vickers microhardness measurement. Each
welded sample was tested under following conditions: 200 µm spacing, 100 g of
load, and 10 s of dwell time.

Results and Discussion

Lap Shear Tensile Strength of F-SPR Joints

Load versus displacement curves from lap shear tensile testing are plotted in Fig. 3.
The average peak failure load was found to be 11.70 ± 0.17 kN. Displacement
at failure is ranged from 6 mm to 6.6 mm, indicating more ductile failure than
the brittle mode. Figure 4 shows representative fractographic image from lap shear
tensile testing of F-SPR joint. The rivet pulled out the bottom sheet of AA7055-T76,
as shown in Fig. 4a. Cavity in the rivet was filled with upper and lower sheet of Al
alloy. Also, some Al materials retained at the periphery of the rivet after lap shear
tensile testing, resulting in partial Al sheet fracture at the periphery of the joint.
The strong mechanical joint strength can be attributed not only to the mechanical
interlocking of the flared rivet with the bottom aluminum sheet, but also to the solid-
state joining of the rivet with the surrounding aluminum sheet. Further metallurgical
characterizations were performed to study the joint mechanism in the next section.
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Fig. 3 Load and displacement curves for lap shear tensile tested F-SPR AA7055-T76 joints

Bo om Al sheet

Top Al sheet Al in the rivet cavity

Fractured Al 

Top Al sheet Bo om Al sheet

a b

Fig. 4 (a) Fractured F-SPR joints after lab shear tensile testing (b)magnified fractography, showing
Al pullout failure mode

Metallurgical Characterizations

Figure 5 provides a cross-sectional view of the F-SPR Al joint. Mechanical inter-
locking distance (two red lines on each side) was measured as 0.4 mm. Mechanical
interlocking size determines the level of locking strength between the rivet and the
bottom sheet, alongwith the load path within the joint. Friction heat generated during
F-SPR improves local ductility of Al alloy, so no cracking of AA7055 was observed
in Fig. 5(a). It is found out that ductility of AA7075-T6 is increased at temperature
ranged from 150 to 250 °C [12]. In addition, Ying et al. applied thermal assisted SPR
for AA7075-T6 [13]. Maximum mechanical joint strength was achieved without
crack on the Al alloy when temperature is ranged from 400 to 450 °C. Figure 5b, c
shows a solid-state bonding between upper Al and lowerAl sheets at both left (red dot
circle) and right sides caused by the frictional and downward axial force. Measured
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a c

f

b

d e

Fig. 5 Optical image of cross-sectioned F-SPR AA7055 joint at different joint locations. a Low
magnification optical image, showing mechanical interlocking between the rivet and bottom Al
sheet. No cracking of bottom Al sheet was observed. b Magnified optical image at left side joint
interface, showing solid-state bonding between upper and lower Al sheets (red dot circle). cMagni-
fied optical image at the right side joint interface, showing grain refinement of Al sheets near joint
interface (red dot box). d Solid-state joining between upper and lower Al sheets at the rivet cavity.
eMagnified optical image showing grain refinement. f Grain refinement of Al and material flow at
the right side rivet tip

solid-state joining size is approximated 30µm.Also, F-SPRprocess inducesAlmate-
rial flow near the joint interface, forming a hook shape. Next, grain refinement of Al
near the joint is seen due to dynamic recrystallization. Figure 5d presents a solid-state
bonding between upper and lower Al sheet at the rivet cavity. This solid-state joining
is facilitated by spinning motion of rivet under frictional heat and compression load
during F-SPR process. Figure 5e shows grain refinement of upper Al sheets where
solid-state joining has taken place with lower Al sheets. Finally, material flow and
grain refinement at the rivet tip is presented in Fig. 5f. Again, plastic deformation of
lower Al sheet under large shear motion and frictional heat during F-SPR induces
such material flow and refinement of grain in the lower Al sheet.

Vickers microhardness mapping of steel rivet and AA7055-T76 in the F-SPR
joint is presented in Fig. 6a. The line scans (two dot blacklines) of the steel rivet
and Al alloy where Y = 4 mm and 2.6 mm are plotted in Fig. 6b. The average
Vickers microhardness of steel rivet is approximately 280 HV. There is no significant
reduction of hardness for the steel shank because frictional heat did not cause high
temperature to soften the steel rivet. From open literature, it is found that mechanical
properties (i.e., yield and tensile strength) for low carbon steel (ASTM 1022) starts
reducing above 400 °C [14]. Therefore, it is rational that estimated peak temperature
during F-SPR is less than 400 °C.

The Vickers microhardness of as-received AA7055-T76 is measured to be ranged
from 180 to 195 HV. The microhardness of AA7055-T76 near the steel rivet-Al alloy
joint interface is about 230 HV which is much higher than the base material. This
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a

b

c

Fig. 6 (a) Mapped Vickers microhardness measurement for F-SPRAl joint (b) line plotted Vickers
microhardness at Y distance= 4 mm and 2.6 mm in a. (c) optical micrograph at the right side joint,
showing grain size gradient. Refined grain near the joint interface was found, and then grain size
increased as moved toward to right direction

higher hardness results from the grain refinement caused by dynamic recrystalliza-
tion during F-SPR process, as shown in Fig. 6c [red dot box]. Refined grain zone
is approximately 130 µm. Above this distance, there is a local reduction of micro-
hardness caused by frictional heat during F-SPR. This soft zone is about 2 mm long.
Then, microhardness is back to the 180–195HV again. This local hardness drop zone
(i.e., HAZ) can be corelated to the fracture location of F-SPR joints from lap shear
tensile testing. Estimated peak temperature below 400 °C is not only high enough
to increase local ductility to avoid cold crack, but also to induce local hardness drop
at the joint location. For this reason, weakest location is at the HAZ based on the
current F-SPR joint process parameters.

Conclusions

F-SPR process was developed to spot join high strength low ductility AA7055-T76.
Frictional heat generated during F-SPR process improved local ductility of Al alloy,
resulting in crack free joint. The averaged lap shear fracture load is 11.7 kN with
failure of the bottom Al sheet, indicating strong mechanical interlocking between
the flared rivet and bottom Al sheet. From the cross-sectional characterization, solid-
state joining between upper Al and lower Al sheet at the joint interface was found.
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Due to frictional heat and high shear motion, grain refinement of Al alloy near the
joint interface was also observed. Vickers microhardness measurement reveals the
local hardness drop of Al alloy near the joint due to frictional heat during F-SPR.
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2D Axisymmetric Modeling of RFSSW
Repair and Experimental Validation

Evan Berger, Michael Miles, Paul Blackhurst, Ruth Belnap,
and Yuri Hovanski

Abstract Refill friction stir spot welding (RFSSW) is a solid-state spot joining
technique that can be used to weld aluminum alloys in various thickness and alloy
combinations. From a production perspective, there are times when RFSSW can
be terminated prior to completion, leaving an area in need of repair. It is critical
to identify the unique conditions that yield excellent bonded properties and the
ability to repair a joint that was interrupted during the welding process. Qualified
repair techniques are critical for successful implementation of a welding process
for use on large weldments with a significant number of spot joints. The focus of
this work is to demonstrate a repair technique for RFSSW that can be validated
both experimentally and numerically. Modeling is performed using a 2D axisym-
metric, thermo-mechanically coupled model, which has previously been validated
for the RFSSW joining process. Repaired properties are shown to exceed 90% of the
original mechanical properties of the RFSSW process.

Keywords Refill friction stir spot welding ·Model · Repair · Thermal
comparison · Intermetallic bonding

Introduction

Refill friction stir spot welding (RFSSW) is a variant of friction stir spot welding
(FSSW) that was developed to create a flush surface on the top of the weld and to
improve strength compared to FSSW [1–3]. Initial numerical simulation of RFSSW
started as early as 2006 [4], evaluating the initial deformation induced from the pin
coming into contact with the workpiece.
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From a production perspective, FSSWwelds can sometimes be terminated prior to
completion,when certainmachine thresholds are reached, such as the force threshold.
If the machine measures a force above the maximum force threshold, the machine
will abort the weld during the welding process and rip out the material under the
shoulder and pin, leaving an interrupted weld with a hole.

Interrupted welds can also occur because of the phenomenon of intermetallic
bonding between the steel tooling in the FSSWprocess and the aluminumworkpiece.
At elevated temperatures of 400 °C and above, the iron in the steel and the aluminum
bond to produce an intermetallic compound layer of FeAl3 which covers the steel
surface [5, 6]. This phenomenon is exclusive to steel tooling and does not occur with
RFSSW processes using tungsten carbide tooling.

Various methods of friction stir welding (FSW) have been used to repair welds as
shown in prior work [7, 8], such as repetitive FSW, manual fusion welding, fusion
filling plus FSW, and solid-state filling plus FSW. Many methods used a scrolled
groove tool without a probe that could produce a material flow towards the rotating
center [9].

Self-refilling friction stir welding has been researched as an effort to repair
keyhole, where microstructural observation showed that the grains in the refilled
zone were significantly refined by the tool [10]. There is still no research on the
viability of using refilling techniques as a valid method of repairing interrupted
welds.

The current work shows that interrupted welds can be repaired by the RFSSW
process using an aluminum plug of similar material in the void. The process refills
the void completely, resulting in a smooth surface finish and improved mechanical
properties from typical RFSSWprocesses. Thismethod ofRFSSWrepair is validated
both experimentally and numerically.

Materials and Methods

RFSSW experiments were performed with similar material sheets of 1.50 mm
AA2029-T8, a material widely used in supersonic aircraft skin and structural
members. The chemical composition of AA2029 is 6% copper, 0.3% iron, and 0.02%
magnesium. These composition values are nominal. For the T8 temper, the material
was solution heat treated, cold worked, then artificially aged [11].

The tooling setup for the RFSSW repair processes includes a pin, a shoulder,
and a rigid clamp. The material sheets rest on the anvil of the machine. The clamp,
shoulder, and pin are all concentric and allow for kinematic motion of the rotating pin
and shoulder with the non-rotating clamps such as the movement depicted in Fig. 1.
All experimentation included in this study included tool speed of pin and shoulder of
2800 rpm in the same direction. These parameters were developed and documented
previously as a means of significantly reducing the process cycle time of RFSSW
[12, 13]. The five-step process highlighted in Fig. 1 starts with the non-rotating clamp
descending until the rotating pin and shoulder both contact the upper surface of the
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plug. The second step is the compressing of the plug, where both the shoulder and
the pin rotate while lowering the plug into the interrupted weld until the tooling is
aligned with the rigid clamp. The third step allows the rotating shoulder to plunge
into the workpiece, while the rotating pin rises into the tool set, creating a space for
the material being displaced by the shoulder. The fourth step returns the shoulder
and the pin to the surface of the material, where the pin displaces the material back
under the shoulder. The final step shows the tooling retracting completely from the
workpiece (Fig. 2).

The geometries of the tools used for the experiments are replicated exactly in the
model, as any small deviations in these designs would result in changes in material
deformation, heat generation, and forces experienced by the tooling in the model
prediction. The tools are made of H13 steel, and the key dimensions are shown in
Table 1.

The equipment used for the prediction of RFSSW and data acquisition throughout
the experiments was a Bond Technologies RFSSW end-effector, Fig. 3. The machine
outputs the positions of the tools and the forces on the tools at any given time.

Fig. 1 Schematic of the RFSSW repair process: a initial state, b clamping phase, c plunging phase,
d refill phase, e retraction phase

Fig. 2 RFSSW tooling,
including a clamp (left),
shoulder (center), and pin
(right)
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Table 1 Tool dimensions
used for numerical model and
validation

Tool Dimension (mm)

Pin outer diameter 5.90

Shoulder inner diameter 6.00

Shoulder outer diameter 9.00

Rigid clamp inner diameter 9.10

Rigid clamp outer diameter 15.00

Fig. 3 Bond technologies
RFSSW end-effector

The ferroaluminum compound FeAl3 created during some interrupted welds,
attaches itself to the tooling and is pulled from the material workpiece. From a
tribological point of view, a layer of material is deformed severely by the tool and
transferred into a nanosized grain state at elevated temperature. This creates the
necessary conditions for shear instability of a plasticized metal layer. The result is
strong adhesion of this metallic layer to the pin and shoulder tooling of the RFSSW
process as shown in Fig. 4.

This leaves a concave void, resulting in a volumetric loss in the workpiece. This
void is filled with small plugs of aluminum which are then mixed into the base
material using RFSSW, thus eliminating the void.

To measure the temperatures during the welding process, five K-type thermo-
couples are embedded into the lower of the two sheets of AA 2029. This is done
by CNC-milling paths for the thermocouple wires as shown in Fig. 5, attaching the
thermocouples in precise locations in the lower sheet to gather thermal data inside
and outside of the stir zone. The upper sheet was unaltered.
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Fig. 4 Aborted weld, with
ferroaluminum compound
attached to the tooling

Fig. 5 Thermocouple layout for CNC mill of AA 2029 coupon

The finite elementmethod (FEM)modeling software used to simulate the RFSSW
repair process is ForgeNxt 3.2 developed by Transvalor SA. Because the RFSSW
tooling has rotational symmetry, a 2D axisymmetric approachwas used formodeling,
with a Lagrangian description of material flow to manage the non-steady state nature
of the process. The computational particulars of the simulation andmodeling software
are detailed in a previously published article [14]. The material file used for the
AA2029 and the method for measuring flow stress are thoroughly outlined in a
previously published thesis [15].

The thermocouples are labeled 1–5, from the center of the weld to the outside of
the stir zone for both the welding process and the simulation as shown in Fig. 6.

The tools in the model are piloted using rigid contours, which provide velocity
boundary conditions according to the kinematics programmed into the simula-
tion. The contours also assume an adiabatic thermal boundary condition because
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Fig. 6 Thermocouple layout for the a welding process and the b model

the welding cycle is so short, and the heat transfer between sheets and clamps is
negligible.

Results

Experimental Results

The RFSSW repair process is successful in refilling the void from interrupted and
aborted welds as shown in Fig. 7. The surface of the stir zone is flush with the top
surface of the basematerial, with only a slight material rise between the outside of the
shoulder tool and the rigid clamp. As shown in Fig. 7, there is proper consolidation
during the joining process.

Fig. 7 Cross section of the RFSSW repair weld
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Table 2 Tensile strength
comparison

Control RFSSW repair

1 10,222 N 10,253 N

2 10,680 N 10,587 N

3 10,689 N 11,605 N

4 7469 N 10,952 N

5 10,573 N 9128 N

Mean 9927 N 10,505 N

Standard deviation 1387 N 919 N

Tensile strength testing took place with five RFSSW repair welds and five control
RFSSW welds. The results in Table 2 show that the average RFSSW repair is 578 N
stronger in tension. These results show that the RFSSW repair process not only
completes the welding process but increases the mechanical properties of the weld.
These experimental results validate the process as a successful repairing process,
both mechanically and aesthetically.

Numerical Results

The temperature comparison between the experimental validation and the simulation
differs by 8% at most for the entire duration of the weld. The accuracy of the predic-
tions indicates that the heat generation and the material flow in the model resemble
the actual welding repair process. Temperature peaks for the five thermocouples and
numerical sensors in the model are shown in Fig. 8.

These temperature predictions give confidence that the material flow generated
by the model is reasonably accurate. The model considers the heat generation from
both friction and material deformation during the RFSSW repair process. Figure 9
shows the temperature evolution occurring in the material as heat is generated by
the high rotational speed of the tools. The heat generation in the model is consistent

Fig. 8 Temperature peaks
for each thermocouple
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with the experimental data from the thermocouples, which is one indication that the
material flow is correctly simulated.

The forces simulated on the tooling also provide a point of validation for themodel.
Correct forces indicate that the heat generation andmaterial flow are accurate because
the flow stresses for AA2029 at higher temperatures are sensitive to both temperature
and strain rate. The forces in the tooling are output by theBondTechnologies RFSSW
end-effector. The model predicted the correct patterns and amplitude of the forces
experienced by the tooling.

The force on the pin which is shown in Fig. 10 shows the distinct periods of
the welding process; from t = 0 s to t = 0.3 s the pin and shoulder tool are in the
clamping phase, both pressing down on the plug material, and the forces exerted on
both the pin and the shoulder are increasing linearly; from t = 0.3 s to t = 0.8 s, the

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 9 Visualization of the heat generation in the model: a clamping phase, b plunge phase, c refill
phase, d final position
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Fig. 10 Forces on the pin
tool during the RFSSW
repair process

pin and shoulder are still rotating and they are under constant load; from t = 0.8 s
to t = 2.3 s, the pin is rising away from the deformed material and has no contact
with the material; from t = 2.3 s to t = 2.8 s, the pin is refilling the cavity left by
the shoulder, pressing down and both the welding process and the model show force
peaks of about 10 kN.

Forces in the shoulder tool were very well predicted by the model as shown in
Fig. 11. The patterns and the peaks are very similar in this comparison. The same
distinct periods of the welding process are visible in this plot as we see the clamping
phase of increasing force from t = 0 s to t = 0.3 s, the constant force period where
the tools are both rotating without plunging from t = 0.3 s to t = 0.8 s, the plunging
phase of the shoulder where force is increasing from t = 0.8 s to t = 2.3 s, and the
refill stage where the shoulder evades material contact until the end of the welding
cycle as material presses up against the shoulder tool.

Forces and temperatures predicted by themodel are similar to those of thewelding
process, which is a good validation of the simulation work. The material flow
predicted by the model, where a bonded interface under the shoulder is visible at the
end of welding, is also accurate to the experiment. Future work will focus on a crite-
rion for prediction of bonding, as the current model only indicates where bonding
may occur but does not predict whether adequate bonding did occur.

Fig. 11 Forces on the
shoulder tool during the
RFSSW repair process
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Conclusions

This RFSSW repair process was successfully demonstrated to be a viable method
of repair for interrupted and aborted welds. The 2D axisymmetric model of RFSSW
repair successfully captured the physics of a repair weld and was validated by experi-
mental data. The following conclusionswere drawn from thiswork:The experimental
results from the cross-sectional microscopy and the tensile strength testing show that
the RFSSW repair process improves interrupted and aborted spot welds both aesthet-
ically and mechanically. RFSSW repair welds are 6% stronger than typical RFSSW
welds.

1. The model successfully predicts the heat generation from the friction between
the tools and the AA2029-T8, as evidenced by its temperature predictions against
the experiment.

2. The model successfully demonstrates its ability to predict the forces experienced
by the pin and the shoulder tools during welding under, thus demonstrating that
the material flow and the plastic deformation of the material are being calculated
correctly.

The initial results of the RFSSW repair method show promise in being able to
fully repair interrupted and aborted RFSSW welds.
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Production Evaluation of Refill Friction
Stir Spot Welding

Ruth Belnap, Paul Blackhurst, Yuri Hovanski, Andrew Curtis, Josef Cobb,
and Heath Misak

Abstract Since the introduction of refill friction stir spot welding (RFSSW) in the
early 2000s, numerous evaluations of properties, performance, and prototypes have
been documented. RFSSW is a solid-state spot joining technique that is being evalu-
ated as a rivet replacement technology for aerospace structures and fuselage fabrica-
tion. A production evaluation of overlapping wing skin assembly was completed and
experimentation on stringer-stiffened curvilinear panels is underway. Weld prop-
erties were evaluated for spots produced on bare sheet as well as for sections
with sealant applied. Furthermore, evaluations of the performance of repaired spots
using the RFSSW process are demonstrated. Characterization of the weld inter-
face, heat-affected zone, and complete through-thickness consolidation via computed
tomography is presented.

Keywords Spot welding · Aluminum · Aerospace

Introduction

RFSSW was invented in the early 2000s [1] as a derivative of friction stir welding.
The process uses a 3-piece tool set to generate frictional heating and pressure in the
workpiece, which enables material flow and bonding of two sheets together. Figure 1
illustrates the steps of the refill spot weld process. A three-piece tool set, shown in
Fig. 2a, can vary in size and material [2], allowing this process to work in many
different scenarios. In recent years, much research has been conducted to further the
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use of RFSSW in the construction of thin-walled stringer-stiffened panels for the
aerospace industry [3–6].

RFSSW is unique as compared to other traditional joining methods—namely
riveting, resistance spot welding, and arc welding techniques—because it is a non-
additive process that occurs entirely in the solid state. Traditional riveting techniques

a b c

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the refill friction stir spot welding process

a

b c

Fig. 2 a RFSSW tool set consisting of clamp, shoulder, and probe (from left to right). b Refill
friction stir spot weld in aluminum sheet. c Bond Technologies refill friction stir spot welding end
effector
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require a hole to be drilled, which can become a crack initiation point. Resistant spot
welding and arc welding involve melting, which results in a weak microstructure in
the weld nugget and heat-affected zone. In short, RFSSW has the potential to be a
strong alternative joining method.

The projects discussed in this paper are expected to illuminate how RFSSW can
be utilized in the construction of wing and skin-stiffened structures. This work can
be divided into two: the joining of sheet to itself in flat panels, and the joining of
stringers to curvilinear panels. Both configurations consisted of joining 2xxx to 2xxx
series aluminum; further, specifics will not be discussed herein.

Development for both configurations follows the same general approach. It starts
with establishing the process parameters for single-spotwelds and continues tomulti-
spot development and small-scale prototypes. Then, the final panel is produced and
prepared to be sent away for large-scale testing at another facility. Note that as of the
time of writing, the flat panels are completed, and the curvilinear panels are in the
small-scale testing phase of development.

Methodology and Equipment

This work was accomplished with a position-controlled refill friction stir spot welder
supplied by BOND Technologies, shown in Fig. 2c. This machine can produce weld
joints at sub-one-second cycle times [7], and it is able to collect force and kinematic
data for the clamp, the shoulder, and the probe. This data proved to be crucial in
developing strong and reliable process parameters for the material sets in this study.

Tooling—The tooling was also sourced from BOND Technologies. An H13 tool was
used for the development and production of the flat panels. Due to issues that are
discussed later in this paper, the stringers and curvilinear panels were produced using
a tungsten carbide tool set with the identical geometry.

Single-Spot Development

The first task of this work was to define a parameter set for a single-spot weld and
validate that its mechanical properties are within a satisfactory range. As mentioned
earlier, this phase of development was repeated to refine two parameter sets for the
two material sets used in this project. Establishing a reliable single-spot weld was
important for analyzing results later in the study.

Specimen geometry—The development begins with preparing one-by-three-inch
sheets of aluminum to weld together in single-spot coupons. This size and configu-
ration work well for tensile testing to validate strengths, as well as CT scanning and
optical microscopy to check for voids.
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Material preparation—Prior to welding, each specimen is prepared identically. They
are cleaned thoroughlywith isopropyl alcohol and then sandedwith 80 grit sandpaper
on a die grinder to remove the oxide layer. This preparation occurs within 24 h of
welding.

Tensile testing—Tensile testing is one of the primary methods used to verify the
quality of an RFSSW weld. After letting the welds age for at least 96 h, they are
pulled on an Instron tensile tester; the data collected from this test includes the
ultimate lap shear strength as well as the fracture mode.

Analyzing fracture modes is useful because it provides insight into weld strength.
When the weld nugget pulls out of the top coupon completely, as seen in Fig. 3a, it
signifies that the nugget is stronger than the base material, which is highly desirable.

Optical microscopy—During single-spot development, it is common to reserve one
weld of each set to be cross-sectioned, polished, and inspected under an optical
microscope. The microscopy reveals whether the welds are fully consolidated or
if they have voids, which can indicate that the kinematics of the weld need to be
adjusted. It also verifies that the surface finish is acceptable. Figure 3b shows a
microscope image of a successfully consolidated and flat weld.

CT scanning—Computed tomography scanning is another valuable tool for identi-
fying voids in a weld. A CT scan will show the weld in three dimensions so that

a

b
c

d

Fig. 3 a Nugget pullout fracture mode of an RFSSW after a tensile test. b Optical microscopy
of the cross section of a consolidated RFSSW. c Computed tomography scan of an RFSSW. d
Microhardness map of the cross section of an RFSSW
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an entire weld, rather than just a single plane, can be checked for consolidation.
Figure 3c shows what a CT scan of an RFSSW weld looks like.

Microhardness—Microhardness testing is commonly employed in this phase of
development to validate strength. It provides high-resolution data about a weld cross
section that indicateswhether aweld is getting sufficient heat. Figure 3d is an example
of a microhardness map of a weld.

Single-spot results—After iterating through these steps several times, a parameter
set was chosen for both material sets. These parameter sets created welds that were
validated as reliably strong, had void-free cross sections, and displayed appropriately
flat surface finishes.

Flat Panel Production

After narrowing in on a parameter set, the next task was producing flat panels.
This involved welding together two large flat panels with a three-inch overlap. New
concerns came under review at this juncture, namely fixturing, distortion, sealant
application, weld spacing and indexing, and weld order.

Flat panel geometry—The panels are made of two 36′′ by 36′′ sheets spot welded
together on a three-inch overlap. There are 35 rows and three columns of spots
spanning the overlap, for a total of 105 welds. Three of these panels were completed.

Flat panel fixture—Fig. 4 shows the fixture setup that was designed to hold the large
panels. It was constructed out of 80/20 aluminum extrusion and 3D printed parts.

Fig. 4 a CADmodel of fixture structure to hold the flat panels. bActual flat panel setup on RFSSW
machine
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a

b

c

Fig. 5 a Closeup of the indexing marks on the panels. b Closeup of post-weld indexing. c The
third completed flat panel

Weld order—The weld spacings and order were calculated by an RFSSW ANSYS
computer model, and they were optimized to minimize distortion. To validate the
results from the computer, several smaller prototypes were welded with different
weld orders; it was concluded that the weld order from the computer model did
indeed minimize distortion, and welding proceeded with that spacing and order.

Indexing—Prior to welding, the panels were marked up with dotted lines, as seen
in Fig. 5a, and a laser level was calibrated to indicate the center of the spot. During
welding, the panel was held in place and lined up for each weld manually.

Tool material change—Over the course of this production, a handful of welds
failed. These occurred because as the temperature of the steel tool set increased,
the aluminum became more likely to stick to the steel than to itself, causing a portion
of aluminum to comeout of theweldwith the tool set and leave a cavity. These failures
indicated that a change to tungsten carbide would be necessary for the next section
of the project. The failed welds were repaired, and the flat panels were completed
with the steel tool set.

Weld repair—The weld failures were not so severe that they could not be easily
repaired. This was accomplished by welding a spot directly over the failed weld.
That process resulted in completely consolidated welds that were of comparable
strength to joints that needed no repair. Details about the development and results of
this repair were documented previously [8].
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Sealant—Previous experiments concluded that, when fully consolidated into the
weld, sealant contributes to a decrease in ultimate lap shear strength. Therefore, a
sealant study was conducted in order to find the maximum sealant bead thickness
possible that would still prevent sealant from leaking into the welds.

As part of this study, three 9-spot coupons were prepared, and each was precisely
applied with beads of sealant around the outer perimeter. The three coupons corre-
sponded with three different thicknesses of sealant beads. Optical microscopy was
performed on all 27 welds, and there was no evidence of sealant leaking into any
of the welds. Therefore, it was concluded that a 1/8′′ bead of sealant would be an
acceptable thickness and was applied around the perimeter of the flat panel overlap.

Flat panel results—The production of these flat panels, two without sealant and one
with sealant, has been successfully completed. The third panel, with sealant, is shown
in Fig. 5c. The welded panels are currently undergoing ultrasonic and tensile testing,
the results of which are outside of the scope of this paper. Each of the 105 welds had
a good surface finish and the overall distortion was minimal.

Curvilinear Panel and Stringers

After successfully welding the flat panels, the subsequent assignment was to weld
stiffening stringers onto curvilinear panels. As mentioned previously, development
and production were executed using a tungsten carbide tool set. Single-spot weld
development occurred for this new material set and a parameter set was defined. As
this project is ongoing, this section of the paperwill address the preliminary problems
of fixturing the panel, fixturing the stringers, and indexing.

Curvilinear panel geometry—There are two versions of these panels that will be
produced. One is a sheet 28′′ by 80′′ that will have two stringers welded onto it, and
the other is a 37′′ by 80′′ and will have three stringers welded onto it. There will be a
total of five panels produced: two with two stringers and three with three stringers.
Both designs have a curvature with a 76.5′′ radius.

Curvilinear panel fixture—The fixturing for this setup built off of the fixture initially
created for theflat panels, but the larger curvilinear panels required additional external
support. Furthermore, it was also necessary to design stanchions and supports with
the same radius as the panels. The curved panel fixture is pictured in Fig. 6a and b.

Stringer fixture—One issue that came upwas that the location of the spot weld caused
the edge of the stringer to bulge out during welding which can be seen in Fig. 7c.
This was a concern because that material displacement presents an opportunity for
the weld to not fully consolidate. As such, an additional fixture, which can be seen
in Fig. 7a and b, was designed to fix the bulging. The fixture leaves a slot for the
end effector to fit in and perform the welds, and it clamps the edge and successfully
prevents it from blowing out, shown in Fig. 7d.
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a b

Fig. 6 a CAD model of curved panel fixture. b CAD model of fixture with the stringer-stiffened
panels on it

a b

dc

Fig. 7 a CAD model of a the stringer, fixture and clamp from the tool set. b Closeup of the fixture
clamped onto a stringer section. c Welds performed without the fixture with noticeable blowout on
the edge. d Welds performed with the fixture with no blowout

Indexing—The clamp fits into the channel between the stringer and its fixture and is
indexed against the stringer, which locates the spot at the edge of the stringer. In the
longer dimension, the spots are marked at one-inch intervals and aligned manually.
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Future Work

Curved panel completion—At this point in the project, test pieces have been
completed to validate that the fixtures and indexing methods work well. The 80-
inch stringers will be welded to the five planned curvilinear panels in the coming
months.

Fatigue study—Plans for collecting fatigue data for the material set used in the
stringer-stiffened panel are underway.

Sealant on stringers—Therewill also be an exploration into the application of sealant
on stringers. It is not anticipated that the method used for the flat panels will transfer
well to the stringers, so this problem will require its own development.

Clamp modifications—In using this toolset for the duration of this study, some
concerns have come to light regarding the clamp design, and there are proposed
modifications to reconcile these concerns. These include adding a chamfer to its
inner diameter, adding a radius to its outer diameter, and creating a mounting hole
for a thermocouple.

Conclusions

In this study, RFSSW has been demonstrated to be a suitable replacement for tradi-
tional riveting and joining techniques in the production of wing and skin-stiffened
structures. Refill welds are less susceptible to corrosion due to the hermitic nature of
the joint. They also have exhibited good rigidity in addition to high fatigue strength
and high ultimate lap shear strength. Furthermore, because these welds consist of
fewer parts than rivets do, they also can be cheaper and lighter joints.

The conclusions of this study are summarized below:

• RFSSW is a suitable joiningmethod for the production of wing spar constructions
and skin-stiffened structures.

• Sealant applied around the perimeter of the weld area provides adequate sealing
and does not affect weld quality.

• Repairs can be successfully performed without reduction in original mechanical
properties.

• Panel distortion can be minimized with weld order.
• Stringer blowout can be counteracted with appropriate fixturing.
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Embedded Anchoring of Multi-Material
Assemblies by Friction-Riveting Process

Hrishikesh Das, Keerti S. Kappagantula, Abhinav Srivastava,
Piyush Upadhyay, Jorge F. Dos Santos, and Md. Reza-E-Rabby

Abstract In this paper, we report on work that focused on extending the capa-
bility and broaden the applicability of the friction-riveting process for joining stacks
composed of a wide range of multi-layer polymer to metals and similar and dissim-
ilar metals. We first present direct experimental evidence of our use of this process
to join aluminum-to-steel dissimilar metals with steel rivets. We have demonstrated
for the first time the use of magnesium as a rivet material for joining carbon fiber
reinforced polymer (CFRP) stacks, aluminum as a rivet material to laminate magne-
sium to CFRP, and aluminum-to-aluminum similar metal joining and aluminum-
to-steel dissimilar metal joining with steel rivets. Our work sheds light on detailed
process parameter optimization and the corresponding process response behavior,
thus advancing our understanding of this complex joining method for a wide range
of material combinations.

Keywords Friction-riveting ·Magnesium rivet · Carbon fiber reinforced polymer ·
Dissimilar metal

Introduction

An important goal in global markets is to curtail carbon emissions and fuel consump-
tion while maintaining material strength-to-weight ratios, leading to research toward
multi-material concepts for assembly of products during manufacturing processes.
Stacking of multi-materials, including different grades of polymers with metals,
is an area of high interest in the aircraft and automotive industries [1, 2]. In recent
years, various aircraft components, such as fuselages and wings, are being fabricated
using different grades of polymer composites or polymer–metal joints. Conventional
joiningmethods are not appropriate for such complex stacked components. Although
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joining techniques such as adhesive bonding [3, 4] and fastening methods [5, 6] are
used for these types of material stacks, several shortcomings still exist. Some limita-
tions associated with adhesive bonding are 1) temperature sensitivity, 2) hazardous
chemical handling, 3) curing methods that limit assembly line speed, and 4) unpre-
dictable fracture properties under different conditions. Similarly, limitations with
fastening methods include 1) loosening of fasteners due to vibration, creep, and
temperature variation; 2) the need to access to both sides of parts to be joined, and
3) stress concentration.

Friction-riveting (Fric-Riveting), a new joining process invented by Helmholtz-
Zentrum Geesthacht [7, 8], has demonstrated the capability to alleviate the issues
mentioned above. Recently, Santos et al. have reported on demonstrations in which
several sets of polymers and metals were joined using Fric-Riveting [9–18]. It is
intriguing that in previous studies [9–18], different grades of titanium (Ti-6Al-4V,
Ti grade 2) and aluminum (Al) rivets were inserted in thick polymers or stacks of
polymers (CF-PEEK, Polyethermide, GFRP, PEI-GF, Polymide-6, etc.), whereas
only Ti was used for polymer and Al stacking [14, 16]. However, to the best of our
knowledge, there are no published reports of magnesium (Mg) being used as a rivet
material to stack CFRPs or for similar and dissimilar metal joining by Fric-Riveting.

At Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, we are working with a leading indus-
trial manufacturer to address problems associated with joining similar and dissimilar
materials. This study reports on the first experimental demonstration of Case I-AZ31-
Mg as a rivet material for CFRP stacking, Case II-AA6061-T6 as a rivet material for
stacking AZ31 Mg–CFRP (with the Mg on top), Case III-cast A356 to dual-phase
(DP) 590 steel joining with an M42 rivet, and Case IV-threaded low-carbon-steel
rivet for stacking AA6061-T6–AA6061-T6 by Fric-Riveting process. Representa-
tive microstructures and corresponding process response variables were analyzed
and described in detail for different materials and joint configurations.

Experimental Methods

We used four CFRP laminates (3 mm thick each) as a stack material for Case I.
This CFRP laminates are commercially known as Ultramid Advanced N XA-3454,
manufactured by BASF corporation. PA9T thermoplastic polymer is reinforced with
short carbon fiber (40 vol%) to form this composite. For the Case II configuration
in this study AZ31 Mg (2.4 mm thick, UTS: 260 MPa, Hardness: 65) sheets were
laminated with CFRP (3 mm thick each). Standard AZ31 Mg alloy, AA6061-T6
(UTS: 310 MPa, Hardness: 107 Hv) and AA7075-T6 (UTS: 572 MPa, Hardness:
175 HV) were used as rivet materials (diameter 5 mm) for Case I and II, respectively.
Design details of rivets for Cases I and II are shown with Fig. 1. A356 cast aluminum
(4mmthick,UTS: 200MPa) andDP590 steel (1mmthick,UTS: 590MPa)were used
as a stack inCase III. In Case IV, stackingmaterialswere standardAA6061-T6 (3mm
thick) to AA6061-T6 (3 mm thick). Hardened M42 tool steel (diameter 6.35 mm,
hardness: 65RC) and high-strength steel threaded rod (diameter 6.35 mm, hardness:
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33RC) were used as rivet materials for Cases III and IV, respectively. Respective
process parameters (tool rotational speed [RPM], plunge speed, and forge force) for
4 set of stacking listed in Table 1 and are further explained with Fig. 1c, Fig. 2b, 3b,
and 4b, respectively.

Fig. 1 a Rivet design. b Macro-image of the AZ31 Mg rivet insertion through CFRP stacking. c
Process response

Table 1 Material stacking and process parameters (RPM, plunge speed, max. forge force)

Approach Material stack Rivet RPM Plunge speed
(mm/min)

Max. forge force
(kN)

I 4 CFRP sheets of
3 mm each

5 mm AZ31 1500 4 5.8

1200 20

400 40

20 780

II 3 CFRP sheets of
3 mm each – 2.4
mm AZ31

5 mm AA6061-T6 1200 4 4.5

1200 20

1200 20

1200 50

III A356 cast
Aluminum – Dual
Phase (DP) 590
steel

6.35 mm
M42 steel

1500 4 27

1500 20

1500 20

1500 50

IV 3 mm 6061(T6) High strength steel
threaded rivet

1500 4 10

1200 20

1000 20

800 25

(Bold: drilling phase, Italic: forging phase)
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Fig. 2 a Optical macrograph of CFRP–2.4 mm AZ31 Mg sheet stacking with an AA 6061-T6
rivet. b Process response variables. c SEM image and corresponding c1 EDS elemental mapping
at the interface of AZ31 Mg sheet and AA6061 rivet. d SEM and d1 EDS elemental mapping with
point analysis at the interface near the left hook

Fig. 3 a Optical macrograph of 4 mm A356–1 mm DP590 stacking with a M42 steel rivet. b
Process response

Fig. 4 a Optical macrograph of a 3 mm AA6061–3 mm AA6061 stack with low strength threaded
steel rivets. b Process response
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Results and Discussion

Case I: 4 CFRP Sheet Stacking with AZ31 Mg Rivet

A typical macrograph of direct friction-riveted joints is presented in Fig. 1b.
The optimum process parameters were achieved after multiple trials. The scheme
presented in Fig. 1c is divided into two phases of friction-riveting: 1) drilling and 2)
forging. The first two plunge steps (Table 1, highlighted in bold) are drilling of the
rivet through the CFRP. During the drilling phase, high heat generation is required
to facilitate the softening of the top surface of the stack; therefore, a higher rivet
RPM and a lower plunge speed is selected, thus allowing the rivet to penetrate the
sheets easily. The second phase is essentially the forging step (Table 1, highlighted
in italic). Here, the RPM is lower with very fast plunge speed. Because the rivet is
already heated during the previous drilling phase, a fast plunge speed of 780mm/min
at this step enables plastic deformation of the rivet tip, which also restricted by the
lower CFRP sheet resulting in mushrooming or flaring at the rivet tip (Fig. 1c) within
the sheet. The formation of mushrooming is further supported by the sudden incre-
ment in Z force (marked with black dotted box, Fig. 1d) toward the end of plunge
depth that induces hydrostatic pressure on the rivet. It is important to note that at the
high forge force toward the end of the process, the plunge depth reads as 18 mm in
Fig. 1d, but in the optical micrograph, this depth is 12.9 mm (Fig. 1c). This difference
is due to the mushrooming effect as the initial rivet tip diameter of 5 mm deformed
and flared up to 8.1 mm (Fig. 1c).

Case II: 3 CFRP Sheet to 2.4 mm AZ31 Mg Stacking
with an AA6061-T6 Rivet

A typical macrograph of the CFRP–2.4 mm AZ31 stack with AA6061-T6 rivets is
shown in Fig. 2a. It is interesting to note that after a certain plunge depth, the Z
force increases during the rest of the process (Fig. 2b). This is obvious as the rivet
first is fed through the CFRP stack and then approaches the Mg sheet. It is evident
from the macrograph that during the joining process, the Al rivet first engages in the
Mg sheet, followed by plastic deformation at the tip. The resistance to penetration
through the Mg sheet is much higher than that at Case I (Fig. 1b), and the resulting
metallic deformational flow in both the rivet and theMg sheet is noticeable here with
dominant mushrooming of the rivet as flow stress decreases. The difference between
the commanded plunge depth (Fig. 2b as 24 mm) and the rivet length measured by
the optical microscope (9.8 mm in Fig. 2a) is due to the mushrooming effect as the
initial rivet tip diameter of 5 mm deformed to 9 mm (Fig. 2a). Bonding between the
polymer and the metal also is enhanced by mechanical interlocking observed at the
interface between CFRP and AZ31. The rotational speed was kept constant at 1200
RPM throughout the process as the Al rivet is fed through the Mg to accomplish
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bonding. This also caused a certain amount of fiber consolidation near the rivet as
marked with white dotted lines in Fig. 2a.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) elemental mapping (Fig. 2c and c1) exhibit a vortex flow pattern near the
interface of both the Al and Mg sides, indicating formation of brittle Al–Mg Inter-
metallics (IMCs). To confirm this phenomenon, elemental point analysis (Fig. 2d
and d1) and mapping were performed near the left side hook close to the interface.
Elemental spot analysis corroborated the probable formation of aMgAl2 IMCs in the
Mg side close to the interface (elemental wt% corresponding to each point shown in
Fig. 2d). Also, some extent of Al and Mg diffusion was detected near the interface;
however, no prominent continuously bonded brittle IMCs layer was found at the
interface.

Case III: 4 mm A356 Cast Aluminum to 1 mm DP590 Steel
with M42 Steel Rivet

In Case III, we successfully joined dissimilar materials composed of 4 mm A356
cast aluminum alloy to 1 mm DP 590 steel sheets using Fric-Riveting. A typical
macrograph of A356–DP590 stacking with M42 steel rivets is shown in Fig. 3a.
Multiple trialswith various rivetmaterials and process parameters led to an optimized
process parameter combination. The process response behavior is shown in Fig. 3b.
The Z force remains constant during the first phase of the riveting process; toward
the end of the process, a sudden spike in the Z force is observed, which is the forging
phase leading tomushroom formation at the rivet tip. Unlike Cases I and II, a constant
high RPM (spindle speed) is maintained throughout the process to generate enough
heat to facilitate the rivet drilling through 4 mm cast Al. Increment in plunge speed
during the forging phase caused the plastic deformation and mushroom formation
at the rivet tip. Intriguingly, for this case, a maximum forge force of 27 kN was
observed, which is much higher compared to other three cases. This is due to the
high hydrostatic pressure required to reduce flow stress of the steel rivet at this
operational temperature to facilitate mushroom formation.

The very small difference between the commanded plunge depth from the process
data and the measured rivet length seen in the optical micrograph is due to the
mushrooming effect as the initial rivet tip diameter of 6.35 mm deformed to 8 mm
(Fig. 3a). Moreover, due to higher resistance from the DP 590 steel, the rivet only
was able to penetrate half of its thickness (~0.5 mm). The riveting process also would
be able to break the dendritic structure near the outside rivet wall.
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Case IV: 3 mm AA 6061 to 3 mm AA6061 with Threaded Rivet

In Case IV, we successfully joined two AA6061-T6 (3 mm thick each) sheets using
Fric-Riveting. A typical macrograph of the stack is shown in Fig. 4a. The process
response behavior is shown in Fig. 4b. A local maximum Z force was observed
throughout the riveting process. Unlike Case III, rivet tip deformation was not
observed in this case. This is attributed to the fact that the sheets are Al alloys
that deform more easily than steel rivets; hence, the hydrostatic pressure on the rivet
is not sufficient for mushroom formation. However, the presence of threads on the
rivet provides more contact surface area, resulting in sufficient mechanical joining
to form a sound weld. Note that the sheets are welded together near the rivet, which
enhances the joint performance significantly. As no mushroom formation occurred
in this case, the end plunge depth (6 mm) (Fig. 4b) is similar to the actual depth of
penetration measured optically (Fig. 4a). The selection of spindle speed at various
stages was based on the fact that only metals are involved in this assembly; hence,
high rpm was used during drilling. Once the sheet is heated up, the drill RPMs are
decreased, which assists in deformation and rivet penetration.

Conclusions

We have successfully demonstrated four different approaches: Case I, AZ31-Mg as
a rivet material for CFRP stacking; Case II, AA6061-T6 as a rivet material to a
AZ31 Mg–CFRP stack (Mg on top), Case III, cast A356–DP 590 steel joint with
an M42 rivet, and Case IV, threaded low-carbon-steel rivet to stack AA6061-T6–
AA6061-T6 by Fric-Riveting. The selections of rivet materials and rivet designs
performed efficiently for all the combinations in terms of forming mushroom and/or
interlocking features. Process response is a good indication of rivet tip deformation
and mushroom formation.
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Linking Tool Features to Process Forces

Samuel Merritt, Ken Ross, and Yuri Hovanski

Abstract Tool design in linear friction stir welding has been largely Edisonian with
organizations having favorite tools and features that have been usedwithout clear data
showing cause and effect. Previous studies evaluating features have elucidated certain
trends with respect to reducing reactionary forces on the tools, althoughmost of these
studies focused on fixed tool diameters with few variations based on the complexity
associatedwithmachining or grinding new tool geometries. The presentwork focuses
on FSW tools that have been produced using direct laser sintering to enable rapid
evaluation of numerous tool features and designs. Tools were produced showing the
effects of variation in shoulder convexity, shoulder features, probe features and probe
geometry. Analysis of how each feature influences the transverse and axial forces
are presented, as a means of demonstrating low-force tool designs.

Keywords Tools · Process forces · Friction stir welding

Introduction

Developed by TWI and patented in 1991, linear friction stir welding (FSW) operates
by driving a rapidly rotating tool linearly through the joint line of the materials
being welded. FSW is a solid-state process, meaning that the melting point of the
material being joined is never reached. Rather than relying on fusion as a joining
process, FSW facilitates diffusion between the materials being joined. Diffusion
refers to the distribution of atoms between materials. Diffusion will occur naturally,
though often very slowly unless ideal conditions are achieved. The rate of diffusion
can be increased with high temperature, high pressure, and the availability of clean
bonding surfaces. These conditions are created during FSW. Heat is generated by the
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frictional force of the rotating tool rubbing against the material and energy released
as the material is deformed [1]. Pressure is provided by the downward force of the
FSW machine driving the tool into the welded material. Atomically clean surfaces
are constantly provided as the shearingmotion of the rotating toolmixes thematerials
being joined [2]. The design of FSW tools has a significant effect on the volume of
material displaced and the motion of the material during the weld.

There are two major considerations when designing and selecting tooling for a
friction stir weld: tool material and tool geometry. Tool material is critical because
the material selected must be appropriate for the desired material to be welded. The
melting temperature of the tool material must be well above the temperature that
will be reached during the welding process. It is also preferable to select a hard
material that will resist wear and deformation. Generally, steel tools are selected
when working in aluminum or magnesium, and tungsten or PCBN tools are selected
when working in steels or titanium [3].

The geometry of the tool plays an important role in the mixing of the welded
materials. Poorly designed tooling can lead to defects in the weld such as tunneling
or poor surface quality [4]. A current challenge in FSW is that often specific situations
require specialized tooling. Creating appropriate tools for varying situations can be
a costly, but necessary component of developing a new weld. The shoulder of the
tool is responsible for the majority of material deformation, while the pin primarily
assists with the vertical movement of material [5]. The features found on the shoulder
and pin can vary widely based on purpose and preference.

The tool geometry that will be used in this study is commonly known as the CS4
style of tool. The CS4 consists of a concave, scrolled shoulder, and a conical probe
with a step spiral. Previous research has found significant relationships betweenweld
forces and tool features. One notable study found the following relationships to be
the most significant [6].

• A larger probe cone angle was found to increase forge force.
• A larger shoulder radius was found to decrease both transverse and forge forces.
• A larger shoulder length increased the transverse and forge forces.

Previous studies focused on tools with a 25.4 mm diameter tool. Currently, this
size of tool is the most commonly used in industry. Little research has been done to
investigate whether the same relationships exist when smaller tools are used.

In this study, wewill be developing tools following the CS4 tool geometry, though
at a reduced size of 12.7 mm in diameter. The primary purpose of this study is
twofold. First, to assess the effectiveness of using additively manufactured tools
to understand the effects of tool geometry on weld forces. Second, to evaluate the
relationship between tool parameters and weld forces for tools of this smaller size
to see how they compare to previous research. The forces we will be analyzing are
the downward force on the tool, or forge force, and the force acting in the direction
of motion of the weld, or transverse force.
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Fig. 1 Image depicting the
two tools, tool 28 which has
been turned down and tool
22 which has not

Methodology

Materials

All welds were completed in AA 7075-T6.

Tool Processing

The tools for this study were created from an austenitic stainless-steel powder (316L)
via direct laser sintering. Using additive manufacturing processes allowed for full
design freedom and greater complexity than other manufacturing methods. The tools
were created using a Concept laser M2 Cusing. The tools were oriented on the build
plate so that the shaft of the tool was perpendicular to the plate’s surface, with the
head of the tool facing upwards. The Concept laser operates by spreading a thin
layer of metal powder and then using a laser to melt the new layer and create a solid
where desired. As a result, the tools are fused to the baseplate upon completion. The
finished tools are removed from the build plate using a bandsaw. Part of the shaft of
each tool was then turned down from 12.7 to 10.66 mm using a CNC mill for the
purpose of fitting the tools in a collet used during the welding process (Fig. 1).

Tool Design

Tool designs were developed using a parametric model in SolidWorks for ease and
consistency. Figure 2 shows the parameters available for adjustment. Parameters not
visible in the figure include the number of revolutions on the shoulder and the number
of revolutions on the probe (Table 1).
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Fig. 2 Detail showing the parameters that can be adjusted in the parametric model

Table 1 Description of tool
variables evaluated in this
study

Parameter description Abbreviation

Tool diameter D

Tool height TH

Shoulder radius SR

Shoulder height SH

Mid probe radius Rm

Probe cone angle PA

Revolutions on shoulder O-rev

Revolutions on probe I-rev

Shoulder spiral depth SD

Probe spiral depth PD

Shoulder spiral rake angle RA

Welding Setup and Parameters

All welds were done on a TTI Linear RX friction stir weld machine using depth
control. The welds were bead on plate with a length of 260 mm. A force limit of
8896 N was employed within the code to avoid damage to the tools or equipment.
The welding parameters varied between the initial and the second test, as shown in
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Table 2 Table showing
linear FSW parameters used
for evaluation of tools in this
study

Weld parameters for initial
tool set

Weld parameters for second
tool set

• Plunge RPM: 800
• Linear RPM: 240
• Weld speed: 40 mm/min
• Plunge depth: 6.15 mm
• Tilt angle: 2°

• Plunge RPM: 1000
• Linear RPM: 400
• Weld speed: 40 mm/min
• Plunge depth: 6.16 mm
• Tilt angle: 2°

Table 2. These changes were made to decrease the amount of tool deformation seen
during the weld and improve weld quality.

Results and Discussion

Accuracy of Printed Tools

The accuracy of the features present on the printed tools is a key aspect in validating
the results of this study. We need to have confidence that changes to the parameters
are correctly represented in the tool. If not accurately represented, the use of additive
manufacturing to create prototype tools would be invalidated. Similarly, tool features
need to be accurately created to determine what relationships exist between tool
parameters and forces. A Keyence digital microscope was used to measure features
such as shoulder height (SH) anddepth of cut on the probe (PD).Comparingmeasured
values to the expectedmeasurements from themodel revealed that the shoulder height
and probe depth of cut were accurate to around + / − 0.08 mm. Visual inspection
confirmed the correct number of revolutions were present on both the probe and the
shoulder. We were unable to gather measurements related to features on the shoulder
such as rake angle due to the size of the tool and the rough surface created by the
printing process.

Initial Tool Results

Our initial tool study consisted of ten tools featuring variations in probe cone angle,
the number of revolutions on the shoulder and probe, and the rake angle as shown in
Table 3. It was determined that each tool could only be used to complete one weld
due to the amount of deformation experienced by the tool during the process. The
average transverse and forge force during the linear portion of theweldwere recorded
and compared to the varied parameters for each tool. The results are displayed in
Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.
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Table 3 Table showing the
range of values to be studied
for each parameter during the
second trial

Range of values

Shoulder height 0.5–1 mm

Revolutions on the probe 1.5–4 Rev

Revolutions on the shoulder 0.75–2.5 Rev

Rake angle 3–6 Degrees

Fig. 3 Graph comparing the
effect of probe cone angle on
average transverse force
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Fig. 4 Graph comparing the
effect of probe cone angle on
average forge force
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Fig. 5 Graph comparing the
effect of the number of
revolutions on the shoulder
on average transverse force
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Fig. 6 Graph comparing the
effect of the number of
revolutions on the shoulder
on average forge force
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Fig. 7 Graph comparing the
effect of the number of
revolutions on the probe on
average transverse force
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Fig. 8 Graph comparing the
effect of the number of
revolutions on the probe on
average forge force
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Looking at the trend line and R squared value for each of these plots, there are
some potential correlations between the varied features and theweld forces. Fromour
graphs, we can infer that there is a potential relationship between probe cone angle,
the number of revolutions on the probe, and the rake angle, to forge force. There
is also potentially a relationship between the probe cone angle and the number of
revolutions on the shoulder to transverse force. Not all these relationships are linear.
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Fig. 9 Graph comparing the
effect of rake angle on
average transverse force
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Fig. 10 Graph comparing
the effect of rake angle on
average forge force
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The comparison of forge force to rake angle, forge force to revolutions on the probe,
and transverse force to revolutions on the shoulder follow a parabolic relationship.
This indicates there is an ideal value for these parameters that will minimize the
forces acting on the tool.

The results of the initial study helped us to identify parameters we wished to
further investigate and the range of values to use for these parameters in subsequent
testing. The parameters selected for further investigationwere rake angle, the number
of revolutions on the probe, and the number of revolutions on the shoulder. Probe
cone angle was eliminated as a parameter due to the tendency of tools with an angle
less than 20 degrees to break. Shoulder heightwas selected as an additional parameter
of interest.

Tool Results

The second set of tools developed consisted of 17 tools. Two copies were made of
each tool so two sets of data could be recorded for each design. The tool designs
were developed by selecting a master design from the previous study and varying
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one parameter for each subsequent tool. The average transverse and forge force for
each weld was taken during the linear portion of the weld. Figures 11, 12, 13, 14,
15, 16, 17, 18 show the comparisons between weld forces and tool parameters.

Overall, we see stronger correlations and trends in our second round of testing.
Creating multiple tools within a range of possible parametric values created a more
comprehensive overview of the possible relationships. The strongest and clearest

Fig. 11 Graph comparing
the effect of shoulder height
on average transverse force

Fig. 12 Graph comparing
the effect of the number of
revolutions on the shoulder
on average transverse force

Fig. 13 Graph comparing
the effect of shoulder height
on average forge force
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Fig. 14 Graph comparing
the effect of the number of
revolutions on the shoulder
on average forge force
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Fig. 15 Graph comparing
the effect of rake angle on
average transverse force
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Fig. 16 Graph comparing
the effect of rake angle on
average forge force
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correlations revealed are those relating shoulder height to forge force, the number
of revolutions on the shoulder to forge force, and the number of revolutions on the
probe to forge force.

The relationship between shoulder height and forge force indicates that a taller
shoulder tends to increase the forge force during theweld. This seems plausible as the
higher shoulder facilitates greater shoulder engagement during the weld, increasing
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Fig. 17 Graph comparing
the effect of the number of
revolutions on the probe on
average transverse force
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Fig. 18 Graph comparing
the effect of the number of
revolutions on the shoulder
on average forge force
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the amount of contact and material displacement experienced by the tool. As such,
an increase in forge force should be expected.

The results of this study would also indicate that increasing the number of revo-
lutions on the tool shoulder and the probe tends to decrease the forge force. This
likely related to the increasingly fine thread we see as we increase the number of
revolutions. Courser threads are more aggressive in material deformation, requiring
greater amounts of force.

Other parameters may have effects on weld forces, but it is difficult to draw
conclusions due to noise in the data. It is possible that some of the finer features such
as rake angle were lost when working with tools of this scale and using an additive
process.

Conclusions

From the results of this study, the following conclusions can be drawn.

• A larger probe cone angle increases forge force.
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• A taller shoulder increases forge force.
• More threads on the shoulder decrease forge force.
• More threads on the probe decrease forge force.

The first two conclusions echo the results seen in the previous CS4 tool study,
indicating that similar relationships exist between tool features andweld forces in the
smaller sized tools. There is little indication that the tool features used in this study
have an effect on transverse force during the weld. It is possible that the variation in
transverse forces was not significant enough to be detected by the data acquisition
systems used for this study.

Having obtained results similar to other studies validates the use of additivemanu-
facturing in tool development and testing. Research in this area can be costly and
difficult due to the expense and time required to acquire tools with unique features.
Using additivemanufacturing to rapidly create tools offers a cheaper andmore timely
method of testing tool geometry and its affects. It does appear that complexity can
be a limiting factor when dealing with tools of a smaller size, tool details such as
rake angle would likely be more visible on a larger tool.
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Friction Stir Welding Operating Window
for Aluminum Alloy Obtained
by Temperature Measurement

Moura Abboud, Laurent Dubourg, Adrien Leygue, Guillaume Racineux,
and Olivier Kerbrat

Abstract Finding the process parameters (advancing and rotational speed) inFSWis
the key to construct an operatingwindow based on a type ofmaterial and a tool geom-
etry. Literature shows different process methods carried out by researchers and engi-
neers to obtain the data needed to select suitable parameters. These methods can be
divided into “destructive”, based onmacrostructures analyses, and “non-destructive”
with temperature measurement. This article describes a continuous temperature
measurement method of the nugget zone using a thermocouple embedded in the tool
for aluminum alloy. The results show that the FSWwindow obtained by temperature
measurement is wider than the one obtained by analyzing the macrostructures. It is
then possible to quickly acquire the technological window of operating parameters
adapted to the tool-material couple. The aim of this study is to reduce time of the
welding process, number of trials, cost and guarantee a good quality.
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Introduction

Friction stir welding (FSW) is a solid-state joining process invented by the Welding
Institute (TWI) in 1991 [1]. It has now reached an important level in industrial sector
where it is applied inmass production due to its environmental advantages and energy
efficiency. This technique consists of assembling two parts in three steps using a non-
consumable rotating tool. First, plunging of the tool into theworkpiece, then dwelling
during which the tool rotates to generate heat for a specific time duration to form a
pasty state, and finally welding where the tool is given a certain advancing velocity
to travel along the joining line to form the joint by stirring the material (Fig. 1) [2].

Heat generated during FSW process results from two phenomena: (1) plastic
deformation of the material around the tool, depending on advancing and rotational
speed, and (2) friction between the tool and the material governed mainly by the
FSW welding tool geometry (Fig. 2), forge force (Fz Fig. 1), and rotational speed.

However, weld quality control is a challenging task due to temperature variation
throughout the weld. In particular, the temperature has an important influence on the
porosity rate which could dramatically decrease mechanical properties of the welded
part.

Fig. 1 Different steps of FSW process [2]

Fig. 2 Different geometry
of FSW tools
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Fig. 3 Porosity defects: a cold weld, b hot weld

According to the ISO-25239 standard, porosity defects of a weld caused by the
evolution of the temperature can be divided into two parts:

• Cold weld whose porosities are at the bottom of the welding (Fig. 3)
• Hot weld whose porosities are at the top of the weld (Fig. 3).

The temperature increases if the speed of rotation increases and decreases when
the speed augmented lead [3]. So FSW parameter setting represents a critical point
to obtain a decent quality weld.

The objective of the FSW process is to increase the performance of assemblies,
the productivity, and guarantee optimum quality, considering all the parameters that
affect the temperature which in turn determines the quality of a weld.

For this reason, researchers and engineers show interest in finding the good param-
eters (rotational and advancing speed) of a welded piece without defects. Several
experimental methods could be used to obtain the welding process window.

In Table 1, various methods to characterize a welded joint for several types of
aluminum alloy are described.

The difficulty is to have a good temperature measurement which allows to qualify
a weld. In using the innovative technique of temperature measurement, operating
windows are obtained and delimited to show the different weld areas. Thus, Sect. 2
presents the state of art of temperature measurement, Sect. 3 is dedicated to the tests
conducted, and Sect. 4 shows the results obtained on two grades aluminum alloys
(AA-6082 and AA-5754) before a discussion (Sect. 5) and a conclusion (Sect. 6).

State of Art

Operating Window Obtained by Temperature Measurement

Thermocouples embedded into theworkpiecemake it possible tomeasure the temper-
ature in each area of the FSW seals depending on their fixing position [11]. Spindle
rotation and plastic deformation of the material can affect the position of the ther-
mocouple in the part. Silva et al. [12] and De Backer et al. [13] proposed an intense
study with several positions of the thermocouple.
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The use of thermocouples integrated in the tool has been studied and applied with
success in the FSW process. The thermocouple is usually embedded through a
hole drilled in the tool and positioned as close as possible to the tool-part inter-
face providing faster response to disturbances during welding. The direct contact of
thermocouple with the base metal was reported by [14] who used two thermocouples
integrated in the tool.

The thermal camera above the parts to be welded [15] makes it possible to perform
several tests without having to modify the parts. However, there are some limitations

Table 1 Different methods used to qualify a weld

Experimental methods Description References Pros/Cons

Macrostructural analysis The welded workpiece is
cut in samples using a
cutting tool, then
machined to the required
dimensions for the
macrostructure
specimens. After that, the
specimens are polished
using different grades of
emery papers.
Macrostructural analysis
are carried out using a
light optical microscope
incorporated with an
image analyzing software.
The microstructure of the
experimental sample is
compared with reference
microstructures

[4]
[5]
[6]

• Macrostructural results
are 100% sure and
follow the same rule of
defect

• Applicable method for
all types of welding
(butt and lap)

• Many numbers of tests
to characterize the
defect-free region

• Cost in time of
preparation and analysis
of macrostructural
specimen

• Piece cannot be used
after the test; therefore,
it is called destructive
method

X-ray scanning X-ray scanning is used to
visualize deviations and
anomalies in the structure
and surface of a material,
as well as up to 30 cm
behind the surface. The
images are generated in
real time. X-ray pixel
width is set to a certain
number, so flaws smaller
than this size is not
detectable by the scan

[7]
[8]

• The ability to control
the pixel width to detect
the flaws

• Using this procedure,
signal-to-noise ratio
increases which means
better specifications
since there is more
useful information than
unwanted data

• Non-destructive method
of the piece

• Applicable for butt joint
• The cost of an
additional machine to
detect the defects

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Experimental methods Description References Pros/Cons

Temperature measurement Several temperature
measurement techniques
have been explored by
researchers to measure or
predict the temperature of
the weld, by using:
1. Thermocouples
embedded in the
workpiece:
Mounted perpendicularly
and rather close to the
surface where the
temperature needs to be
measured
2. Thermocouples
embedded in the FSW
tool:
Inserted through a drilled
hole in the tool and
positioned as close as
possible to the interface
tool-workpiece
3. Thermal infrared
camera:
Fixed orthogonally to the
plate. The information
obtained by thermal
camera is for the surface
Based on literature, the
peak temperature of the
material should not exceed
its solidus temperature.
The temperature increases
with the increase of
rotational speed and
decrease of advancing
speed
It is possible to weld in
good conditions, with the
same tool, in an area
between 0.7Tf and 0.8Tf

[9]
[10]
[11]

• Knowing that an
operating window can
be delimited to three
regions (hot weld, sound
weld, and cold weld),
boundaries can be set to
separate these areas
based on a function of
solidus temperature

• Calculating the value of
the limit temperature
separating the
cold-sound area and the
hot-sound area allow the
tests to be carried on
until the limited
temperature is reached

• Based on temperature
measurement method,
time and cost of tests
can be reduced by
eliminating the
macrostructural analysis
and x-ray scanning

• In case of small
diameter tools, the
number of
thermocouples is
limited and difficult to
be located in the desired
positions

• In case of IR camera,
quality problems are
due to the emissivity of
aluminum and the
difficulty of fixing the
camera orthogonally to
the part

• Destructive method
when it comes to
thermocouple
embedded in the
workpiece
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related to the measurement areas and problems associated with the quality of the
measurement.

In the literature, there is a lack of information about the relation between the temper-
ature and the defects. Gratecap et al. used thermocouple embedded in the tool to find
that the window of operating parameters of Al 6000 series extends between 0.7Tf

and 0.8Tf [9]. Okamura et al. showed for the same Al series that the weldability zone
is limited between 0.75Tf and 0.8Tf [16]. D. Ambrosio used all the three methods on
AA5083-H111, AA-6082-T6 and AA7075-T6 to find their operating window for a
rotational speed range 500 rpm and 1750 rpm and advancing speed equal to 120, 240,
and 360 mm/min. Based on the temperature measurement, a sound weld for the three
alloys is obtained for a temperature higher than 472± 5 °C [7]. Imam et al. reported
a defect of cold weld when temperature in AA6063-T4 is lower than 350 °C [17].
Fehrenbacher et al. showed internal defects of AA6061-T6 when the temperature is
lower than 515 °C [14].

“Stirweld” Innovative Temperature Measurement System

In this context, an innovative temperature measurement system integrated into the
tool has been developed for the Stirweld company (that develops FSW welding
heads) in order to measure the welding temperature in real time using a system of
transmission by cable, and the position of the thermocouple allows its integration
into tools of different diameters while remaining in a position as close as possible to
the welding.

Experimental Details

A HAAS-VF3 CNC machine with Stirweld head of 3500 rpm and a critical force of
25 kN was used to conduct cord welding of the aluminum lloy. Tools were machined
from the steel-based alloy X37CrMoV5-1 H11. The tool dimensions used in this
study are: shoulder diameter 8.5 mmwith a conical pin of 4 mm diameter at the base,
3 mm at the top and a length of 3 mm (Fig. 4 Tool dimensions).

This tool is drilled to be able to insert the thermocouple inside the tool to measure
the temperature. The distance between the thermocouple and the weld is optimized
due to a precise position of the thermocouple in the tool. The thermocouple used in
this experimental campaign is of type J of 2 mm diameter.

The base metals used are AA-6082 T6, a structural alloy with an average strength
but excellent corrosion resistance commonly used for machining, having a solidus
temperature of 555 °C, and AA-5754 H11, an alloy with a high resistance having a
solidus temperature of 610 °C. The alloys are in the form of rectangular sheets with
dimensions 595 × 120 × 4 mm.
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Fig. 4 Tool dimensions

The first pair of welding parameters (advancing speed; rotational speed) is chosen
by finding a good contact between the shoulder and the material to find the corre-
sponding axial force: for a hot weld (with flash), the axial force is decreased, and for
a cold weld (not enough contact between the tool and the workpiece), the force is
increased with respect to the maximum force of the head. After having the parame-
ters for a good visual welding, a 250 mm long weld is made by varying the speed of
rotation ω between 980 and 3500 rpm and the advancing speed V between 100 and
1000 mm/min for the AA-6082 (Table 2) and the rotation speed ω between 980 and
3500 rpm and the advancing speed V between 25 and 2250 mm/min for AA-5754
(Table 3).

Based on the literature (Fig. 5), the material’s temperature should not exceed its
solidus temperature (between 0.7Tf and 0.8Tf for a defect-free weld) and it increases
with the increase of rotational speed and the decrease of advancing speed. Consid-
ering this statement and to choose the next pair of parameters, the rotational speed is
maintained, and the advancing speed is increased (1). Then start the welding process
and observe the temperature, if it is too low, the axial force is increased until a good

Table 2 Welding parameters for AA-6082

V (mm/min) 100 200 294 378 420 504 630 1000

ω (rpm) 2100
2800
3500

980
1260
1420
1680
2100
2800
3500

980
1260
1420
1680
2100
2800

980
1260
1420
1680
2100
2800

980
1260
1420
1680
2100
2800

980
1260
1420
1680
2100
2800

980
1260
1420
1680
2100
2800

1260
1420
2100
2800

Table 3 Welding parameters for AA-5754

V (mm/min) 25 50 100 420 630 1000 1500 1750 2000 2250

ω (rpm) 3500 980
1420
2800
3500

980
1420
2800
3500

980
1420
2800
3500

980
1420
2800
3500

2800
3500

2800
3500

2800 2800
3500

2800
3500
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Fig. 5 Experimental approach to choose FSW operating parameters

visual welding is obtained, and after that, the advancing speed is increased another
time. The tests are carried on in a way that when the force limit is reached, the
advancing speed is maintained, and the rotational speed is increased (2). The cycle is
repeated until the maximum rotational speed (6) is reached and the maximum force
is reached (5).

To be sure that the weld is safe without defects and to find a relation between the
parameters and the solidus temperature, a polishing of the section at 200mmis needed
(according to ISO-25239). First, the piece is sliced using an electrical saw. Then, the
specimens are coated using thermosetting resin to facilitate the handling of the parts
and to preserve intricate edges and surface defects duringmetallographic preparation.
Macrostructural analysis was accomplished using a USB digital microscope (RS-
PRO) incorporated with an image analyzing software (Micro-Capture Plus) The
specimens were polished using different grit size of emery papers and final one is
the diamond compound (3 μm particle size). For a better macrostructure vision, the
sections were attacked with sodium hydroxide to reveal the trace of the tool.

Results

Metallographic Examination

The metallographic views of the two aluminum grades are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

Welds with porosity at the bottom represent cold welds (blue outline), welds with
porosity at the top represent the hot welds (red outline), and welds without porosity
represent a good quality (green outline). We thus distinguish an operating window
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Fig. 6 Macrographic sections of AA-6082

Fig. 7 Macrographic sections of AA-5754

for each alloy, allowing subsequently to optimize the manufacturing parameters in
order to improve productivity (speed) while guaranteeing a “sound” weld.

Temperature Curves of AA-6082 and AA-5754

The temperature variation is continuously measured using the thermocouple
embedded in the tool. The temperature used is that where the macrographic section
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Fig. 8 Temperature curves: a AA-6082 b AA-5754

is located. Using MATLAB and from the temperature measured for each test (speed
in advance; rotational speed), the isothermal curves are plotted and shown (Fig. 8).

These curves show that the maximum temperature does not reach never the solidus
temperature of the material [18]. Limit (black curve) exists between the zone of the
“cold” welds (detected by the blue experimental points) and the zone of “sound”
welds (detected by the points green experiments). In addition, these graphs present
isothermal curves where the temperature is constant throughout each curve. This
allows us to predict temperatures at rotation and feed speeds for tests that are not
carried out.

Discussion

For both types of material, the temperature increases logically with rotational speed
increase and advancing speed decrease. If we compare the operating window of
AA-6082 obtained by the method described with the operating window obtained by
[7], the temperature of a sound weld should be higher than 390 °C as for the second
method it was supposed to be higher than 477 °C which makes the operating window
for AA-6082wider for the innovating solution.We can also compare AA-5754-H111
and AA5083-H111; the temperature of a sound weld should be higher than 440 °C
as for the other method it was supposed to be higher than 477 °C.

The innovating solution has an advantage over themethods presented in the article.
It is easy to use without the need to be a professional. The difference in the cost
between a conventional tool (traditional method) and the tool used in the temperature
measurement is less than 20%. As for the methods with temperature measurements,
it does not need a hole the tool holder which makes it easier to change the tool
without the tool holder (reduce cost) and makes it compatible with any thermocouple
diameter.
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Finding the boundaries between sound weld and the defective welds, it is easier
to rely on the temperature measurement method to gain time and reduce the number
of trials.

Conclusion

In this article, we experimented with a technique that allows us to measure the real-
time weld temperature and qualify a weld quickly, so to obtain operating windows.
By using this technique, one can reduce the cost of the tests by reducing their number
and adapting this technique as a replacement for the polishing and cutting process
macrographic. In fact, carrying out a small number of testswith temperaturemeasure-
ment makes it possible to visualize the operating window and the limit between cold
welds and sound welds. Also, the cost of the temperature system can be reduced by
the fact that we do not need to drill a hole in the tool holder, and in the tool, also
we do not need more than one thermocouple placed in the right position to measure
the temperature. The choice of parameters can then be made by seeking to increase
productivity (increase advancing speed) without going to the side of the cold welds.
Thus, tests at very high speeds of rotation and feed can be carried out remaining
within the operating parameters. It is even applicable on very complex parts such as
cold plates with a fine geometry.

Nevertheless, a certain number of parameters, such as the geometry of the tool,
the force forging, and the thickness of the material are not considered in our study.
These aspects will be studied in the rest of our work to be able to generalize the use
of this method.
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The Performance of a Force-Based
General Defect Detection Method
Outside of Calibration

Johnathon B. Hunt and Yuri Hovanski

Abstract Friction stir welding (FSW) is a solid state joining process that is suitable
for many engineering designs. The need for economical non-destructive examination
(NDE) for welding is imperative for high volume industries. This need has led the
development of many different inline force-based NDE methods. This work intro-
duces the performance of a generalizedNDEmethod that is applied towelds thatwere
not included in the calibration. When this NDE method is applied to welds within
calibration, the process spatially detects defects with 94% accuracy with 4% false
positives. In addition, the methodology proved 100% effective at positive detection
when defects were present with zero scrap rate as a Go, No Go test.

Keywords Friction stir welding · Non-destructive evaluation · Non-destructive
testing · Forced based

Introduction

Many current engineering designs use the friction stir welding (FSW) process to join
metals. FSW is particularly beneficial for hard to weld metal alloys such as certain
grades of aluminum because FSW avoids solidification and liquidation cracking
because thewelding temperature is below themelting temperature. FSWas a “green”
welding process uses less power than traditional arc welding methods and does
not use shielding gases or other consumables such as filler wire [1]. Automotive
OEMs have taken advantage of these FSW benefits to add more aluminum in their
products. To achieve the high production volumes in the automotive industry, many
have researched and developed welding practices to achieve high-speed friction stir
welding [2]. With high-speed welding technologies in place, there are thousands of
friction stir welds apart of today’s vehicles. As more vehicle manufacturers adopt
friction stir welded joints, their suppliers will need to increase outputs of their supply
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chains. Reducing the cycle time of a friction stir welded joint could provide addi-
tional throughput suppliers need to meet demands. One possibility to reduce cycle
time is by integrating non-destructive examination (NDE) into the welding process.
This small time savings could have a large impact allowing more aluminum parts
to be introduced into future vehicles [3]. Currently, manufacturers of friction stir
welded joints use ultra-sound or x-ray to validate weld quality. These processes are
traditionally a post weld examination, increasing the cost to produce a friction stir
welded joint.

Force-based NDE methods have been researched to facilitate inline FSW inspec-
tion and reduce these costs [4–8]. These methods use the measured welding forces to
validate weld quality. Most of the methods in these studies are limited in their appli-
cation within the respective training parameters. Limiting the ability to be applied in
different welding environments. This limitation requires training for any changes to
the machine, FSW tool, or any welding parameter.

A more generally applied NDE method has been previously presented that has
shown the ability to validate weld quality while allowing changes in welding speed
as well as tool position [9]. This method was applied in six different ways. First, the
Y axis or Z axis forces were independently used to locate defects along the length
of the weld, as defined in Fig. 1. Next, the Y and Z axes forces were combined to
locate defects along the weld. Then the Y axis and Z axis forces were independently
used to validate if the weld had any defects, without providing the location along the
weld. Finally, the Y and Z axes forces were combined to determine if a weld had
any defects. The performances of these six applications of this NDE method can be
found in Table 1. To further understand the capability of this general forced-based
NDE method, this work will quantify the performance when welds were produced
in a welding environment that was outside of the calibrated environment.

Fig. 1 Shows the work coordinate system referred to throughout this document
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Table 1 Includes the performance of the six applications of the general force-based NDE method.
This performance is quantified by using the standard confusion matrix terminology of true positive
rate (TPR), or the rate themethod correctly predicts a defect, avoiding type II error, and false positive
rate (FPR), or how frequently the method results in a type I error

Metric Y axis with
location (%)

Z axis with
location (%)

Y & Z axis
with location
(%)

Y axis
without
location (%)

Z axis
without
location (%)

Y & Z axis
without
location (%)

TPR 70 80 94 78 94 100

FPR 0 11 4.2 22 11 0

Methodology

Thirty 3.8 mm thick AA5754 welded samples built the sample set for this work.
Figure 2 depicts an example weld of the 495 mm long welds. The different welding
parameters used can be found in Table 2 and all variations shared a constant spindle
speed of 1600 RPM (26.67 Hz). A specifically designed FSW machine, supported
by Bond Technologies, made all the welds. The workpieces were constrained with
manual clamping and is depicted in Fig. 3. The FSW tool included a flat 12 mm in
diameter with two scroll started shoulder. The tool pin was threaded with three flats
120 degrees apart. The base diameter of the pin was 6 mm and was 3.1 mm long
including a 10-degree taper. The tool material was heat treated H13. All welds were
produced in a bead on plate configuration with the tool pin smaller than the material
thickness, to protect the FSW tool and machine. The Cartesian direction forces and
spindle torque were sampled at a frequency of 1250 Hz by the native DAQmeasuring
system. Forces were measured by three Kistler 9078C tri-directional load cells that
are located in between the machine gantry and the spindle head as shown in Fig. 4.
During a typical friction stir weld, there are four different force segments. First,
the tool plunges of into the material where there is an initial spike of forge force
followed by a decrease once the material has softened. As the machine ramps up
to the commanded welding speed down the weld seam, the tool passes into cooler
material where forging forces increase after plunge. Then as the tool comes out of the
ramp, the forge force reaches a pseudo steady state part of the weld, and that force is
maintained through the duration of the weld. Finally, the tool exits the material and
forge force is relieved from the tool. These four segments are displayed in Fig. 5.
The NDE method only uses the steady state portion of the force data. Thus, the data
was truncated and included the data after to the ramp to just before the exit. Next, the
data was binned into smaller lengths by the MATLAB spectrogram function which
calculates the power spectral density (PSD) of the force of the respective measured
signal [10]. Smaller force bins facilitate force arrays have a nonvariant mean. The
smaller the bin size also creates finer time steps between PSD calculations which
provides more test points along the length of a weld. PSD calculations, denoted as
XPSD( f ), are equivalent to the squared FFT amplitude, |X( f )| and then normalized
by the size of the frequency bin, N f . This relationship can be observed in Eq. (1).
In tandem to the PSD calculations, 2D radiographic images, from Avonix Imaging
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MN, validated that the sample set included volumetric defects. These x-ray images
provided the spatial location of any volumetric defects. An example of the 2D x-rays
is found in Fig. 6. Equally spaced distance defect logic vectorswere built accordingly,
with “1” interpreted as defect and “0” as defect-free for each weld in the sample set.
After radiographic imaging, cross-sectional metallography quantified the area of a
defect.

XPSD( f ) = |X( f )|2
N f

(1)

An Olympus SZX12 running Leco Paxit 2 software optical microscope captured
the images of the cross sections. Defect sizes ranged between 0.003 to 0.6 mm2.
However, the x-ray images were only capable of defining voids with a width of
approximately 0.27 mm2 or larger. Using optical micrographs at the extremes of the
x-ray images defect definition, defect heights ranged from 0.08 to 0.6 mm. Thus, the
x-ray images were able to define volumetric voids whose areas were approximately
0.02 mm2 or larger.

To understand the performance of the PSD threshold NDE method outside of
the calibrated welding parameters, four different combinations of the sample sets
produced thresholds to test against the rest of the sample set. These different combi-
nations are grouped by welding speed. The group denoted by “A” calibrated the
threshold and the “B” group used the calibrated threshold to predict defect presence.
Details of the four groups are found in Table 3. The calibrated thresholds were built
for each directions with 100 evenly spaced thresholds between the minimum and

Fig. 2 Example of a friction stir weld. This specific weld was produced with parameter set 4 in
Table 2

Table 2 Traverse velocity
and welding tilt varied
throughout the experiments
and all combinations are
included here

Set Number Transverse Speed
(mm/min)

Tilt
(deg)

Qty

1 1500 2 5

2 2000 2

3 1500 1

4 2000 1

5 2500 1

6 3000 1
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Fig. 3 Clamping method and welding table set up for all welds

Fig. 4 Force measurement system in the RM FSW machine with three triaxial load cells located
between the FSW tool and the FSW machine cross beam

Fig. 5 Green area represents
the data truncation used in
this study. The plot includes
only the Z axis force from a
weld that was produced with
parameter set 1 in Table 1
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Fig. 6 Example x-rays of defective and defect-free friction stir welds. The circled regions highlight
the location of volumetric defects which appear as lighter areas in the image

maximum PSD values of the Y axis and Z axis PSD values. Then all 100 thresholds,
or combination of thresholds, predicted defect presence across six different tests:

1. Y Axis Test – All Y axis PSD values along a weld were compared to verify if a
value was less than the Y axis PSD threshold. If not, then that point was marked
defective.

2. Z Axis Test – All Z axis PSD values along a weld were compared to verify if
a value was greater than the Z axis PSD threshold. If not, then that point was
marked defective.

3. Combined Y & Z Axes Test – All Y and Z axes PSD values along a weld were
compared to verify if a Y axis PSD value was less than the Y axis PSD threshold
AND to verify if a Z axis PSD value was greater than the Z axis PSD threshold. If
not, then that point wasmarked defective. Repeated for all Y and Z axes threshold
combinations.

4. Y Axis Go, No Go Test – All Y axis PSD values were compared to verify if all
value was less than the Y axis PSD threshold. If not, then that weld was marked
defective.

5. Z Axis Go, No Go Test – All Z axis PSD values were compared to verify if
all value was greater than the Y axis PSD threshold. If not, then that weld was
marked defective.

6. Combined Y & Z Axes Go, No Go Test- All Y and Z axes PSD values were
compared to verify if all the Y axis PSD values were less than the Y axis PSD
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Table 3 Details of the four sets of data that built threshold thatwere applied outside of the parameter
sets

Group name A group parameter
sets

Welding speeds
mm/min

B group parameter
sets

Welding speeds
mm/min

AB 1–4 1500 & 2000 5 & 6 2500 & 3000

ABA 1, 3, 6 1500 & 3000 2, 4, 5 2000 & 2500

BA 5 & 6 2500 & 3000 1–4 1500 & 2000

BAB 2, 4, 5 2000 & 2500 1, 3, 6 1500 & 3000

threshold AND to verify if all of the Z axis PSD values were greater than the Z
axis PSD threshold. If not, then that weld was marked defective. Repeated for
all Y and Z axes threshold combinations.

The resultant predictions were then compared to the 2D x-ray images to build
confusionmatrices for each threshold. TPR and FPRwere calculated from the confu-
sion matrices. Each TPR and FPR combination was then compared to the perfect
performance of 100% TPR and 0% FPR to find the minimum distance between the
perfect performance and actual performance. The threshold that had the minimum
distance between performances was used to predict defect presence for group B
respectively for each test.

Results and Discussion

The six different tests across the four different groups resulted in 24 resultant TPRand
FPR when predicting defect presence outside of the calibrated welding parameters.
Figure 7 displays the results for each of the four groups. As shown in Table 1, the
best performing tests when the test sample welding parameters was included in the
threshold calibrationwere combinedY&Z axes PSD values, andGo, NoGo tests for
Z axis and combined Y & Z axes PSD values. However, only the AB group followed
this trend. In addition, GroupAB had themost consistent performance where three of
the six different tests resulted in 100% TPR and 0% FPR. The other three groups had
a much larger spread. The Z axis PSD test was consistent through all of the different
groups with the average performance of 88% TPR and 8.9% FPR. However, these
results are drastically different than the performance of the respective performance
within the calibration.
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Fig. 7 Performance of the best threshold from group A applied to group B. a contains the results
for the AB combination. b includes the results from the ABA combination, c contains the results
for group BA, and d contains the results for group BAB

Conclusion

Calibrated Y axis, Z axis and combination of Y and Z axes PSD thresholds predicted
defect presence in welds whose welding parameters were not included in the calibra-
tion. Four different calibrations and predictions sets were calculated and compared.
If can be concluded that:

• General defect detection Go, No Go tests can be applied outside of the calibrated
areas with 100% confidence when the calibration included welding speeds within
or slower than the welds in question.

• The application of the Z axis PSD threshold was the most robust when applied
outside of its calibration with the worst performance of 86% TPR and 16% FPR
and best performance of 87% and 0% FPR.

• In general, the worst application of calibrated PSD thresholds is when welds in
question are slower than the welds used for the calibration.
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The Role of Fracture Properties on Lap
Joint Strength of Friction Stir Welded
AA7055-T6 Sheets

Kranthi Balusu, Hrishikesh Das, Xiao Li, Timothy Roosendaal,
Robert Seffens, Ayoub Soulami, and Piyush Upadhyay

Abstract Friction stir lap welded (FSLW) joints have weight-saving potential in
aluminum-intensive automotive assembly. However, friction stir welding (FSW) also
modifies the material microstructure close to the joint. Optimizing the FSLW joint
strength requires understanding the relationship between the strength and the joint’s
local properties or microstructure. In previous studies, efforts have been dedicated to
determining the effects of local softening, the shape of the oxide line, and porosity.
However, the role of changes in fracture properties on the joint’s strength has not
been studied. In this work, fracture test procedures to characterize the fracture prop-
erties within the weld were proposed. The data from these fracture tests has been
utilized to calibrate the parameters of theGurson-tvergard-needleman (GTN)damage
model within finite element analysis simulations. Using the weld fracture data, the
simulation of a 3-sheet (aluminum alloys 7055–7055-6022) FSLW joint success-
fully predicted the lap shear strength to be within 10% of the experimental value.
Comparison with strength prediction using only the base metal properties indicates
that fracture property in the nugget region is crucial in determining the strength of
AA7055 FSLW joints.

Keywords Aluminum · Characterization · Computational materials science and
engineering · Fracture

Introduction

A key priority for the automotive industry is improving energy efficiency, and an
important way to achieve that is through lightweighting in automotive structures.
With such priorities, the adoption of high-strength 7xxx and 6xxx series aluminum
alloys in structural components continues to grow [1, 2]. However, welding by tradi-
tional fusion processes is challenging for such aluminum alloys because they are
susceptible to hot cracking and porosity [3]. In addition, for multi-material joints,
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using conventional methods leads to the formation of intermetallic compounds and
results in poor joint strengths [4]. In comparison, friction stir welding (FSW) can
enable the joining of these challenging aluminum alloys, and it has been successfully
used for various multi-material joints [4]. Additionally, the energy consumption of
FSW is lower than fusion, thereby improving the joining process’s energy efficiency
[5].

Optimization of FSW process parameters and obtaining the strongest possible
joint is not trivial. It is because the process-microstructure-property relationships in
FSW are not comprehensively understood. During FSW, the material close to the
weld undergoes large deformation at high rates and temperatures, resulting in grain
recrystallization with hard-to-predict grain and dislocation structures [6]. Defects in
theweld are also usually a concern [7].Additionally, in age-hardenable alloys, such as
6XXX and 7xxx series aluminum, precipitate dissolution, reprecipitation, and over-
aging occur [3]. The complex interplay of these mechanisms makes it an expensive
task to understand even a few aspects of the process-material microstructure rela-
tionships [8]. Additionally, it is difficult to determine the microstructure-local/global
property relationships within the weld because these microstructures are unique and
they also vary within various regions of the weld [6].

An approach commonly taken to simplify this problem is to identify the aspects
of local material properties or microstructures that are the most influential on the
strength and focus process optimization on these aspects. For instance, it is now well
known that in butt welds, the degree of softening due to the heat generated from the
friction stir process is themost influential in determining its strength [9]. The effect of
some defects, such as voids, on the strength is also known [10]. However, such studies
still need to be carried out for other types of joints and aluminum material systems
used. The aspects that control a friction stir lap welded (FSLW) joint’s strength are
less understood. The aspects affecting the FSLW strength can be expected to differ
for each of the three different fracture modes encountered [11], making it a more
complex problem. Shear fracture at the interface, tensile fracture originating at one of
the ends of the interface between the two sheets, and tensile fracture in the HAZ are
the three modes of fracture. The fracture mode could depend on the FSW parameters
or, in general, the material system used. Typically, for similar lap joints in the 7xxx
series, tensile fracture originating at the interface is the observed fracture mode [12].
For this fracture mode, the interface shape is known to be one of the aspects of the
FSLW joint that affects its strength [11, 13], but studies into other aspects of the
weld’s local material microstructure/property are lacking.

To the best possible knowledge, the role of the fracture properties of a friction
stir weld in determining the FSLW joint’s strength remains uninvestigated. Fracture
properties can be expected to be influential based on the knowledge from similar
joints, such as the lap shear adhesive specimens [14] and friction stir spot welds [15].
However, fracture properties in FSWare not easy to characterize formultiple reasons.
Firstly, the presence of large gradients and anisotropy in properties within the small
weld means fracture sample sizes in the order of a few mm are needed. Designing
fracture tests with such requirements would be expensive. An additional difficulty
arises from the fact that fracture properties, unlike yield stresses, are not related to
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easily characterizable values such as hardness. Empirical relationships with hardness
are available only in a few cases [16–18], and none exist for AA7055. More funda-
mentally, at the microstructural scale, the fracture toughness results from a complex
interplay of multiple poorly understood mechanisms [19]. Therefore, microscopy
can be ruled out as an option to determine fracture properties. The attempts made to
measure fracture properties in friction stir welds either was for 6xxx-series aluminum
[20–22] orAA7449 [17]. In one study, the determined fracture propertieswere used to
predict joint strength, but it was for 6xxx-series aluminum butt joints [23]. However,
no study has used the weld’s fracture properties to predict the strength of a FSLW
joint made from any material system.

In this paper, we first present a test procedure to determine fracture properties
in the weld. Then fracture data is used to calibrate parameters for a damage model
in the finite element analysis (FEA) simulations. In the next section of the study,
we perform FEA simulations of the FSLW joint to predict its lap shear strength and
compare it with experimental data.

Determination of Fracture Properties

Fracture Test Setup

A 3-sheet lap joint, as shown in Fig. 1, was manufactured using FSW. The shoulder
diameter of the FSW tool used was 12.7 mm, and its grooves can be seen on the top
surface in Fig. 1a. The tool was rotated at 1700 rotations per minute and moved in a
straight line at a speed of 0.5 m/min. The weld was performed in the length direction
of the 380 mm long sheets through almost the entire length while leaving a 12 mm
gap with the edges. The 3-sheet configuration comprises two 2.5 mm thick sheets
made of aluminum alloy 7055-T6 and one 1 mm thick Aluminum alloy 6022-T6
sheet stacked on top of each other. Figure 1b shows the cross-section of the 3-sheet
stack-up. The FSLW joint is also visible in this figure. The darker region indicates
the stir zone or the nugget zone, within which the three sheets were bonded. The
figure also shows the dimensions of the joined areas between the sheets.

Single-edge notch bending (SENB) specimens were made from the weld for
fracture testing based on ASTM standards E2818 and E1820. Figure 2a shows the

(a) (b)

2.5 mm

2.5 mm

1 mm

12.1 mm

7.1 mm

4.7 mm

Fig. 1 3-sheet friction stir lap welded (FSLW) joint is shown using a the top view and b the view
of the cross-section normal to the weld direction
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2.5 mm

30
 m

m

(a)

2.5 mm

10 mm

Weld region Crack
(b)

Fig. 2 Specimens used for single edge notch bending (SENB) fracture test; a lap joint after the
specimens were cut out; b schematic of the specimen in the direction normal to the weld

top view of the lap joint after the fracture test specimens were machined using water
jet cutting. The specimenswere cut from locations centered on theweld line and away
from the plunge and exit locations. The specimen’s thickness (in the weld direction)
is 2.5 mm, and the length is 30 mm. Additional machining involved removing the
bottom two sheets, using a cut through the joint between the top two 7055 sheets. As
shown in Fig. 2b, only the 2.5 mm thick top sheet remains. A fracture test specimen
requires an already existing crack. Therefore at the center of this specimen, on the
top edge, a notch was made using an EDM wire of radius 0.25 mm. The three notch
lengths used in this study are 0.35, 0.45, and 0.5 times the width of the specimen.
In addition to the specimen from the welded lap joint, fracture specimens were also
cut from a pristine AA7055-T6 sheet to assess the fracture properties of the base
metal. For this base metal specimen, the notch length was 0.35 times the width of the
specimen. The significant change from the standards was the sample width, which
was smaller because of the constraints of the joint design. As a result, this SENB
specimen design neither confirms the plane strain nor plane stress conditions and
therefore requires a 3D analysis.

This specimen was then mounted onto a 3-point bending machine, as shown in
Fig. 3. The machine consists of three supports using which the sample can be loaded.
The two stationary supports are on the edge of the specimen with the notch. These
two supports were separated by a distance of four times the width of the sample, i.e.,
10 mm is the span. The specimen was adjusted such that the notch was present at
the center of this span. On the other edge, the third support also lies at the center
of the span. This third support moves in a displacement-controlled way to bend the
specimen.

The notch in the sample is not a good approximation of a crack because it has a
finite radius. Therefore, an infinitesimally sharp crack was generated using fatigue
precracking near the notch. This fatigue precracking process involved using a 165 N
load for the shorter notch and a 100 N load for the longer notch at an R ratio of 0.1,
as suggested in the standards. This procedure was carried out for around 10,000–
20,000 cycles until a distinct drop in the cyclical load was visible. The samples were
sectioned at the center of the sample thickness so that precracks were visible and the
effectiveness of the precracking procedure could be verified. As Fig. 4 shows, sharp
cracks originated from the notch and grew in the notch direction. The precracks were
approximately 0.1–0.2 mm in length, with an average of 0.145 mm.
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Fig. 3 Picture of the experimental test setup used to conduct the SENB test

0.184 mm

0.05 mm 

(a)

0.110 mm

0.05 mm 

(b)

Fig. 4 Micrographs of the fracture test specimen cross-sections showing the presence of fatigue
precracks extending from the notch; a longest and b shortest

All the fracture specimens were prepared in this described procedure. Then, the
same test setup carried out fracture tests under monotonic loading. The specimens
were gradually bent under quasistatic conditions until the specimens failed.

Simulation Setup for Calibration

The same fracture test was also simulated so that the experimental data could help
calibrate the parameters of the damage model. The simulation was carried out using
Abaqus Explicit FEA software. The 3D model of the SENB fracture specimen is
shown in Fig. 5. The FEA model consists of a mesh with 0.1 mm-sided cube
elements in the region close to the crack. The rest of the mesh was much larger,
with a 0.5 mm dimension in the length direction. The cracks were modeled simply
as separated/disjointed elements in the region corresponding to the crack plane. The
supports were modeled as rigid bodies. Gurson-tvergard-needleman (GTN) damage
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Fig. 5 The simulation
model of the sample used for
the SENB test Crack

Displacement 
boundary condi�on

Fixed boundary condi�on

model, built in Abaqus software as porous metal plasticity and described in the
appendix, was used to model the fracture. The elastic and plastic properties of 7055-
T6 and 6022-T6 were sourced from the databases in Ansys Granta software. The
damage model parameter values from the literature are shown in the appendix. Four
of the parameters were determined through calibration using fracture test data.

Results and Discussion

The fracture tests were carried out for all the specimens, and the resulting load–
displacement plots are shown in Fig. 6. As this figure shows, fracture tests were
performed on five identical base metal specimens. The average strength from all
the base metal fracture tests is around 740.1 N, and the maximum and minimum
strength difference is less than 5%. Only one specimen was used for the fracture
strength tests in the nugget zone. The values of the strengths were 404.1, 277.6, and
186.4 N for the specimens with notch lengths 0.35, 0.45, and 0.5 times the width
(2.5 mm), respectively.

The five repeated fracture tests for the base metal gauges the repeatability of the
proposed fracture test design. Since the deviation in maximum strengths from these
five tests is only 5%, the repeatability can be deemed good. Therefore, the choice to
perform fracture tests in the nugget zone only once for each notch length is justified.
A few observations can be made by comparing the strengths of different fracture
specimens. The fracture strengths in the nugget zone decrease for longer notches.
This is a predictable observation because the bending stresses are larger for longer
notch lengths. A comparison of the material fracture properties between the nugget

Fig. 6 The simulation
model of the sample used for
the SENB test
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Fig. 7 Simulated
load–displacement plots of
the SENB tests for various
values of a the fraction of
nucleating voids ( fN ) Lo
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zone and the base metal can also be made. For a nugget notch of the same length as in
the base metal specimens, i.e., 0.35 times the specimen width, the fracture strength
is 404.1 N. This means the base metal’s resistance to fracture is approximately 1.8
times larger than that of the nugget zone.

In this paper, four of the GTN model parameters, the fraction of nucleating voids
( fN ), mean nucleation strain (εN ), critical value of the void volume fraction ( fc),
and void volume fraction at material failure ( fF )were adjusted so that the simulation
strength matched the fracture tests. Figure 7 is illustrates the calibration procedure
to determine the parameter values. Here, the values for three of the parameters, εN ,
fc, & fF were found to be 0.002, 0.022, and 0.024, respectively. These same values
apply to the simulation of all the fracture strengths. As Fig. 7 shows, only the value
for one parameter, fN , needed to be adjusted to match all the strengths. fN was found
to be 0.006 in the base metal, and in the nugget zone, the values were 0.022, 0.022,
and 0.025. The larger value in the nugget zone is for the longest notch length.

The choice of assumed parameter values and calibration procedure is validated
by successfully recreating every fracture test’s strength. In addition, the calibrated
parameter values assist in comparing the fracture properties at different depths in the
nugget zone. Such a comparison is aided by the choice to vary only one variable,
fN . fN value at all depths in the nugget zone is approximately the same. Only at
the highest depth, fN value at 0.025 is slightly greater. This implies that fracture
properties within the nugget region are constant. This same observation was made
in previous studies [17].

Effect of Fracture Properties on Lap Joint Strength

Lap Joint Strength Test Procedure

The same lap joint described previously and shown in Fig. 1a is used for strength
testing. It is just that instead of the entire coupon, samples of 25 mmwidth, as shown
in Fig. 8, were cut out. The cutout section was sufficiently far from the ends of the
weld. As a result, the analysis can assume a 2D plane stress behavior in the weld
direction. This sample was then fixed onto a uniaxial testingmachine using clamps at
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Fig. 8 Top view of the
FSLW sample used for lap
shear strength testing. The
fracture location after the test
is also shown

25 mm

both ends. Then, in a displacement-controlled quasistatic mode, the machine applied
a tensile load normal to the weld direction until joint failure. In such a loading case, it
can be said that the joint was shear loaded locally at the interface between the sheets,
i.e., a lap shear strength test was performed.

Lap Joint Strength Simulation Setup

Lap joint strength simulation uses a procedure similar to the fracture test simulation
in the previous section. As shown in Fig. 9, a 2D FEA model of the cross-section
geometry of the 3-sheet lap joint was built. The 3-sheets were individually modeled
and meshed. The joint was then modeled using tie constraints at the joined interfaces
between the sheets. Tie constraints prevent relative motion between the two surfaces,
mimicking the joint. The dimensions of the joined surfacewere from themicrographs
in Fig. 1a. The FEA mesh for the top two AA7055 sheets is such that it is the finest
(0.1 mm-sided square elements) in the regions closest to the stir zone. In the rest of
the sheet, the horizontal dimension of the elements was increased to 0.4 mm. The
bottommost sheet used unstructured mesh with both 3-noded and 4-noded elements
of approximately 0.4 mm side dimension. Only near the interface of the joint, an
element dimension of 0.1 mm was specified.

Parameters of the GTN model were obtained from the calibration study in the
previous section. For the region approximating the stir zone, the value of the GTN
model parameter fN was set to 0.022, and for the rest of the region corresponding to
the base metal, fN was set to 0.006. No damage model was used for the bottommost
AA6022 sheet because fracture was not experimentally observed here. An extra
simulation was also built, assuming the entire top two sheets of the lap joint be made
up of just the AA7055-T6 base metal. Such simulation models were tensile loaded,

0.1 mm square elements in 
the fracture regions

2.5 mm

2.5 mm
1 mm

Fixed boundary 
condi�on

Displacement boundary 
condi�on

8 mm
80 mm

10 mm

Tie constraints

Fig. 9 2D FEA simulation model of the sample used for the lap shear strength test
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using displacement-controlled boundary conditions on the ends of the test specimen.
The simulations were carried out until the joint failed.

Results and Discussion

The load–displacement plots for lap shear from both experimental testing and simu-
lation are shown in Fig. 10. Experimentally, the FSLW joint almost approaches its
maximum strength at initial fracture itself (~0.3mmdisplacement) but fails only after
some more displacement. The fracture happened in the nugget zone of the top sheet,
as shown in Fig. 8. The crack started at the end of the joined interface between the top
two sheets and then extended in the direction normal to the loading. The experimen-
tally determined maximum load carried per unit weld length was 585 N/mm. The
simulation predicted strength was 1178 N/mm when assuming the fracture proper-
ties of the whole joint to be the same as the base metal. When the calibrated fracture
properties were used for the nugget region, the simulation predicted strength was
633 N/mm. The fracture mode in the simulations was the same mode observed in
the experiment. Note that simulations predict a steep loss in the load right after the
point of initial fracture.

The simulation using the nugget zone fracture properties predicts the experimental
strengthwith an error of around 8%.The only noticeable discrepancy in the prediction
is the displacement to failure. It could be arising from the fact that the 3D nature of
the lap joint was ignored in simulations. However, strength is the focus of this study,
and some further observations can be made based on excellent strength predictions.
Foremost, many approximations made in both the testing and modeling part of this
study are justified. In designing the fracture test, it was assumed there is primarily
a mode-I type crack. It means the influence of mode II type crack in the mixed
mode crack that is expected to be present [14] is low. The end of the joint interface
between the top sheets acted essentially as a crack tip from which a mode-I crack
originated in the direction normal to the load. Another justified assumption would be
neglecting other aspects of the joint microstructure, such as voids, oxide line shapes,

Fig. 10 The
load–displacement plots of
the lap shear strength test
from the experiment and the
simulations
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and hardness changes near the weld. It also implies that for this AA7055 FSLW joint,
the influence of these microstructural aspects on the strength must be insignificant.

Another observation from our study is regarding the research direction to be taken
if increasing the FSLW joint strength is an objective. The strength was predicted to
be almost 2 times higher in the simulation that assumed base metal fracture proper-
ties. Such a higher strength allows us to speculate that process modification could
potentially result in a FSLW joint that is significantly stronger.

Conclusions

In this study, simulations and experiments were performed to determine the role of
fracture properties on the lap shear strength of a three-sheet (AA7055-7055–6022)
FSLW joint. Firstly, specially designed fracture tests were carried out to investi-
gate the fracture strengths within the friction stir weld and determine the fracture
parameters for FEA simulations. We found that the simulation with measured weld
fracture properties accurately predicted the lap joint strength. The study concludes
that fracture property within the nugget zone is the most critical factor determining
the strength of AA7055 FSLW joints. In addition, the accuracy of the simulation
validates the procedures proposed in this paper to investigate fracture properties in
FSW.

Based on the knowledge of the importance of fracture properties, future work
would investigate the fracture properties in various other weld regions, not just the
nugget zone. Additionally, an understanding of the relationship between fracture
properties and FSW process parameters will be developed to improve the strength
of FSLW joints.
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Appendix

Gurson-Tvergard-Needleman (GTN) Damage Model

The yield condition in the Gurson-Tvergard-Needleman (GTN) damage model [24]
is given as

� =
(
q

σy

)2

+ 2q1 f
∗ cosh

(
−q2

3p

2σy

)
− (

1 + q3 f
∗2) = 0, (A1)
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where q is the effective mises stress, p is the hydrostatic pressure, σy is the yield
stress of the fully dense matrix material as a function of the equivalent plastic strain,
and q1, q2,&q3 are material parameters. f ∗( f ) is a function of the void volume
fraction f used to model the loss of stress-carrying capacity accompanying void
coalescence, and it is defined as

f ∗ =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

f if f ≤ fc
fc + f F− fc

fF− fc
( f − fc) if fc < f < fF

f F if f ≥ fF

, (A2)

where f F = q1+
√

q2
1−q3

q3
. In Eq. A2, fF is the void volume fraction beyond which

the material fails to carry any load and fc is the critical value of the void volume
fraction. The change in void volume fraction ḟ is

ḟ = ḟN + ḟG, (A3)

where ḟN is the change due to void nucleation and ḟG is the change due to void
growth. These two kinds of change in void volume fraction are defined as

ḟG =(1 − f )
3∑

k=1

ε̇
pl
kk,

ḟN =Aε̇
pl
eff, (A4)

where ε̇
pl
kk denotes the diagonal components of the plastic strain rate matrix and ε̇

pl
eff

denotes the effective plastic strain rate. A is a proportionality constant that is defined
as

A = fN

sN
√
2π

exp

(
−1

2

(
ε
p
eff − εN

sN

)2
)

, (A5)

where fN is the volume fraction of the nucleating voids, εN is the mean nucle-
ation strain and sN is the standard deviation of the nucleation strain. All these three
constants are material parameters.

In total, the GTN model has nine material parameters. Some of these parameter
values were taken from the literature. For instance, q1, q2,&q3 were set to be 1.5,
1 & 2.25, respectively [25]. The initial void volume fraction f is assumed to be zero,
and sN is assumed to be equal to εN . The rest of the parameters, fN , εN , fcand fF
are to be determined from calibration to the test data.
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High Speed Butt Joining of 1′′ Thick
2139-T8

Hrishikesh Das, Piyush Upadhyay, Reza E. Rabby, Uchechi Okeke,
and Martin McDonnell

Abstract Thick plate (≥1′′) butt joining of Al alloys is challenging due to high
tool forces, uneven material flow, and heat distribution in the through thickness
direction. Tool design and welding parameters used for executing thick plate butt
joining have remained mostly static over the past decade. Reported welding speed
that produces viable joint strength (mostly on 6xxx alloys) typically ranges below
100 mm/min (4 inches/min). Researchers at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
(PNNL) in association with Ground Vehicle Systems Center (US Army GVSC) have
been working to demonstrate greater joining efficiency at higher welding speeds in
1′′ thick AA2139-T8 plate. Using innovative tool features and effective force and
temperature control, a joint efficiency of 80% was demonstrated at a welding speed
of 7 inches/min (178 mm/min).

Keywords Thick plate · FSW · High speed FSW · X forces

Introduction

Aluminium (Al) alloy AA2139-T8 is an age-hardened Al–Cu–Mg–Ag alloy. The
temper (T8) indicates that the alloy is solutionized, quenched, cold-worked, and
artificially aged. The magnesium (Mg) and sliver (Ag) alloying elements yield the
metastable � precipitate, which increases both strength and ductility [1–4]. The
AA2139 alloy has excellent ballistic performance and hence been registered as armor
plate by theUnited States Department of Defense inmonolithic form [1, 2]. Ability to
effectively butt join sections can enable light weighting of armored tanks.Welding of
this alloy is particularly challenging irrespective of the fusion and solid-state joining
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Fig. 1 Welding parameters
used in the literature for
AA2139 FSW [5, 6]

process. Over the years, a number of works have been published on the microstruc-
ture and mechanical property correlation, optimization of process parameters, and
effect of tool geometries for friction stir (FS) butt welding of different grades of
aluminium alloys. However, only a small percentage of the work consists of joining
Al with thickness (≥25 mm). Thick plate joining has direct implications for armored
vehicles, ship building industry, cryo-tanks, oil and gas, etc. A summary of the avail-
able welding parameters (RPM and welding speed) with AA2139 (≥25 mm) in the
literature is shown in Fig. 1. Thompson et al. [5] investigated single and double
pass FS welded 25 mm and 38 mm thick AA2139 and reported a maximum joint
strength of 379 MPa (75% of joint efficiency). McWilliams et al. [6] reported their
research work onmicro-hardness based constitutive model development for different
FS weld zone (SZ and TMAZ) with validation of experimental results to characterize
the mechanical properties of FS welded AA2139-T8 plates (>25 mm). Planar forces
are a primary limiting factor for thick-section welding.

Experimental Method

Friction stir butt weldingwas performed on 1” (25.4mm) thickAA2139-T8 (ultimate
tensile strength = 503 MPa, 4 samples tested). Two 4′′ wide plates were clamped
together in a butt joint configuration. The FSW tool was made of H13 tool steel and
had a 35 mm shoulder diameter, with a single scroll. The tool probe shape was a
truncated cone (8-degree taper) with threads and three flats. The probe was 23.6 mm
long with 1.4 mm shoulder to pin transition length. Maximum pin diameter was
19 mm (Fig. 2). This tool design was designated as “PN1”. Tool design iterations
involving opposing thread direction were also fabricated and used for the study.
Two of these tools are designated as PN2 and PN3 tools. Both of these tools had
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cascading opposing pin threads, as seen in Fig. 2. This pin consisted of finer threads
with four separate thread regions. The 1st, 3rd, and 4th region contained threads in
same direction as the base tool while the thread direction was reversed for the 2nd
region. This resulted in two local material flow reversals regions due to opposing
thread directions. Z-force-RPM control method was used to make welds reported in
this paper. Force experienced by the tool in longitudinal direction (X force) and that in
transverse direction (Y force) was also continuously monitored and recorded. Room
temperature tensile testing was performed on three specimens from each joining
trial at an extension rate of 2.54 mm/min using a 222 kN MTS test frame. The
tools were instrumented with type-k thermocouples welded at the shoulder for the
purpose for monitoring temperature. A total of 4 welding cases are discussed in this
paper. Table 1 below shows the welding conditions discussed in Sect. 3. Securely
clamping the two plates to withstand planar forces is a frequent problem in thick
plate welding. Separation of the plates can occur due to excessive force or suboptimal
clamping. A robust clamping scheme (Fig. 3a) was used to avoid any separation. A
typical separation of plates during plunging and resulting tunnel defect (line defect)
is shown in Fig. 3b. Proper clamping can reduce or eliminate surface defects, as
shown in Fig. 3c.

Fig. 2 Left: Base tool used in this study referred as PN1. Center: First iteration of opposing thread
tooling PN2. Right: PN3 tool containing opposing/finer thread. PN1 and PN3 are compared in the
Results and Discussion

Table 1 Welding parameters used to run four welding runs discussed in below

Weld # Tool Rotational speed (RPM) Welding speed inches/minutes
(mm/min)

Z-force kN

A PN1 140 3 (76) 71

B PN3 140 3 (76) 51

C PN1 165 5 (127) 58

D PN3 150 7 (178) 76
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Fig. 3 a Clamping setup used for this study, b plate separation during plunge led to a tunnel defect,
c FSW butt weld with no defect made after adequate clamping

Results and Discussion

Planar forces for butt welds made at a welding speed of 76.2 mm/min (3 inches/min)
using tool design PN1 and PN3 are compared in Fig. 4. For both the cases, the
shoulder temperature (not shown) ranged between 470 and 490 °C. The x-force for
the PN3 tool is half that of PN1 (18 kN for PN1 versus 9 kN for PN3). Relative values
of the y-force on the other hand were flipped. PN3 generated a y-force approximately
40% higher than that for PN1. The opposing thread feature in the pin of PN3 had a
significant effect on the planar forces. While the resultant force for both tools was
similar, the force in the traverse direction appeared to be significantly reduced by the
reversing pin thread direction.

One of the challenges towards enabling higherwelding speeds for thick plate FSW
is a concomitant increase in planar forces, especially the x-force. Since an excessive
x-force can result in pin shearing and/or machine stalling (due to soft limits imposed
to avoid overloading), it is desirable to reduce the x-force duringwelding. Encouraged
by results discussed above, a welding campaign was performed with the PN1 and
PN3 tools at progressively higher welding speeds. Welding speed in excess of 5
INCHES/MIN with PN1 resulted in x-force nearing the machine soft limit of 32 kN

Fig. 4 X-force and y-force plotted against the weld length for weld A (tool PN1) and B (tool PN3).
Both were made at a welding speed of 76.2 mm/min (3 inches/min) at 140 RPM
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(7.2 klbf). However, similar welds with PN3 experienced much lower x-force. After
a few pin design modifications including thread and flat depth, the PN3 tool was able
to produce a defect free, high strength weld up to a welding speed of 7 inches/min
(178 mm/min).

The weld process responses and joint strengths were compared for two cases:
Weld (C) PN1-5 inches/min and (2) PN3-7 inches/min. Figure 5 shows the z-force
and measured shoulder temperature evolution during welding the two cases. Weld D
required higher z-force and ran about 25 °C hotter at the shoulder compared to weld
C. X- and y-forces for the two cases for the length of the weld are plotted in Fig. 6.
A trend similar to what was shown in Fig. 4 is apparent. The x-force for Weld D is
significantly lower than that forWeld C despite a 40% increase in welding speed. The
reduction in x-force is balanced by an increase in y-force. However, the y-force is not
stable. There is a peak in the y-force midway along the length of the weld. Further
studies with longer weld lengths are suggested for future work to understand the
y-force observation in Weld D. Nevertheless, the PN3 tool produced more balanced
x- and y-forces compared to the conventional PN1 tool design.

Figure 7 shows the etched macrostructure in the transverse cross section for the
twoweldments. In bothweldments, no defectswere observed. ThePN1 tool exhibited
a traditional, basin-shaped, FS weld profile. However, step features can be seen in
the macrograph for the PN3 tool. These “steps” are where the opposing threads meet
and can be compared to the physical profile of the tool, as shown in Fig. 2. The
stress–strain curves for the weldments (5 inches/min with PN1 and 7 inches/min
with PN3) are shown in Fig. 8. The samples welded at 7 inches/min with PN3 had
an ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of 400 ± 1 MPa and a 80% joint efficiency of
80%. The samples welded at 5 inches/min with PN1 had an UTS of 406 ± 4 MPa
and a joint efficiency of 81%. Additionally strain to failure between the two cases is
also similar. Despite a 40% increase in the welding speed for the PN3 tool, the joint
strengths and ductility are similar. This suggests that the opposing threads in the PN3

Fig. 5 Left: Z-force versus weld length. Right: measured shoulder temperature versus weld length
for Weld C and D
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Fig. 6 X-force (left) and y-force (right) plotted against the weld length for Weld C (PN1 tool at
127 mm/min (5 inches/min) and Weld D (PN3 tool at 178 mm/min (7 inches/min)

Fig. 7 X-force (left) and y-force (right) plotted against the weld length for Weld C (PN1 tool at
127 mm/min (5 inches/min) and Weld D (PN3 tool at 178 mm/min (7 inches/min)

tool pin allowed for increased welding speeds without significantly impacting the
weld strength.

Conclusion

Use of opposing thread design in FSWtool pin showed a significantly lower x-force in
1′′ thick 2139 butt welding compared to base tool. This enabled butt joining of plates
up to a welding speed of 178 mm/min (7 inches/min) with 80% joining efficiency
and no weld defects.
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Fig. 8 Tensile stress versus
tensile strain plot for joints
made at the highest welding
speed possible for Case 1
(PN1 tool at 127 mm/min (5
inches/min) and Case 2 (PN3
tool at 178 mm/min
(7 inches/min). Note that
base metal UTS = 503 MPa
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Joining Cast Mg AZ91 and Wrought Al
6082 Through Friction Stir Welding

Krzysztof Mroczka, Stanisław Dymek, Adam Pietras,
Aleksandra Węglowska, Carter Hamilton, and Mateusz Kopyściański

Abstract Dissimilarwelds of castmagnesiumAZ91withwrought aluminium6082-
T6 were fabricated by friction stir welding (6 mm thick) with the alloys alternately
placed on the advancing and retreating sides. The unique weld microstructures were
characterized through light and electron microscopies (SEM, EDS), tensile tests
were performed on samples containing the entire welds and the microhardness was
measured across the weld cross-sections. Preliminary results demonstrate that some
regions contain a significant amount of the brittle Al12Mg17 phase. To complement
the microstructural and mechanical characterization, numerical simulations of the
welding process provided deeper insight into the material flow during mixing and
to the temperature distributions across the weld zones. Future work will include
micro tensile specimens (cross-sectional area of 0.7 × 0.7 mm) to supplement the
conventional tensile tests. Thesemicro tensile specimenswill be excised fromdistinct
weld areas to highlight differences in local properties that influence weld behavior.

Keywords Friction stir welding · Dissimilar metals · Magnesium alloys ·
Aluminium alloys · Characterization
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Introduction

This research explores the joining of cast Mg AZ91 and wrought Al 6082-T6
through FSW. Both alloys are lightweight, structural alloys with good corrosion
resistance. Al 6082 is a precipitation-strengthened, age-hardenable alloy, and as
such, the processing temperatures during FSW could achieve or exceed the precip-
itation/dissolution temperatures of the alloy. The typical precipitation sequence of
6082 is GP Zones → β ′′ (formation at 250 °C) → β ′ (formation at 300 °C) → β

(formation at 475 °C) with dissolution of the β phase and supersaturation of the
matrix occurring at 525 °C [1]. Under typical FSW conditions for age-hardenable
aluminium alloys, for similar or dissimilar joining, the temperatures within the weld
zone can exceed the solution heat treatment temperature(s) of the alloy(s) leading to
reprecipitation of the primary strengthening phases (GP orGPB zones) upon cooling.
As a result, the fusion zone experiences a hardness recovery in relation to the hard-
ness on the advancing and retreating sides of the weld and the thermo-mechanically
affected zone.

The primary alloy elements of Mg AZ91 are Al (~8%), Zn (~0.7%) and Mn
(~0.2%) with the balance ofMg at ~90% [2]. The addition of Zn and Al augments the
mechanical performance of the alloy; however, the binary phase diagram for Mg–Al
reveals the presence of the brittle intermetallic phase Mg17Al12 and its equilibrium
conditions with solid solution α-Mg. The eutectic reaction between these phases
occurs at ~68% Mg and at a temperature of 437 °C [3]. Given that the maximum
solid solubility of Al in Mg is ~10%, the solidus temperature of AZ91 is in prox-
imity to the eutectic temperature at 470 °C. Therefore, for typical FSW conditions
and temperatures, liquid formation in AZ91 during processing is possible with the
subsequent formation of the brittle eutectic Mg17Al12/α-Mg structure upon cooling.
The presence of this eutectic phase in the weld zone would be detrimental to its
mechanical performance.

Investigations into the joining ofMg alloys with Al alloys through FSWhave been
performed for many years. McLean et al. examined the feasibility of joining AZ31
to Al 5053 through FSW and found liquation in the Mg alloy occurring within the
weld zone [4]. The resulting welds contained the brittle Mg17Al12/α-Mg structure as
a divorced lamellar eutectic. Gerlich et al. studied friction stir spot welding as applied
to sheets of AZ91 with Al 6111 and the peak processing temperatures achieved [5].
Regardless of which alloy was placed on top or bottom, processing temperatures in
areas around the tool would reach or exceed the solidus and eutectic temperatures
of AZ91, and the brittle eutectic phase would form. Similarly, Buffa et al. found
the eutectic structure in the friction stir welds of AZ31 with Al 6016 [6]. Though
the eutectic structure hampered the mechanical performance of the welds, Buffa
determined that sound joints could be produced only if the Mg alloy were placed on
the advancing side. In studying the FSW of AZ 91 and Al 6082, Sameer et al. also
concluded that sound joints could be achieved with the Mg alloy on the advancing
side; however, the welds were still characterized by the presence of the eutectic
structure [7].
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The matter of which alloy to place on the advancing or retreating sides remains
a point of debate as various research efforts have shown that superior weld quality
in dissimilar welds is obtained when the softer alloy is placed on the advancing
side and the harder alloy on the retreating side and vice versa [8–11]. Two primary
challenges to the FSW ofMg alloys with Al alloys, therefore, are to determine which
alloy position maximizes joint quality/performance and to determine the optimal
processing methods to minimize or eliminate the eutectic structure in the weld zone.
This paper presents the preliminary results from the investigation of Mg AZ91-Al
6082 welds with highlights and details on the next steps to be taken to address these
challenges.

Experimental Procedure

Friction Stir Welding

Plates of cast Mg AZ91 and Al 6082-T6 with dimensions of 100 × 250 × 6 mm
were obtained for friction stir welding at the Institute of Welding in Gliwice, Poland.
Prior to joining, the workpiece edges were sanded to remove the oxide layers and
then cleaned with solvent to remove contaminants from the weld seam. The goals
of this project are to investigate two types of FSW tools for this materials system, a
conventional FSW tool with cylindrical/conical pin and a dual-speed FSW tool and
to investigate the placement of the alloys alternately on the advancing and retreating
sides. At this time, only joining with the conventional tool and with Al 6082 on the
advancing side has been accomplished. The conventional tool has a scrolled shoulder
with a 14 mm radius and 2.5 mm pitch, and the pin is 5.8 mm long with a 5.5 mm
radius and a thread pitch of 3mm. Joiningwas performed under force control (30 kN),
but the other process parameters, i.e., rotation speed and welding speed, were varied
to determine those parameters that produce sound welds for this material system.
Investigations with the dual-speed tool and with additional weld configurations will
comprise future studies.

Microscopy

Weld microstructures were investigated with light microscopy using a reagent
containing C6H2(NO2)3OH 4.2 g, CH3COOH 1 ml, H2O 10 ml, C2H5OH 96%
75 ml to highlight the presence of the Mg17Al12 intermetallic phase. Scanning elec-
tron microscopy with EDS investigated the microstructure and fracture specimens.
At this time, only the optical microscopy and SEM work with EDS has been accom-
plished; however, details of the microstructure will be additionally studied applying
TEM microscopy and EBSD in future studies.
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Mechanical Testing

At this time, tensile testing and hardness evaluation is incomplete, but will be part of
additional investigations. For those future studies, two types of tensile test specimens
will be utilized: micro—local properties testing using specimens with a reduced
section cross-sectional area of 0.7 × 0.7 mm and macro—global properties testing
perpendicular to welding direction using specimens with a reduced section cross-
sectional area of 16 × 6 mm. Wire electrical discharge machining will be used to
excise the tensile specimens.

Numerical Simulation

A numerical simulation of the friction stir welding process was adapted from the
model previously developed by the authors for welding of dissimilar aluminium
alloys [12]. The solution approach of the current simulation, including boundary
conditions for flow velocities around the tool, flow stress, viscosity, strain rate and
temperature, is consistent with the authors’ prior simulation as detailed in reference
[12].

Results and Discussion

Figure 1A presents the weld microstructure obtained at 710 RPM tool rotation and
90 mm/min weld speed with Al 6082 on the advancing side and Mg AZ91 on the
retreating side. With the conventional tool, these parameters produced the highest
quality weld thus far manufactured for this research program. The image shows
uniform mixing of the alloys throughout the weld zone with interleaving of material
layers derived from the workpiece materials.

Closer examination of the optically blue layers in this image, however, reveals
that these layers are the Mg17Al12/α-Mg eutectic structure, as shown in Fig. 1b. The
SEM image in Fig. 2 additionally reveals that the weld zone layers are not just the
eutectic structure interleaved with aluminium, but that additional, distinct layers are
also present, appearing as lighter and darker contrasting bands. The line scan of the
layers also presented in Fig. 2 shows the Mg Kα1 and Al Kα1 response from each
region and highlights the varying composition of each primary element within the
layers.

To facilitate the identification of the phases present and the primary constituents
in these layers, numerous EDS spectra were taken within the eutectic channel and
across the other contrasting bands. As shown in Fig. 3, the location of the exemplar
spectra highlighted in the figure are: (A) matrix of the eutectic channel, (B) island
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Fig. 1 a Weld microstructure at 710 RPM/90 mm/min with Al 6082 on the advancing side and Mg
AZ91 on the retreating side and b higher magnification image of eutectic channel layers

Fig. 2 SEM image of eutectic channels with line scan showing Mg Kα1 and Al Kα1 responses

phase within the eutectic channel, (C) lighter contrast layer and (D) darker contrast
layer.

The spectral compositions from each of these locations are also presented in Fig. 3.
The chemical composition of SpectrumA is 84.1%Mgand10.7%Alwhich is close to
the composition of the α-Mg solid solution at maximum solid solubility of Al in Mg,
but slightly lean in Mg content. The leaner Mg content suggests non-equilibrium
solidification of the solid solution at/below the eutectic temperature. Spectrum B
taken froman island phasewithin the eutectic channel reveals a composition of 76.1%
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Fig. 3 EDS spectra taken from within and outside the eutectic channel: a matrix of the channel,
b island phase within channel, c lighter contrast layer, d darker contrast layer

Mg and 19.2% Al, which is close to the anticipated composition of the Mg17Al12/α-
Mg eutectic, 68% Mg and 19% Al. Here, however, the composition is rich in Mg,
but this would be consistent with non-equilibrium solidification at/below the eutectic
temperature—the Mg solute rejected by the solidification of α-Mg is manifested as
a Mg-richer eutectic structure. The presence of eutectic layers is consistent with
the observations of other researchers who have studied the joining of Mg/Al alloys
through solid-state processes [5–8].

Spectrum C taken from the layer showing lighter contrast in the SEM images
reveals a chemical composition of 1.2% Mg and 98.0%, which is entirely consistent
with the Al 6082 composition. Spectrum D taken from the darker contrast layer
presents a composition of 34.0% Mg and 62.1% Al. The equilibrium phase diagram
forMg/Al contains another intermetallic phase,Al3Mg2,with a composition of ~36%
Mg and ~64% Al; therefore, this layer within the weld zone may represent yet
another intermetallic phase influencing the mechanical behavior and properties as
also observed by Xu et al. when joining Mg AZ31 and Al 5A06 [13].

Temperature distribution predictions from the simulation certainly support the
notion that temperatures are sufficient for liquation and the subsequent forma-
tion of the eutectic. Figure 4a shows the predicted temperature profile for the 710
RPM/90 mm/min process parameters with aluminium on the advancing side. The
temperature cross section is taken behind the tool just past the pin profile, i.e., at
6 mm. The isotherms indicated in the image show the 437 °C eutectic temperature
and the 470 °C solidus temperature of α-Mg. A significant portion of the upper weld
zone near the surface and under the tool shoulder experiences temperatures above
the solidus temperature. In this region, therefore, some melting will occur. Many
research studies have shown that during FSW surface material is extruded into the
weld zone typically from the advancing side.

Provided the process parameters are suitable for thorough mixing of the work-
pieces, any liquid formed at the surface would be extruded into the weld zone and
interleaved with plasticized solid material from the workpieces. As suggested by the
temperature profile in Fig. 4a, the bulk of theweld zone below the surface is above the
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Fig. 4 Predicted temperature distribution for the a 710 RPM/90 mm/min and AS Al 6082/RS Mg
AZ91 weld condition and b 710 RPM/140 mm/min and AS Al 6082/RS Mg AZ91 weld condition

eutectic temperature, so much of the liquid extruded from the surface would remain
in that state until cooling occurs, forming theMg17Al12/α-Mg eutectic structure upon
solidification.

Reducing the heat input could mitigate the formation of the eutectic structure if
the surface temperatures could remain below 470 °C; however, it is important to
keep in mind that the solution heat treatment temperature of Al 6082 is 525 °C.
Welding temperatures too far below this level may not lead to as effective mixing of
the aluminium workpiece as that at higher process temperatures. Figure 5 shows the
weld microstructure obtained at 710 RPM tool rotation and 140 mm/min weld speed
with the AS Al 6082/RS Mg AZ91 configuration. The faster weld speed reduces
the heat input, but as seen in the figure, the reduction in heat input is insufficient
to eliminate the eutectic phase. Rather, the eutectic phase dominates the top portion
of the weld nugget where the temperatures are the highest, and, overall, the weld
shows poor mixing of the aluminium workpiece due to the lower temperatures.
Figure 4b shows the predicted temperature profile for these weld conditions taken
on a cross section from the same position as Fig. 4a. Though the zone for which the
temperature exceeds 470 °C is smaller, there is still the potential for liquation at the
surface and extrusion of melt into the weld zone; however, given the poor mixing of
the aluminium at these temperatures, the liquation remains confined to the surface
area with the eutectic structure developing predominantly in this area upon cooling.

Conclusions

Preliminary studies on joining cast Mg AZ91 with wrought Al 6082-T6 were
performed. Characterization work through optical microscopy, SEM and EDS was
initiated, and a numerical simulation of the process was created to help glean deeper
insight into the temperature distributions across the weld zones. The following
observations and conclusions are noted:
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Fig. 5 Weld microstructure at 710 RPM/90 mm/min with Al 6082 on the advancing side and Mg
AZ91 on the retreating side

1. The Mg17Al12/α-Mg eutectic structure is prevalent in the weld zone. The weld
nugget is primarily comprised of interleaved layers of this eutectic structure with
workpiece materials.

2. The eutectic channels are comprised of Mg17Al12/α-Mg eutectic within an α-Mg
matrix. The eutectic is richer in Mg than typical, and the solid solution is leaner
in Mg, suggesting non-equilibrium solidification.

3. Other layers comprising the weld nugget include the baseline Al 6082 and
potentially the other intermetallic phase common in Mg AZ91, Al3Mg2.

4. Temperature predictions from the numerical simulation demonstrate that the
upper portion of the weld nugget experience temperatures at or above the solidus
temperature ofMgAZ91 and that the bulk of the weld nugget remains at or above
the eutectic temperature.
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A Simulation Study on Material Flow
and Mixing Mechanism in Dissimilar
Friction Stir Welding of AA6061
and AZ31 Alloys

Chengle Yang, Qingyu Shi, and Gaoqiang Chen

Abstract During dissimilar Friction Stir Welding (FSW), proper material flow and
mixing processes are of critical importance for a sound joint, but its mechanism
remains unclear. In this paper, a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)-based simu-
lation method was employed to study the material flow and mixing mechanism in
dissimilar Friction Stir Welding of AA6061 and AZ31 alloys based on the numerical
prediction. The predicted temperature field agrees well with the experiment. The
temperature measured in the Mg on the advancing side (AS) is higher than that in Al
on the retreating side (RS). During the welding process, an unsteady mixing process
takes place near the welding tool. Two material mixing patterns during the welding
process are predicted,which are shoulder-affected (SA)mixing and pin-affected (PA)
mixing. The SA mixing is simple and on the macro scale which leads to the inter-
locking feature in the joint. By contrast, the PA mixing is more intense and results
in a high-Mg-percentage mixture with Al-rich patches in the AS of the SZ.

Keywords Friction stir welding · Aluminium · Magnesium · Simulation

Introduction

Al alloys andMg alloys have been widely applied in aerospace and manufacturing of
vehicles because of their benefit in structure light-weighting, and hence, the demand
for joining between them is expected [1]. However, the fusion welding of Al–Mg
alloys has been reported to generate a thick brittle intermetallic compounds (IMCs)
layer at the interface of the two alloys, resulting in the poor mechanical perfor-
mance of the joint [2–4]. Friction Stir Welding (FSW) has been proven capable
in dissimilar welding of Al and Mg alloys for its low heat input and mechanical
effect which restrains the growth of the IMCs layer and generates an interface with
a complex profile between the two alloys [5]. The preferable material mixture in the
joint resulting from the severe material flow during the welding process is another
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primary factor in determining the joint strength [5–8]. The shape and internal struc-
ture of the mixing region strongly affected the fracture behavior and mechanical
properties of the joint [9–11]. However, the process of how the mixing pattern forms
remains unclear.

A great deal of previous research into dissimilar FSWofAl–Mgalloys has focused
on the joint appearance [5, 8, 12, 13]. There is a consensus about the joint structure
that a tortuous interface of Al–Mg exists in the middle of the stir zone (SZ), and
a mixing region consisting of both materials is between the interface and the base
material on the advancing side (AS). The marker material method was utilized to
measure the flow variables including velocity and strain rate during the welding
process [14]. Together, these studies indicate that the material in a different part of
the joint has been through a different flowing process, resulting in different mixing
patterns.

To establish a direct connection between material flow and joint appearance,
efforts by simulation method have been made [15–17]. The welding temperature and
the shape of the mixing region are well-predicted, which proves the validity of the
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) approach with the Volume of Fluid (VOF)
model for tracing the material interface during dissimilar FSW of Al–Mg alloys. One
potential problem in the current study is that the predicted material distribution is
monotonic from the retreating side (RS) to the AS, and, so far, little attention has
been paid to the structure of the complex mixing region in the SZ and its forming
mechanism.

In this paper, a transient VOF model based on the CFD approach and a state-of-
the-art frictional shear stress boundary condition at the tool-workpiece interface [18]
were employed to investigate the material flow and mixing mechanism.

Method

The materials of the two workpieces are commercial AA6061-T6 Al alloy and
AZ31B-H24 Mg alloy. The dimension of each workpiece is 150 × 50 × 3 mm3

(length × width × thickness). The Mg workpiece was placed on the AS, and the Al
workpiece was on the RS. The diameter of the tool shoulder is 13 mm. The tool pin
is in a smooth frustum shape, with a root diameter of 4 mm, end diameter of 3.5 mm,
and length of 2.8 mm. The FSW experiment was conducted at a tool rotation rate of
950 rpm and welding speed of 60 mm/min. The tool axis was aligned with the weld
centerline. The plunge depth of the tool shoulder was 0.2 mm, and a tool tilt angle
of 2.5° against the welding direction ensured the compact contact between the tool
and the workpieces.

K-type thermocouples were embedded in the workpieces on both AS and RS at
8 mm from the weld centerline and 1.5 mm from the top surface to measure the
temperature during the welding process.

The geometry and boundary definition of the CFD model is shown in Fig. 1a.
The dimension of the geometry model is the same as the experiment. The volume
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Fig. 1 Schematic of model. a Boundary definition and dimension of the model. b Mesh scheme
near the welding tool (the red circle is the periphery of the tool shoulder)

of the tool pin was excluded from the fluid domain. The whole calculation domain
has meshed into 510,024 hexagonal grids. The sizes of the grids near the tool are
smaller than 0.1 mm to capture the intense material flow and mixing. A Cartesian
coordinate system was established, whose X-axis aligns with the welding direction,
Y-axis points to the AS, and the origin is at the intersection point of the tool axis and
the top surface of the workpiece.

TheVolume of Fraction (VOF)model was utilized. Transient governing equations
including continuity equation, momentum equation, and energy equation are given
by:

∂ρmix

∂t + ∇ · (ρmix�v) = 0 (1)

∂(ρmix �v)

∂t + ∇ · (ρmix�v�v) = −∇P + ∇ · [
μmix

(∇�v + ∇�vT
)]

(2)

∂(ρmixHmix)

∂t + ∇ ·
(
ρmix

⇀
v H

)
= ∇ · (kmix∇T ) + SV (3)

where t is the time, �v is the velocity vector, and P is the pressure tensor.
According to assumptions in the VOF model, for any given material property

φmix of the mixture, including density ρmix, viscosity μmix, heat conductivity kmix,
and enthalpy Hmix, the value is determined by the volume fraction of the two alloys,
given by:

φmix = αMgφMg + αAlφAl (4)

where αMg and αAl are volume fraction of each alloy, and φMg and φAl are material
properties, respectively.

The volume fraction of Al is determined by:

∂(αAlρAl)

∂t + ∇ · (αAlρAl�vAl) = ṁMg,Al − ṁAl,Mg (5)
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where ṁMg,Al is the mass transfer from Mg to Al in a given volume in a unit time
and vice versa. The volume fraction of Mg is given by:

αMg = 1 − αAl (6)

The viscosity of the material is determined by the viscoelastic theory given by
[19]

μ = σ
3ε̇

(7)

where ε̇ is the effective strain rate. σ is the flow stress of the material, given by [18]

σ = σp sinh−1

[(
ε̇
A exp

( Q
RT

)) 1
n

]
(8)

where σp, A, and n are the material constants, Q is the activation energy of the
material, and R is the ideal gas constant. An empirical softening of material is
considered. The values of the material constants are given in Table 1. The constants
of the AZ31B-H24 Mg alloy were determined by the method in [20] and from data
in [21].

The thermal property of the material is the same as [17].
At the boundary of the tool-workpiece interface, the interfacial stress on the

workpiece material provided by the welding tool is given by a state-of-the-art
flow-mechanical coupled model in [18] as

τ f = M · �D · β (9)

where M is the magnitude term. �D is the direction term, and β is the pseudo-stick
term, given by

�D = �vrel
||�vrel|| (10)

β = tanh(α · ||�vrel||) (11)

where �vrel is the relative velocity between the tool and workpiece at the interface,
and α is a constant.

Table 1 Material constants

Alloy σp , MPa A Q, J/mol n References

AA6061-T6 57.8 1.68 × 1021 292,000 7.25 [20]

AZ31B-H24 200.0 2.96 × 1015 16,530 5.42 [20, 21]
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Other settings of the boundary condition and heat generation setting are similar
to [22].

Results and Discussion

The predicted temperature field is shown in Fig. 2. A basin-shaped region of high
temperature is in the vicinity of the tool-workpiece interface. The peak temperature
is 305.3 °C. The temperature on the AS is higher than that on the RS. Along the
welding direction, the material at the rear side of the tool has a higher temperature
than the leading side.

The temperature measured in the experiment and prediction is compared in Fig. 3.
The measured peak temperature is 231.9 °C on the AS and 209.7 °C on the RS. The
predicted peak temperature is 225.7 °C and 210.4 °C, correspondingly. In FSW of a
single material, the temperature at AS is slightly higher than at RS, and in the case of
dissimilar FSW of Al–Mg alloys, Mgwith lower heat conductivity on the AS than Al
would expand this difference. The predicted peak temperature and high-temperature
profile agree well with the experiment.

Compared to FSW of a single kind of Al [23] or Mg [24] alloy, whose welding
temperature could exceed 450 °C, the temperature of Al–Mg dissimilar welding
is much lower. In current studies of similar welding conditions, the peak welding
temperature is about 350 °C near the pin side [12], and about 360 °C at the tool-
workpiece interface [17], revealing the specificity of dissimilar FSW of Al–Mg
alloys.

The predicted material flowing details near the tool is exhibited in Fig. 4. It could
be found that, in Fig. 4a, the mixing of Al and Mg occurs on both the AS and the RS
of the tool. The tool pin is closely surrounded by an Al-rich mixture. A piece of pure
Mg iswrapped in themixture on theRS. The viscosity in thisMg region is higher than
the surrounding mixture with a higher proportion of Al, as could be found in Fig. 4b.

Fig. 2 Predicted
temperature field
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Fig. 3 Predicted and experiment measured welding temperature at 8 mm from the weld center and
1.5 mm from the upper surface of the workpiece on a the AS and b the RS

As shown in Fig. 4c, there is a thin layer of the high-velocity-flowing region next
to the tool-workpiece interface near the shoulder-pin corner. The highest velocity in
the whole flow field is predicted as 0.20 m/s in this region. The high-velocity layer
is wider near the interface on the AS, but the motion is conducted further into the
workpiece from the interface on the RS. Hence, as shown in Fig. 4d, a large strain
rate of material occurs on both the RS and AS, while there is an additional high-
strain-rate band at the edge of the mixing region on the RS, near the periphery of the
tool shoulder. The highest strain rate is 2212.3 s−1 as predicted.

In the predicted flow field, the material is mixed and the mixture is formed in the
joint, as shown in Fig. 5. Figure 5a presents the predicted material distribution in a
transverse slice of the joint. There is a boundary in the middle of the joint and an
Mg-rich mixture between the boundary and the Mg base material on the AS, which
is following previous studies on the joint appearance [5, 8, 12, 13]. The result that the
top surface of the joint is covered by a thin layer of Al is also consistent with recent
experiment investigations [11]. At the upper part of the joint, material mixing is on

Fig. 4 Material flow field at X = 0 slice across the tool axis. a Material distribution by volume
fraction of Mg. b Viscosity. c Velocity magnitude. d Strain rate
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a macro scale, where a piece of Mg inserts into Al on the RS, and below that, a piece
of Al inserts into Mg on the AS. This inter-inserting pattern forms the interlocking
feature. This kind of mixing material is named shoulder-affected (SA) mixture. In
the Mg-rich mixture on the AS of the SZ, there is a decrease in the Mg fraction,
which indicates a rising in the Al fraction in the mixture and differs from previous
simulation studies [15, 17]. This mixture of a high percentage of Mg with a small
Al-rich patch in it is named as pin-affected (PA) mixture. The mixing mechanism of
these two kinds of mixture is thus named SA mixing and PA mixing, respectively.

Figure 5b exhibits a longitudinal view of the material distribution along the weld.
It could be found that the material flow during the welding process is unsteady since
the contour surface is in a fluctuating shape in the joint. The contour ridges of the
SA mixture, as indicated, are of different lengths, and the Al-rich regions in the PA
mixture, shown as bands or fragments with closed contour surface, are discontinuous
and of different sizes and shapes. In Fig. 5c, the material mixing process is presented.
On the RS of the pin, the PAmixing occurs between the pure Al connecting with base
metal and mixture with a large percentage of Mg, which forms a semi-circle-shape
sharp boundary. This boundary is distributed to the mixture by the transverse motion
of the shoulder on the rear side of the pin, becoming part of the SA mixture. Around
the pin, the PA mixing occurs between the circular Al-rich material next to the pin
and the surrounded Mg. On the AS of the pin, the mixture with a higher proportion
of Al deposits forms the PA mixture in the joint.

To demonstrate the material flow behavior of the mixing process, streamlines
are extracted from the flow field as shown in Fig. 6. In Fig. 6a, the SA mixing is
along large radius semi-circle paths, which are near the shoulder and bypass the pin,
indicating a simple and smooth flowing pattern of SA mixing. However, for the PA
mixing in Fig. 6b, the selected streamline revolves around the tool pin for multiple

Fig. 5 Materialmixing during thewelding process and distribution in the joint. a Predictedmaterial
distribution in the joint at X = −10 mm slice. b A 3D oblique view of material distribution from
the tool to the slice in a, with the contour surface at a volume fraction of Mg being 0.8. c Material
mixing and mixture formation near the tool pin, at the horizontal slice plane of Z = −1 mm
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Fig. 6 Material flow pattern of different mixing mode and their corresponding depositing position
at the slice of Fig. 5a. a SA mixing. b PA mixing

circles in a smaller radius. Along the streamline, the radius decreases and goes down
in the negative Z-direction. The multi-circular part of the streamline is in the high-
velocity region near the tool-workpiece interface, as shown in Fig. 4c. This reveals
the PA mixing is more intense than the SA mixing. It is worth noting that, although
the streamlines might not be the same as the real material flowing trace because of
the unsteadiness of the flow field, they could still represent the feature of the two
mixing mechanisms and the difference between them.

Conclusion

A CFD model based on VOF formulation has been established to investigate the
material mixing process during dissimilar FSW of Al–Mg alloys. The predicted peak
temperature and temperature profile agree well with the experiment measurement.
The welding temperature on the AS is higher than that on the RS. The simulation
shows that the material mixing is unsteady during the FSW process, resulting in a
fluctuant component distribution along the longitudinal direction in the SZ of the
joint. The simulation demonstrates two mixing patterns in the joint, which are SA
mixing and PA mixing. The SA mixing is simple and on the macro scale which
leads to the interlocking feature in the joint. The more intense PA mixing results in
a high-Mg-percentage mixture with Al-rich patches in the AS of the SZ.
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Mechanism of Joint Formation
in Dissimilar Friction Stir Welding
of Aluminum to Steel

Amlan Kar, Todd Curtis, Bharat K. Jasthi, Wade Lein, Zackery McClelland,
and Grant Crawford

Abstract This paper highlights the influence of load-controlled experiments on
heat input and corresponding improvement in mechanical properties of dissimilar
friction stir lap welding of aluminum 6061 alloy (Al-6061) and mild steel (MS)
with different thicknesses. Dissimilar welds are produced at different loads and heat
input conditions. The microstructure and chemical composition of the weld interface
were characterized to determine the deformation behaviour, quality of interfacial
layer formation, and joining mechanisms at the aluminum-to-steel interface. An
improvement (more than65% joint efficiency) in shear tensile propertieswas reported
under optimized process conditions. Mechanisms associated with improved tensile
properties have been identified. Mechanical mixing, the formation of intercalated
structures, and the evolution of diffusion layers are considered the mechanisms of
dissimilar joint formation.

Keywords Dissimilar friction stir weld · Load control experiments ·
Microstructure · Tensile properties ·Mechanical mixing ·Mechanisms ·
Intercalated structures

Introduction

Dissimilar welding of aluminum (Al) to steel (Fe) provides the potential to
lightweight structural components while maintaining the excellent strength and
corrosion resistance of the parent materials. Therefore, welding of Al to Fe is vital
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for a wide range of industrial applications (e.g., aerospace, automotive, petrochem-
ical, and energy) [1]. Dissimilar welded structures offer design flexibility, which
may result in improved location-specific strength, significant weight reduction,
and, in many cases, reduced production cost. However, welding of Al to Fe using
conventional fusion welding techniques has historically been problematic and cost-
prohibitive. This is mainly due to the large difference in their physical properties,
thermal properties, and formation of brittle intermetallic compounds (IMC). The
IMCs at the weld interface cause crack formation and propagation when subjected
to external mechanical loading, leading to inferior mechanical properties of the
dissimilar metal joints.

Solid-state welding has been used in recent years to join different similar and
dissimilar materials under an applied load at a temperature below the melting point
of all contacting materials. Friction stir welding (FSW) is a solid-state welding
technique that has been extensively used for dissimilar metal welding [2, 3]. It is
recognized as green technology with numerous advantages, including no need for
shielding gases, low tenacity of forming solidification defects, and low heat input.
Despite numerous benefits, dissimilar FSW of Al to Fe is frequently associated with
low mechanical properties due to the formation of interfacial defects, inhomoge-
neous elemental mixing at the interface leading to crack formation, and evolution of
brittle IMCs [2].

Numerous studies have evaluated defect formation and characterized IMC devel-
opment in dissimilar Al to Fe FSWs [4–7]. However, little attention has been paid to
understanding the influence of interface characteristics on the mechanical properties
of dissimilar Al to Fe FSWs. The quality of the interface determines defect forma-
tion and the type of IMCs that develop. During tensile testing, the composition and
local microstructure present in each layer across the weld interface determine the
location of crack initiation. A brittle interface and weaker zone across the weld may
result in the formation of cracks and premature failure of the joints leading to inferior
mechanical properties. On the other hand, the chemical composition and mechan-
ical mixing across the interface can encourage the formation of localized diffusion
layers, and associated IMC formation, depending on the thermomechanical condition
of the system [5]. Thermomechanical conditions, including heat input and severity
of deformation at the interface in FSW, can be controlled by processing parameters,
design of welding interfaces [1], normal load, feedback torques, and a number of
welding passes, etc. One of the difficulties in friction stir lap welding (FSLW) of soft
to hard materials, such as welding of Al to Fe, is tool wear that leads to variation in
deformation and process conditions from one end to the other end of the weld. Most
of the past research work avoided severe interaction of rotating tool with Fe alloy
to avoid tool wear or provided little penetration into Fe plate in FSLW of Al to Fe
[6, 8]. Refractory metal pin tools were extensively used to protect the tool materials
from overheating and wearing out during welding [6, 9]. Instead of over-plunging,
multipass welding could be employed to protect the tool, increase the bonding area,
promote mechanical joining, and improve mechanical properties [7, 10].

In the current investigation, multipass FSLW of aluminum 6061 (Al-6061) to
mild steel (MS) was performed to elucidate the influence of heat input and interface
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characteristics on the mechanical properties of the dissimilar Al-6061/MS weld.
Therefore,multipass FSLWup to three passeswith 100%overlappedwere conducted
to vary the input conditions and microstructural evolution at the weld interface. The
effect of weld microstructure and chemical composition on mechanical properties
was investigated to determine the mechanism of joint formation and elucidate ideal
joint quality for superior mechanical properties.

Experimental Procedure

Aluminum alloy AA6061-T6 (Al-6061) and mild steel (MS) sheet has been lap
welded up to three passes using an i-STIR-10 FSW system. A schematic drawing
of the process is shown in Fig. 1. The Al and Fe sheet thickness was 3.175 mm
and 12.7 mm, respectively. Before FSLW, the surface contamination of Al and Fe
plates was polished by abrasive paper and cleaned by acetone. The Al sheet was
lapped to the Fe sheet at the advancing side (AS) for lap welding. A conventional
frustum-shaped pin tool made of H13 tool steel with 25.4 mm shoulder diameter and
convex feature was used for the welding. The length and diameter of the tool pin
were 3.0 mm, and varied from 6 mm at the root and 4 mm at the tip. Load control
FSW was performed at 400 rpm (revolution/min) tool rotation speed, 127 mm/min
welding speed, and a constant value of tool tilt angle at 2.5°.

The welded sample was sectioned using a waterjet cutting machine for metallo-
graphic characterization and shear tensile testing, as schematically shown in Fig. 1.
The metallographic samples with different welding passes were initially polished
with the help of silica sandpapers of different grit size of 240, 400, 600, and 1200.
Final polishing was conducted by diamond cloth polishing. The joint interface of the
weld samples was examined with the help of a dual beam field emission scanning

Fig. 1 A schematic representation of the welding process and sectioned metallographic and shear
tensile samples
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electron microscope (Helios 5 CX, Thermo Scientific, Massachusetts, USA) inte-
grated with Oxford energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) detectors and software.
The dimensions of the shear tensile sample with different welding passes and heat
input were 150 mm in length and 24 mm in width along a line perpendicular to
the welding direction. The tests were performed using a servo-hydraulic uniaxial
testing system (Inc., Model 313 (Shakopee, MN, USA)) at room temperature using
a displacement rate of 1.27 mm/min to evaluate the shear strength of the welds.

Results and Discussion

Heat Input Calculation

The main goal of FSLW is to generate dissimilar lap welds between Al-6061 and
MS with improved bond strengths by generating thermal energy due to friction. The
generated thermal energy acts as heat input to the welding system, which soften
the weld plates and helps in stirring the material around the FSW tool. Therefore,
heat input is an essential factor in process optimization, microstructure evolution,
and final mechanical properties of the welds. In FSW, heat input is calculated using
Eq. (1) [11].

Heat input = Power

Welding speed
= Tool rotation speed× Torque

Welding speed
(1)

In this equation, tool rotation speed (TRS) and welding speed (WS) are extrinsic
parameters whereas torque is an intrinsic parameter coming from the deformation
of materials around the tool. The theoretical model described here is extensively
used in literature and correlates greatly with experimental results. Considering the
processing condition and experimentally obtained feedback torque, heat input was
calculated usingEq. 1, as represented inTable 1. It is found that heat input in each pass
reduces continuously with the increase in the number of welding passes. However,
as the same material was subjected to processing in the subsequent pass, cumulative
heat input to the material increases with the increase in the number of welding pass.

Table 1 Theoretically calculated heat input values for the welds with different welding passes

Weld ID TRS (rpm) WS
(mm/min)

Forge load
(kN)

Torque (Nm) Heat input
(kJ/m)

Cumulated
heat input
(kJ/m)

1st pass 400 127 23.13 90.83 286 286

2nd pass 24.91 88.67 279 565

3rd pass 24.46 83.92 264 829
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Microstructural Characterization

The interface microstructures of the friction stir weld between Al 6061 alloy (Al-
6061) and mild steel (MS) at different passes are shown in Fig. 2. The interfacial
morphology of the welds varied with the number of passes and heat input conditions.
An increase in the number of welding passes promoted additional heat input to
the weld, deformation at the weld interface, and fragmentation of coarse particles
developed in the earlier pass [10]. However, macroscale defects were not observed
in any of the welds. After the first pass, the dissimilar Al-6061/MS FSW exhibited
a straight interface, without a diffusion layer, and severe deformation occurred on
the Fe side of the interface (Fig. 2a). The weld nugget exhibited several particles
of different sizes (indicated by arrows in Fig. 2b), which were distributed in the Al
matrix. These particles were seen in all welds with different processing conditions
and heat inputs. After the second pass (Fig. 2b), an intercalated zone (ICZ) could
be seen on the Fe side of the weld. The ICZ is the zone combining fragmented Fe
and diffused Al leading to comparatively stronger joining [2]. This is the potential
zone for defect formation if the processing parameters and flow behaviours are not
properly optimized. The Al-6061/MS FSW, after the third pass (Fig. 2c), contained
an additional zone, named mechanically mixed zone (MMZ). The MMZ is mainly
characterized by a composite mixture of diffused particles, Fe particles, and Al
matrix. It is considered the strongest joint quality in dissimilar welds [2].

Chemical Analysis of Interface

Amechanically mixed layer (MML) formed at the weld interface due to the inclusion
of Fe particles and diffused particles, in theAlmatrix, as described in Fig. 2c.AnEDS
line scan across an MML, formed at the weld interface after the third pass, showed
a continuous composition variation from the Al to Fe side of the weld interface
(Fig. 3a). Deviation from a constant elemental composition indicated the absence of
IMCs.A shift from the continuous variation in composition illustrated the distribution
of fine particles and diffused particles in the MML.

On the other hand, ICZ exhibits amore abrupt variation in elemental concentration
(Fig. 3b). A constant elemental composition at certain regions of the ICZ indicates
elemental diffusion and the possible formation of IMC of Al–Fe depending on ther-
momechanical conditions and Gibbs free energy [12, 13]. Severe deformation and
forged diffusion of Al in the fragmented Fe flakes at the weld interface promote the
formation of ICZ. Therefore, it can be said that the ICZ is more prone to the forma-
tion of an extended diffusion layer in comparison to the MMZ. Interestingly, these
layer thicknesses reach the critical thickness of 10 µm to obtain a better mechanical
property due to alternate layers of Al and Fe [14]. Therefore, the presence of ICZ
generally improves the tensile properties due to the clutching of Al and Fe layers.
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Fig. 2 Macroscopic cross-sectional SEM (backscatter) image of dissimilar Al-6061/MS FSWafter
a 1st pass, b 2nd pass, and c 3rd pass showing the difference in weld interfacial morphologies at d
the ND-TD orientation of the welded plates (Fig. 1)

Fig. 3 EDS line scan analysis across the a mechanically mixed zone (MMZ) including IMCs and
b intercalated zone (ICZ) showing elemental inhomogeneity across the different dissimilar weld
interfacial zones
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Mechanical Properties

The effect of welding passes and torque-based heat input on the shear tensile property
can be seen in Fig. 4a. The weld after the first pass and after the second pass exhibited
the lowest and highest shear tensile strength. Theweld after the second pass exhibited
joint strength of 196 MPa, which was 65% joint efficiency, compared with the base
Al6061having a tensile strength of 303MPa.The samematerial also shows the lowest
error (±3 MPa) in the tensile property. The low error bar indicates consistency in
the tensile property. Hence, the material after the second pass is considered the best
quality weld in the present investigation. The samples after shear tensile tests are
shown in Fig. 4b. The weld after the first and third pass, which showed inferior
welds, promoted crack formation and propagation in the RS of the Al plate within
the processed zone. The welding after third pass showed joint strength of 157 MPa
and 51% joint efficiency. The fracture location for the weld with second pass was
outside the welding zone. Interestingly, no fracture at the Al-6061/MS joint was
noticed, and that indicated the formation of a high-quality weld after each welding
pass. Information from the fracture samples pointed to superior quality weld. The
microstructure evolution in Al decided the fraction location, which was dictated by
the cumulative heat input and thermomechanical deformation condition after each
pass.

After the second pass, ICZ was formed in the weld interface, making the joint
stronger. A similar weld interface with more deformation and diffusion layer forma-
tion could be seen after the third pass. The evolution of a thin diffusion layer along the
weld interface made the joint weak. Further, the highest cumulative heat input in the
weld after the second pass could lead to grain growth, which helped in reducing the
weld’s tensile properties due to the Hall–Petch strengthening mechanism [15]. The
improvement in joint strength after the second pass, therefore, has been attributed to

Fig. 4 Shear tensile test results showing a comparative tensile properties and b corresponding
fracture samples with three different passes
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the formation of ICZ at the joint interface, reduction in IMC, lesser grain growth, and
appearance of fracture outside of the weld nugget (specifically in the heat-affected
zone of the weld), etc.

Conclusion

Load-controlled friction stir lap welding with multiple welding passes and heat input
conditionswas performed to correlate process conditions and interface characteristics
with the mechanical properties of the welds. Weld interfaces were characterized to
understand the quality of the weld and chemical composition across the welds. The
following conclusions can be drawn from the investigation.

1. Load-controlled, friction stir lap welding of Al 6061 to mild steel performed
in multiple passes resulted in a variation in feedback torque and heat input and
ultimately modified the thermomechanical process history imposed on the joint.

2. With increasing welding passes, during which deformation and heat input condi-
tion varies, led to forming three different layers, such as intercalated zone (ICZ),
mechanically mixed zone (MMZ) and extended diffusion layer. The ICZ formed
in the weld after the second pass. The weld with the third pass exhibited MMZ,
ICZ, and alternating diffusion layers across the lap weld interface.

3. The diffusion layer formed in the ICZ after the second pass was thinner than
the diffusion formed adjacent to the MML following the third welding pass. The
presence of alternating diffused layers of parent materials in the ICZ made the
joint stronger, and hence, the shear tensile sample fractured outside the welding
zone.

4. Theweld after the second pass exhibited 65% joint efficiency due to the formation
of a thin diffusion layer and ICZ. The presence of MMZ after the third welding
pass reduced the probability of interfacial defect formation; however, the devel-
opment of a thick diffusion layer along the weld interface (due to higher heat
input and extended exposure to high temperatures) weakened the joint, resulting
in 51% joint efficiency. The presence and relative size of the MMZ and ICZ
layers, in addition to the location and thickness of the diffusion layer, must be
engineered through an appropriate selection of processing conditions to develop
a strong Al to Fe dissimilar FSW joint.
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Submerged Bobbin Tool (SBT) Tunneling
Technology

Dwight A. Burford, Maurizio Manzo, Hector Siller, Supreeth Gaddam,
Anurag Gumaste, James Koonce III, Aleandro Saez, and Rajiv S. Mishra

Abstract Submerged bobbin tool (SBT) tunneling is a new friction stir processing
(FSP) technique for making integral channels within malleable materials. Like a
conventional bobbin tool (BT) for friction stir welding (FSW), an SBT toolset has
two opposing shoulders spaced apart along the bobbin or probe section of the tool.
Unlike a conventional BT, an SBT is used to form integral subsurface channels
by passing the shoulder at the distal end of the probe through the workpiece during
processing. Example uses of internal pathways are found in heat exchangers, cooling
plates, and vacuum tools. Advance usesmay include lesseningweight andmodifying
the stiffness of structural components. A preliminary evaluation in AA6061-T6511
plates shows this special form of FSP has low process forces and is therefore capable
of being deployed on CNC (computer numerical control) machining centers and
friction stir-capable industrial robots as well as purpose-built FSP machines. Conse-
quently, SBT tunneling holds potential use in a wide range of applications requiring
curvilinear internal pathways for wiring, gases, and fluids, as well as internal spaces
for the placement of powders and solid materials like composites.
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Introduction

Producing internal passageways in heat exchangers and similar hardware using fric-
tion stir processing (FSP) was introduced byMishra in 2002 [1–3]. Existing methods
available at the time for forming enclosed channels in metals involved fabricating
matching sets of parts by stamping, extruding, etching, machining, and other manu-
facturing methods [4–6]. Once completed, the matching sets were then joined with
fasteners, adhesives, laser welding, etc., to enclose the channel(s). Tubing attached
mechanically or by brazing to metal plates has also been used in the production of
heat management systems, such as in loop heat pipes [7].

This new use for FSP introduced by Mishra, known as friction stir channeling
(FSC), was characterized by Balasubramanian et al. [8]. Using a commercially avail-
able CFD software package, the authors evaluated FSC channels having different
hydraulic diameters. Samples were tested for both pressure drop and heat transfer
along the lengths of the channels. This work was complemented by research charac-
terizing the shape and surface roughness of FSC channels as a function of processing
parameters [9]. The cross-sectional areas of the channels tested in this research were
found to increase with traversing speed and a reduction in tool rotational rate.

Using an infrared (IR) camera, Balasubramanian et al. also studied peak temper-
atures in the process zone as a function of specific energy input into AA6061-T6
coupons during FSC [10]. From this research, a mechanistic model for spindle torque
versus specific energy was developed and tested as a function of (1) the rotational
rate of the FSC tool, (2) its traversing speed, and (3) its plunge depth within the
workpiece. The model was based on a least-squares analysis, and test results showed
a positive linear correlation between peak temperature and specific energy during
FSC processing. It was also observed that the cross-sectional area of the channels
decreased with increasing specific energy input.

FSC process forces in AA6061-T6 were also studied by Balasubramanian et al.
[11]. Using a high-speed data acquisition system, the net resultant force acting on the
tool was recorded and then plotted as a function of process parameters. The authors
observed a correlation between material flow and the formation of channels in the
stir zone based on the magnitude and direction of net forces acting on the tool during
FSC. Internal channels were successfully produced when the resultant process force
acting on the toolset was observed to be between the retreating side and the trailing
edge of the tool probe. In contrast, only partial channels were produced when the
resultant force was oriented between the trailing edge and the advancing side.

Pandya et al. used X-ray computed tomography and optical microscopy to study
the morphology of channels produced by FSC [12]. In one instance, a broken probe
embedded within the workpiece provided a unique opportunity to view in situ flow
patterns immediately around the tool and in the surrounding deformedmaterial. From
their research, the authors concluded that there are five distinct material deformation
regions associated with the formation of four-sided channels, which result from the
dynamic interaction of the material with the FSC tool probe and shoulder.
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Mehta and Vilaça reviewed variants of FSC that have emerged since Mishra’s
original disclosure [13]. Their review included related variants like the stationary
shoulder approach recently advanced by Di Pietro et al. [14, 15]. FSC methods
discussed included those in which tool tilt is set to zero and the shoulder face is
maintained on the part surface. The reviewers found that FSC channels with a range
in sizes could be fabricated to have acceptable internal surface finishes that qualify as
being production-ready for certain applications. By combining friction stir welding
(FSW) with FSC, a hybrid FSC process was shown to be capable of joining multiple
parts together while forming channels along the joint line between both similar and
dissimilar metal components [16, 17].

In early 2021, Burford and Mishra introduced a unique friction stir processing
(FSP) technique for forming integral internal channels that utilizes specially designed
bobbin tools [18]. This new approach for producing subsurface channels, called
submerged bobbin tool (SBT) tunneling, involves positioning the shoulder at the
distal end of a tool probe within the workpiece during processing. Conventional
bobbin tools used for FSW, such as described by Goetze et al. [19], were not directly
adaptable for this new patent pending use of friction stir bobbin tools. Therefore,
specially designed bobbin tools were developed.

The initial SBT development was carried out on a CNC lathe equipped with a
specially designed fixture as described by Burford et al. [20, 21]. This approach
for forming channels was pursued because of the potential bobbin tools have for
reducing out-of-plane process forces compared to single-sided friction stir tools. It
was anticipated that this new approach would be capable of producing curvilinear
internal pathways for a range of existing and newuses, including pathways forwiring,
gases, fluids, and tubing, as well as reservoirs for powders and solid materials such
as composites. Targeted components include heat exchangers, cooling plates, and
vacuum tools. Other potential uses are in electric vehicle battery trays and in struc-
tural components having integral pathways for embedded sensor wiring, pneumatic
actuator lines, and engineered designs for weight reduction and stiffness tuning.

Following the initial SBT development phase, a program for testing the transfer-
ability of SBT tunnelingwas carried out. For this next phase, several series of coupon-
level tests were completed on two pieces of equipment located on the Discovery Park
campus of the University of North Texas (UNT): (1) a purpose-built FSP machine
and (2) an FSP-capable industrial robot. Results from the transferability phase and
the prior developmental phase demonstrated that this new technology is adaptable
to a range of industry equipment. SBT tunneling is therefore expected to potentially
produce a variety of channel configurations for a range of applications—from linear
channels to curvilinear internal pathways in complex-shaped parts.

A general description of the SBT tunneling process is presented in the next section.
Results from the initial process development phase and the technology transfer
assessment phase are then discussed and summarized in the subsequent sections.
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SBT Tunneling

SBT tunneling is based on a unique tool design that has a probe with the general
shape of a bobbin. The components of an example two-piece toolset are shown in
Fig. 1. The shoulder at the terminal end of the probe is specially designed to pass
efficiently through the workpiece as the process progresses. An important function of
the probe design is to consolidate the FSP bridging material formed behind the tool
as it advances along the path of the channel. This process is illustrated schematically
in Fig. 2, which shows a cut-out around an advancing SBT tool.

Toolsets for SBT tunneling are designed to form integral subsurface channels
(tunnels) having a machined-like surface finish on all internal faces, including on the
bridge or ceiling face of a given channel. Like a conventional bobbin tool (BT) used
in FSW, an SBT toolset has two opposing shoulders spaced apart along the bobbin or
probe section of the tool. Unlike a conventional BT, an SBT is used to form enclosed
internal channels by the distal shoulder—the shoulder located at the terminal end
of the bobbin—being submerged within the workpiece while the opposite shoulder
is positioned on an outer surface of the workpiece during processing [18, 21]. The

Fig. 1 Example set of preproduction SBT toolsets. Each tool is comprised of (1) the SBT probe
and (2) the tool body with integral shoulder [16]

Fig. 2 Schematic of a
cut-out around an advancing
SBT tool for producing
integral channels
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shape of this unique form of tool design introduces physical support to the processed
material as it recombines along the trailing region behind the rotating tool.

Similar to otherBTdesigns, the opposing shoulders of SBT toolset designs serve to
contain a significant portion of stirred material generated throughout the progression
of the process. As a result, process forces generated parallel to the tool’s axis of
rotation are reacted between the opposing shoulders. Compared to single-sided tool
designs having one shoulder, SBT toolsets therefore produce relatively lower out-
of-plane forces that must be supported by the fabrication equipment in use. This, in
turn, means that the fabrication equipment for the SBT process has reduced force
and stiffness requirements compared to equipment for single-sided FSC methods.
Also demonstrated in this work, SBT tunneling may be performed rapidly with an
appropriate toolset design. For example, well-formed channels have consistently
been produced in AA6061 aluminum at travel speeds of 635 mm/min, and speeds as
high as 890 mm/min were achieved.

SBT tunneling was also designed to be a versatile process. Because of the narrow
profile of SBT toolset designs, this unique process can be applied to complex part
configurations. One example is illustrated schematically in Fig. 3, where a channel
is “installed” in a confined space next to a flange. Additionally, sequencing SBT
tunneling operations with machining operations on machining centers opens oppor-
tunities for completing parts in a single machine setup. Note, however, that SBT
tunneling is not a machining operation. It is a localized thermomechanical process
which depends upon process parameters in a much different way when compared to
machining operations.

Figure 3 also illustrates how SBT channels may be used with or without inserts or
liners. In either case, SBT channels can serve as conduits for wiring and for tubing
which is used to distribute various media. For many applications, e.g., in pneumatic
and/or vacuum lines, inserts and liners are not needed. Included in the illustration
presented in Fig. 3 is a channel that serves as a conduit for routingwiring to a sensor or
device, such as a proximity sensor. Other applicationsmay include embedded sensors
for measuring accelerations, vibrations, and impact. They may also be installed for
measuring the content of gases, such as humidity or vapors from volatile substances.

Another example use of SBT channels is illustrated in Fig. 4. The component
shown in the figure is an idealized modular out-of-autoclave vacuum tool having
internal pathways for heating oils. Integral subsurface channels are also incorporated

Fig. 3 A schematic of a
generalized curvilinear part
demonstrating optional
combinations of integral
channels, including
placement of smart sensors,
sensor wiring, tubing, etc
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Fig. 4 An idealized modular
out-of-autoclave vacuum tool
having internal pathways for
heating and cooling fluids. It
incorporates other uses of
integral subsurface channels,
including vacuum lines and
channels for thermocouple
wire management

in the idealized design to include vacuum lines and channels for thermocouple wire
management.

Similar uses of channels as those shown in this section may be designed into
electric vehicle (EV) battery trays, structures for dense electronic components, and
components designed for reduced heat signatures. Channels can also enable the func-
tionality of part actuation and monitoring by providing integral pneumatic lines and
pathways for distributing wiring to health monitoring devices, respectively. Struc-
tures having integral composite stiffeners are further examples of advanced uses
of SBT integral channels. Parallel opportunities include the reduction of weight
in monolithic structures in which channels cannot be extruded by conventional
processes. As an FSP process, SBT may also be used to insert channels encased in
wrought material into castings and parts manufactured via additive manufacturing.
Repair of existing channels (e.g., in castings) as a remediatory process is another
potential application of the SBT tunneling technology.

Phase 1: Initial Process Development

SBT tunneling was originally pursued to develop an agile, low-force approach to
fabricating curvilinear integral pathways in a single pass. To meet this goal, a devel-
opment program was carried out on a 2-D prototyping system pictured in Fig. 5. The
main components of this 2-D system included: (1) a standard CNC lathe; (2) a set
of experimental SBT toolsets (to be mounted in the chuck of the lathe); and (3) a
custom fixture for holding FSP test coupons. Because of the limited force capabilities
of this system, it was found to be ideal for driving the development of SBT tunneling
toward being a low-force friction stir process.

Several other items are worth noting in Fig. 5. First are the 102 mm (4 in) long
AA6061-T6511 coupons which are mounted in the FSP fixture: during processing
(left) and after processing (right). The picture on the right also provides an example
of the cone flash that is formed upon extracting the SBT probe at the end of the
processing path. This flash is easily removed in subsequent machining operations.
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Fig. 5 2-D prototyping system comprised of a CNC lathe, experimental SBT toolsets (mounted in
the lathe chuck), and test couponsmounted on a customfixture built for friction stir tool development

Second, coolant is shown being applied to the backing anvil to dampen thermal
transients in the fixture and thus reduce thermal expansion and contraction swings
in its components during processing and the following cool-down phase. This is
considered important for protecting the lathe equipment as well as for maintaining
the integrity of the SBT process, which is run in position control on this test fixture.

Figure 6 provides details of a typical test coupon designed for the initial phase of
developing preproduction SBT toolsets and related process parameters. The coupons
weremade fromAA6061-T6511 extruded plate and ranged in thickness from 9.5mm
(0.375 in) to 25.4 mm (1.0 in). Key features of the coupon layout included a starter
hole followed by a slot extending along the processing path. The slot was not directly
connected to the starter hole to ensure there was sufficient area around the hole for
initial shoulder contact, which is needed for uniform frictional heating at the start
of the processing phase. This spacing was also sized to ensure sufficient material
was available to fill the bobbin early in a process run. These machined features were
adjusted in size and location as part of the development phase to manage material
movement during processing.

Given the bobbin shape of an SBT probe, a starter hole was found to be necessary
for beginning the tunneling process within the profile of the workpiece. The purpose
of the slot was to provide a reservoir of sufficient capacity to receive the material
that is displaced by the shoulder on the distal end of the probe. It was found that if
the slot is too large, not enough material is available to form a fully consolidated
bridge or ceiling over the channel. If the slot is too small, there is a risk of breaking
the probe because of the buildup of process forces with the accumulation of material
ahead of the traversing tool.

Initially, the two-piece SBT toolsets were sized for a nominal channel cross-
section of 2 mm by 9 mm. To arrive at a stable channel cross-section along the
entire length of the channel required a series of development iterations involving
adjustments to the shoulder diameter, shoulder scrolls, and the features and shape of
the SBT probe. Obtaining a well-formed channel from the start of a processing pass
required careful control of the plunge and the tool dwell stages. Following the dwell
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Fig. 6 Schematic of a test coupon for developing process parameters in AA6061-T6511 extruded
plate

stage, a carefully controlled ramp-up to the steady-state travel speed was developed
as shown in Fig. 7. In all cases, the transition to the steady-state travel speed occurred
in less than 25 mm.

As noted previously, using a CNC lathe imposed certain constraints on the devel-
opment phase.Aside from the 2-Dmotion limitation, itwas limited to position control
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Fig. 7 A graph depicting the process sequence in terms of travel speed for five different travel
speeds, ranging from 127 mm/min to 635 mm/min at 750 rpm
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Fig. 8 Shoulder (top) side
and opposite (bottom) side of
a 6061-T6511 coupon
processed at 610 mm/min
(24 ipm) and 750 rpm and
then machined to view the
interior of the channels

and each of its axes was limited in power. These constraints governed the size of the
channels and the travel speeds that could be attempted. During this initial phase,
attempted processing speeds ranged from 25.4 mm/min to 635 mm/min. A series
of probe styles were tested until a robust tool design was demonstrated to produce
multiple successive channels at a travel speed of 635 mm/min.

Figure 8 shows slots which were machined in either side of a typical development
coupon to visually inspect thewalls of channels in processed coupons. Both the upper
and the lower surfaces of the exposed channels were found to have the appearance
of a machined surface, having semicircular striations similar to the shoulder tracks
on the top surfaces of the coupons.

As part of documenting the quality of SBT channels, test coupons were exam-
ined visually, metallographically, and with an X-ray microscope (XRM). The XRM
proved quite valuable for documenting the nature of the SBT channel surfaces,
providing 3-D images like the one in Fig. 9 for characterizing surface roughness.
As can be seen, the surface is regular or periodic. Slower travel speeds were found
to produce closer spacings in the surface roughness periodicity.

Initial steps were taken to investigate the benefit of treating channel surfaces
by abrasive flow machining (AFM). Figure 10 shows images and cross-sections of
selected coupons treated with this internal honing process. FSP processing param-
eters for the channels shown in Fig. 10 were 254 mm/min, 381 mm/min, and
508 mm/min, respectively as indicated in the figure. In all cases, the spindle rotation
rate was 750 rpm.
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Fig. 9 Surface model built from XRM test data results for a channel produced at 635 mm/min (25
ipm) and 750 rpm

Fig. 10 Images and cross-sections of selected coupons treated with abrasive flow machining
(AFM). FSP processing parameters for channel: 254 mm/min upper row; 381 mm/min middle
row; and 508 mm/min bottom row. Spindle rotation speed was 750 rpm. For the AFM process, 600
psi was used with a 104 mm diameter machine cylinder. The abrasive flow media had a medium
viscosity with an abrasive grit size of 150. Samples were processed between 4 to 12 cycles, with an
average flow time per cycle of 6 min

Phase 2: Technology Transfer Evaluation

Two technology transfer paths for transferring SBT tunneling from the CNC lathe
testbed are depicted in Fig. 11. Each was tested in the summer of 2021. The first
was to a purpose-built FSP machine. The second was to an industrial robot equipped
with an FSP end effector. Results of these evaluations are presented in the next two
subsections.
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Fig. 11 Schematic showing
the two technology transfer
paths evaluated in this study:
from the CNC lathe testbed
to (1) to a purpose-built FSP
machine and (2) an industrial
robot equipped with an FSP
end effector

Purpose-Built FSP Machine

A set of five coupons, shown in Fig. 12, were processed under position control on the
UNT purpose-built FSP machine for the first technology transfer path test. This set
of coupons was premachined to the same design and from the same stock material
used in the development phase. Each test coupon was then processed at a travel speed
corresponding to a speed used in Phase 1, ranging from 127mm/min to 635mm/min.

Figure 13 presents process forces plotted as a function of distance traveled and
rate of travel for coupons processed at 254 mm/min, 381 mm/min, 508 mm/min, and
635 mm/min, respectively. The forge force for the steady-state portion of the process
ranged from nominally 3.5 kN at 254 mm/min to nominally 4.7 kN at 635 mm/min.

Fig. 12 Set of five SBT tunneling coupons processed on the UNT purpose-built FSP machine.
Five individual travel speeds were tested: left to right, 127 mm/min (5 ipm), 254 mm/min (10 ipm),
381 mm/min (15 ipm), 508 mm/min (20 ipm), and 635 mm/min (25 ipm). The rotational rate for
each coupon was 750 rpm
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The traversing or longitudinal force for the steady-state portion of the process ranged
fromnominally 1.7 kN at 254mm/min to nominally 2 kN at 635mm/min. In addition,
the cross or transverse force for the steady-state portion of the process ranged from
nominally 0.7 kN at 254 mm/min to nominally 2 kN at 635 mm/min. The initial
transient segment of the curves corresponds to the transition in travel from the starting
hole to the slot along the SBT process path. It also relates to the thermal softening
which occurs in the ramp-up phase of the process cycle. As expected, the force plots
in Fig. 13 reflect the travel speed plots in Fig. 7.

Figure 14 presents a collage of macrographs and micrographs of a cross-section
taken from the steady-state portion of the coupon processed at 381 mm/min on the
purpose-built FSP machine at UNT. No voids were evident in any of the stir zones
examined between the bobbin tool shoulder track and the bridge or ceiling face of
the channel. As with other FSP operations, a fine grain microstructure is produced
in the stir zone around the channel. While it is observed that the stir zone extending
between the tool shoulders has a classical appearance of a friction stir morphology
(e.g., a fine equiaxed grain structure), the stir zone produced by the tool tip appears
to be minimal, suggesting this region of the stir zone may have limited impact on the
parent material beneath the channel.

Fig. 13 Purpose-built FSP machine process forces versus distance traveled for four traversing
speeds as noted: 254 mm/min, 381 mm/min, 508 mm/min, and 635 mm/min, respectively; all at a
rotation rate of 750 rpm
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Fig. 14 Cross-sections from the steady-state portion of the coupon processed on the UNT purpose-
built FSP system at a travel speed of 381 mm/min and rotational rate of 750 rpm

Robotic FSP System

Because the SBT tunneling process under investigation was found to produce rela-
tively low process forces (Fig. 13), it was anticipated that it could be transferred
directly to a properly rated industrial robotic system equipped with an FSP end
effector. To test this supposition, a series of coupons identical to those tested on the
FSP machine were processed with the industrial robotic system also located at UNT.
A preproduction SBT toolset mounted on the robot arm is shown in Fig. 15.

The first set of SBT coupons processed on the robotic system is shown in Fig. 16.
As expected, the tool deflected away from the programmed path at the start of the
run, which was corrected manually as the run progressed. Based on the magnitude
of these manual adjustments, the robot was then trained to make the adjustments
automatically. A second attempt was made, which was successful in terms of the
robotic arm following the programmed path as trained. This is demonstrated by
comparing the pictures presented in Fig. 16.

For the first run, it was anticipated that the toolset could deflect in the vertical
direction as well. Therefore, the robotic arm was programmed in position control to
over-plunge theSBTshoulder into the part surface.After thefirst run, itwas found that
this step was not needed to ensure the shoulder was fully engaged with the surface.
This is not an unexpected result since SBTs are internally self-reacting along the
tool axis of rotation. In the next run, the magnitude of the over-plunge was lessened,
and it was eventually reduced to zero for processing subsequent coupons. A major
observation of these test runs was that even with an over-plunge, the SBT toolset
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Fig. 15 An SBT toolset
mounted on the UNT robotic
FSP system

Fig. 16 First set of SBT test coupons processed on theUNT robotic FSP system: before positioning
compensation (left) and after compensation (right). The travel speed was 127 mm/min, and the
rotational rate was 750 rpm for both coupons

capably produced channels. This result signified that the SBT tunneling process is
robust in that it can accommodate deviations from the programmed travel path.

Figure 17 shows SBT tunneling coupons processed with correction for side-
deflection at 381 mm/min and 508 mm/min, respectively. A small measure of flash
was observed in both coupons, which was easily removed by hand. The distortion in
the cone-shaped flash at the exit holes gives a sense of the lateral deflection in the
robotic arm resulting from in-plane process forces. The process path for each was
again observed to be nominally straight.

The first attempt at processing aU-shaped channel is shown in Fig. 18 near the start
of processing at 127 mm/min and 750 rpm. As observed, the figure shows the robotic
arm initially deflected to the side of the path in response to in-plane process forces
and some dynamic programming issues. By correcting the off-set displacement in
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Fig. 17 SBT coupons processed with the UNT robotic FSP system at 381 mm/min (left) and
508 mm/min (right). Both coupons were processed at a spindle speed of 750 rpm

real-time, the robot was eventually able to follow the machined slot in the coupon.
From prior processing runs on the purpose-built FSP machine, it was known that the
side forces could have been on the order of 1 kN for a travel speed of 127 mm/min.
For future runs, it is anticipated that correlating force data with deflection data will
be useful in training the robot system for advanced development work on complex
shapes in the robotic cell.

Figure 19 shows the second process run,whichwas also carried out at 127mm/min
and 750 rpm. This time the coupon was processed with side-deflection correction
from the start of the path. As shown in the figure, the robotic arm was able to follow
the scheduled processing path around the corner of the path to the end of themachined
slot. Both channels produced at 127 mm/min were especially useful because they
provided an opportunity to examine how channel configurations are affected by the
robot arm straying from the anticipated processing path.

A third U-shaped channel was processed at 254 mm/min. This channel and the
second U-shaped channel processed at 127 mm/min (with a correction factor) were
sectioned as shown in Fig. 20 formetallographic examination—with the 127mm/min
coupon shown on the left and the 254 mm/min coupon shown on the right in this

Fig. 18 First attempt at
processing U-shaped
channels on the UNT robotic
FSP system. This coupon
was run at 750 rpm and
127 mm/min initially without
side-deflection control
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Fig. 19 Second U-shaped channel processed on the UNT robotic FSP system at 127 mm/min and
750 rpm. This process run included side-deflection correction

Fig. 20 Sectioning of the
U-shaped channels processed
on the UNT robotic FSP
system at 127 mm/min (left)
and 254 mm/min (right),
respectively

figure. The cross-sections of sectioned samples taken from six locations in each
coupon are shown in Fig. 21.

In Fig. 21, the channel morphology is shown to vary along the U-shaped path.
In all positions examined along the path, a channel was produced, which serves
to demonstrate the robustness of the technology. However, the morphology of the
channel cross-section is observed to vary from one section to the next. Therefore,
further research is needed to understand these preliminary results produced by the
robotic system.

Discussion and Conclusions

SBT tunneling holds significant potential for producing channels in malleable mate-
rials for a host of applications because of its robustness and agility. Although the
research covered in this paper has established the viability of the process, this research
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Fig. 21 Cross-sections of U-shaped channels processed at 127 mm/min (left) and 254 mm/min
(right) on the robotic FSP system

was just the initial phase in developing this new technology. Additional alloys and
channel shapes need testing, and SBTprocess parameters, toolsets, and fixturing need
maturing for specific materials and products. A recent study of U-shaped channels
produced by SBT tunneling highlights these needs [22].

From results obtained by Koonce [22], surface finishes in channels produced by
SBT tunneling appear to be dependent upon the thermal condition and behavior
of the workpiece under certain working conditions. For example, in reviewing the
results obtained by Koonce [22], it was observed that thicker test plates appeared
to have better channel surface finishes than those produced in thinner plates. This
result points to a possible thermal effect since thicker plates can absorb and conduct
a greater portion of heat generated by processing compared to thinner plates. It was
also observed that channels produced by the purpose-built FSP machine were found
to have worse surface finishes compared to those produced in the robotic cell.

This difference in surface finishes produced by the two systems does not appear
to be explained by the processing equipment itself. Even though the purpose-built
FSP machine was stiffer than the robot—and therefore the SBT process was better
controlled by it—the robot produced better surface finishes within the channels using
the same SBT toolset. To resolve the observed differences in surface quality, the
fixture in both systems was examined. The purpose-built FSP machine (shown in
Fig. 11) was originally equipped with an O1 tool steel backing plate that was not
actively cooled for this work. A thick plate of uncooled A36 steel was used for a
fixture in the robot cell (e.g., Fig. 19). For comparison, in the CNC lathe testbed
(Fig. 5), coupons were supported by an actively cooled support beam made of A36
steel.

The influence of the backing plate was considered in follow-onwork to the present
study where a copper backing plate was placed over the O1 plate in the purpose-built
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FSP machine. With this change, it was found that comparable surface finishes could
then be obtained between the two systems. The result obtained byKoonce [22] and in
the follow-up work to this study highlight the importance of the thermal environment
immediately around where a friction stir process is taking place, which is due to the
localized nature of this thermomechanical processing method. It also emphasizes the
need to evaluate the effect of workpiece thickness on the SBT process. Therefore,
further work like the research program carried out by Balasubramanian et al. [8–11]
would serve to advance the development of a thermal management approach for
more directly controlling channel formation and morphology.
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